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Abstract

This work presents an analysis of the spatiotemporal variability of hail in Germany, France, Belgium,
and Luxembourg for the period 2005-2014. As conventional observation data, such as weather stations
or individual observations, are neither accurate nor available comprehensively to establish a climatology
of hail, proxies estimated from 2D radar data combined with lightning data were used to produce a highresolution hail potential composite of 1 × 1 km2 . This study describes the first hail potential derived from
radar data including analysis of the pre-convective environments using ERA-Interim reanalysis data.
Individual past hailstorm trajectories were reconstructed using a cell-tracking algorithm adapted and
applied on 2D radar composites corrected beforehand and filtered with lightning data. For the detection of
hail in the radar data, the simplified Mason (1971) criterium was applied that considers a radar reflectivity
more than 55 dBZ as hail signal. A radar convective severity index (RCSI) was developed and estimated
for each hail swath detected by the algorithm to determine the severity of a swath and to compare among
all reconstructed past events. The most severe event recorded during the 10-year period occurred on 9
June 2014 and crossed France and Belgium as well as the western part of Germany. Another severe
hailstorm on 28 July 2013 affecting South-West Germany was the second most severe swath.
The hail potential is investigated and discussed regarding various influencing factors relevant to severe
convective storms. On the local-scale, orographically-driven flow deviations play an important role in the
development of convection on the leeward side, which is found as favored regions for hail occurrence.
In this area, low-level moist convergence permits a vertical rise of air, and a moisture supply favors an
air parcel to reach the level of free convection required for the development of deep moist convection.
Pre-convective environments in terms of thermal stability, wind speed, and other quantities relevant for
convection are analyzed near hail onsets using reanalysis data. The regions most affected by hail have, for
example, high wind shear permitting the development of organized convective storms that can produce
large hail. Also, a capping inversion of temperature due to dry and warm flow coming from SouthWest Europe at upper-tropospheric scales combined with moist and colder air advection coming from
the Atlantic at lower levels are favorable environments for the development of deep moist convection.
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1. Introduction

Convective storms and related hail constitute a major atmospheric risk in various parts of Europe, including Southern France, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland (for example Dessens, 1986; Punge and Kunz,
2016; Puskeiler et al., 2016; Nisi et al., 2016). Several studies show that the number of hail-damage days
increased substantially in the last two decades, which may be related to an increase in the convective
potential of the atmosphere (Soden and Held, 2006; Kunz et al., 2009; Mohr and Kunz, 2013). However,
because of the local-scale extent of hail affected areas, referred to as hail streaks, with typical widths
only between several hundred meters to several kilometers, hail is not captured accurately and uniquely
by a single observation system. Currently, there are no dedicated and automatic monitoring systems for
hail detection installed with sufficient spatial coverage. Numerical models, such as weather forecasts or
regional climate models (RCM), on the other hand, are also not able to reliably reproduce these storms
due to a high degree of uncertainty in the initial conditions, a lack of knowledge in cloud microphysics,
and the low resolution of the models. Therefore, little is known about the hail probability and hail risk
within Europe. Since hail damage can cost more than one billion Euros for a single event (cf. Andreas
hailstorm on 28 July 2013 over the Southern part of Germany), hail constitutes a considerable interest
for the insurance industry. Improved knowledge about hail frequency, intensity, and additional hailstorm
characteristics will help to understand the potential related risks better. Even if continuous hail observations are in existence, different hail proxies are available from which the presence of hail on the ground
can be estimated using different methods, although some limitations remain:
- Insurance loss data provide information about large hail occurrence on the ground but are often
restricted to a few insurance companies that differentiate between hail and storm, and data are
restricted to settled (insured) regions, whereas unsettled areas are not considered.

- Hail reports archived by the European Severe Weather Database (ESWD) operated by the European
Severe Storms Laboratory (ESSL; Dotzek et al., 2009): datasets comprise valuable information,
such as date, time, geolocalisation, maximum, and the mean diameter of hailstones. These are
based on eyewitness reports, storm chasers, newspapers, and other similar sources of data. The
quality and reliability of the data is very heterogeneous with most of the reports available after
2005. Furthermore, most of the reports are restricted to Germany (23.4%), and only a few hail
reports are available for France.
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- Severe convective storm signals, including overshooting tops (OT) and cold arc clouds, can be
detected by satellites, such as Meteosat Second Generation (MSC), with a sufficient spatial resolution. Even if these signals serve as proxies for severe convection (Bedka, 2011), the relation
to hail, in particular on the ground, is unclear and leads to increased uncertainty in the analysis
(Punge et al., 2014).

- For precipitation radars with large areas of high spatial resolution under constant surveillance,
radar reflectivity may serve as a proxy for hail. Several algorithms, based on reflectivity composites, exist that estimate hail signals from reflectivity, sometimes in combination with other data,
such as satellite or radiosonde data. Furthermore, tracking algorithms follows convective structures in time and space to reconstruct entire hail swaths (Hohl et al., 2002; Kunz and Puskeiler,
2010; Puskeiler, 2013; Puskeiler et al., 2016).

- Even if numerical models are not able to reliably reproduce hail events (e.g., Noppel et al., 2010),
they are able to simulate temperature, moisture, and wind at different levels of the atmosphere
from which the hail potential can be estimated. Based on different methods, such as the use of a
specific logistic regression model developed by Mohr (2013), hail climatology can be estimated
for larger regions. An advantage of model data is its long-term availability (30-50 years) and large
spatial coverage.

- Lightning datasets are available for several years over large areas with a high accuracy. Even if
hail is directly connected to thunderstorms, a systematic relationship between lightning data and
hail cannot be established.

The present work is carried out within the framework of the project HAMLET (Hail Model for Europe by Tokio Millennium) funded by the reinsurance company Tokio Millennium Re based in Zürich,
Switzerland. Started in January 2013, the project focuses on the analysis of past severe hail events over
six European countries and aims to create a stochastic hail event set based on the latest scientific developments. This stochastic event set forms the basis to quantify hail risk and to estimate probable maximum
loss (e.g., PML200) for a given industry motor or property (building) portfolio. The results help identify
regions frequently affected by hail. Statistics of hail events give further insights into the mechanisms
driving the onset of deep moist convection.
In this study, daily maximum reflectivity composites obtained from the combination and merging of
single radar locations with additional lightning data form the basis for proper detection of individual
hail events over Europe. The total investigation period covers the years from 2005 through 2014 during
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which time radar data for the four European countries are available. Convective signals from radar data
were tracked by applying an appropriate algorithm. Hail signals were estimated from the tracks using
the simple Mason (1971) criterion that estimates hail corresponding to a radar reflectivity more than 55
dBZ. To further improve the reliability of the results obtained from this analysis, additional methods
were developed to correct radar data, including an advection correction, which interpolates reflectivity
values between the single MaxCAPPIs (Maximum Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator) along hail
tracks. The spatial and temporal variability of the hail events is discussed with respect to continentality,
general climatic conditions, and orographically-induced flow modifications that may trigger deep moist
convection. A new Radar Convective Severity Index (RCSI), based on the hail kinetic energy, was computed to estimate and compare the severity of hailstorms. Air mass properties during severe hail events
were investigated to identify typical weather patterns relevant to the development of deep convection.
The most important scientific questions discussed in this thesis are:
- How are the spatial and temporal hail potentials distributed over Western Europe?
- Which dimensions and characteristics have severe hail swaths? What are the main daily and seasonal cycles and how do they depend on the specific locations?
- What are the relationships between hail frequency and orographic characteristics?
- What are the prevailing pre-convective conditions that favor the development of severe hailstorms?
Which meteorological parameters best describe the occurrence of hail events?
Fundamentals of deep moist convection leading to the formation of hail within convective systems are
first explained in Chapter 2 followed by an overview of weather radar principles. Chapter 3 presents
the data and methods used for this study. The cell-tracking algorithm, leading to the reconstruction of
past hail swaths, is described in detail together with the new RCSI derived from individual hail swaths.
Chapter 4 describes the spatiotemporal variability of hail signals obtained from radar data and presents
statistical analyses of hail swaths as well as their respective RCSI. Furthermore, how the estimated hail
days depend on additional factors, such as orography, continentality, or local climate is investigated. The
chapter concludes with a regional analysis of hailstorm occurrences. Chapter 5 assesses environments
favoring hail on a large scale using reanalysis data and shows several properties of the 100 most severe
hail swaths that occurred during the investigation period.
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Hail is formed within deep cumulus clouds that usually extend through the entire troposphere. These
types of clouds develop in a convective environment where buoyancy forces arising from thermal instability drives the vertical motion. This chapter discusses theoretical fundamentals and physical concepts
related to deep convection including triggering mechanisms by orographically-induced lifting. The first
part focuses on the thermodynamic aspects of convection. Section 2.2 briefly overviews the different
types of convective storm systems and their properties. Thunderstorms produce lightning as defined in
Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses cloud microphysics related to the growth of hailstones. Hail observation systems available in Europe are described in Section 2.5, and Section 2.6 overviews radar basics,
including hail detection approaches and radar errors.

2.1. Deep moist convection
Large hail can be produced in organized convective storms. These storms develop in an environment
where the air is lifted to saturation producing positive buoyancy (Markowski and Richardson, 2010)
such that the air parcel may rise to greater heights. This process is referred to as deep moist convection
(DMC), and the following section discusses parcel instability leading to DMC.

2.1.1. Convection
Convection induces a vertical rise of heat associated with buoyancy within an unstable atmosphere and
can be classified as free or forced convection. Free convection occurs because of temperature differences
between an air parcel and the environment. Therefore, this type of convection preferably occurs during
the summertime, especially throughout the afternoon, when the Earth’s surface absorbs a higher amount
of solar radiation. As the surface warms up during the day, the overlying air layer is also heated, which
gradually becomes less dense than the surrounding air and, thus, begins to rise. The other possibility for
reaching an unstable layer at low levels to enable free convection is cooling aloft by, for example, cold
air advection.
In a forced convection environment, the lifting of air is caused by obstacles, such as an orographic lift or
cold fronts where the warm air is forced to lift above colder air (AMS, 2000).
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2.1.2. Thermodynamic fundamentals
Water is an essential constituent of the atmosphere and is the only substance available in the atmosphere
as three phases: solid in the form of ice and snow, liquid as rain and cloud droplets, and gaseous water
vapor. Depending on the atmospheric energy budget, the water content in the troposphere varies between
0.0% and 4%. Evaporation and condensation within the water cycle are important processes for the
energy balance.
The equation of state for dry air (a mixture of ideal gases) by considering Dalton’s law is
pd = ρd Rd T

[2.1]

Equation (2.1) expresses the relationship between the pressure (pd ), the density (ρd ), and the temperature
(T ) of atmospheric gases with Rd as the specific gas constant for dry air (Rd = 287.05 J kg−1 K−1 ). For
moist air, the total pressure is expressed as p = pd + pm , where pm ≡ e is the water vapor partial pressure.
Combining the equations of state for dry and moist air yields:
p = (ρd Rd + ρm Rm )T

[2.2]

Adding the mixing ratio and the water vapor partial pressure gives:
r
p = ρd Rd (1 + )T
e

[2.3]

The density ρ of the overall parcel can be deduced and added to equation (2.3):
p=

ρ
r
Rd (1 + )T
1+r
e

[2.4]

As in equation (2.1), the pressure is related to density, temperature, and dry air giving the equation of
state for moist air:

p = ρRd


1 + r/e
T
1+r

[2.5]

or,
p = ρRd Tv

[2.6]

where Tv is the virtual temperature. The virtual temperature of a moist air parcel is the same temperature
that a dry air parcel would have at equal density and pressure of the moist parcel.
The first law of thermodynamics defines the quantification of energy exchanges between an air parcel
and its environment:
du = δ q + δ a

[2.7]

The variation of internal energy du is due to specific heat δ q variations transferred from or out of the
volume, and to work δ a variations. For a compressible air volume, the latter can be expressed by:
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δ a = −pdα
where α =

1
ρ

[2.8]

represents the specific volume. The rate of heat exchange δ q and the rate of work δ a are

partial differentials and are therefore written with a δ instead of a d.
Internal energy changes are proportional to the temperature changes, du = cv dT , with cv as the specific
heat capacity of a constant volume of air (cv = 719 J kg−1 K−1 ). With the enthalpy h = u + pα, equation
(2.7) can be written:
δ q = dh − αd p

[2.9]

The change of enthalpy is dh = c p dT , where c p = 1005 J kg−1 K−1 is the specific heat at constant
pressure. For an adiabatic process that neglects heat transfer between an air parcel and its environment,
δ q = 0, and equation (2.9) becomes:
dh = c p dT = αd p

[2.10]

According to equation (2.10), a pressure variation causes a change in the temperature (assuming adiabatic
processes). The hydrostatic approximation, resulting from the neglect of vertical acceleration where z is
the altitude and g the gravitational acceleration, is given by:
∂p
= −ρg
∂z

[2.11]

With this expression, equation (2.10) becomes c p dT = −gdz, thus yielding a dry adiabatic temperature
gradient Γd representing the rate at which temperature decreases with the height for a non-saturated air
parcel.
∂T
g
= −Γd = − = −0.0098 K m−1
∂z
cp

[2.12]

Combining equations (2.6) and (2.10) yields Poisson’s law:
c p dT = Rd T dlnp

[2.13]

Integration gives:

T0 ≡ θ = T

p0
p

 Rc d
p

[2.14]

θ is the potential temperature an unsaturated parcel of dry air would have if brought adiabatically and
reversibly from its initial state to a reference pressure p0 , which is usually p0 = 1000 hPa. θ remains
constant for adiabatic vertical motions and represents the potential energy, which is proportional to the
entropy. The potential temperature is conserved for dry adiabatic processes and is an important quantity
to describe the stratification of an unsaturated troposphere.
In the same way, the equivalent potential temperature for moist-adiabatic conditions is defined.
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When an unsaturated air parcel is lifted, the air expands and cools down and dries adiabatically. When
the air is saturated, latent heat is released, which reduces the cooling of the air parcel compared to the
dry adiabatic process.
When condensation is considered in equation (2.10), it yields:
dh = c p dT + lv drs = αd p

[2.15]

where lv represents the evaporation rate with rs as the saturation mixing ratio.
Thus, the change in enthalpy by lifting compared to the dry case is increased by the amount of latent
heat (lv drs ).
By integrating equation (2.16), the equation of equivalent potential temperature becomes:


θe ≈ θ · e

rs lv
cpT



[2.16]

θe is the temperature a parcel of air would have if the entire water vapor were condensed, releasing
latent heat and brought adiabatically to 1000 hPa. The parameter lv represents the latent heat of evaporation. This equation is only an approximation. Bolton (1980) provided a relatively exact equation of θe
by:

θe = T

p0
p

0.2854(1−0.28r)

"

#
3376
· exp r(1 + 0.81r) ·
− 2.54
TLCL


[2.17]

with TLCL as the temperature at the condensation level by lifting. The dependence of c p on the mixing
ratio r is explicitly considered in this equation. The right exponential term of equation (2.17) considers
latent energy due to phase transitions. For very dry conditions, for example at higher elevations, θe and
θ are almost equal.
The moist adiabatic lapse rate Γm cannot be determined as easily as the dry adiabatic lapse rate because
Γm depends on moisture content and the pressure of the air parcel.
−

∂T
g
1
lv drs
= Γm =
+
∂z
c pl + rcw c pl + rcw dz

[2.18]

where cw and c pl are heat capacities of liquid water and water vapor respectively. Further details can
be found in Durran and Klemp (1982).
Moist adiabatic and dry lapse rates compared to the environmental lapse rate (γ) define an air stability
that characterizes how air parcels react to an initial vertical rise initiated by external forces. When an air
parcel is forced to return to its original position, the environment is stable. The rate of change of θe with
height identifies stable and unstable conditions. If θe decreases with height (z),
∂ θe
<0
∂z

[2.19]

such that the atmosphere is unstably stratified and convection may occur. In contrast, when θe increases
with height,
∂ θe
>0
∂z
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such that stability is reached. According to Haurwitz (1941), four atmospheric states can be distinguished. For this purpose, the environmental lapse rate γ is compared to moist and dry lapse rates,
respectively:

- Absolute stability: γ < Γm .
When an external force induces a vertical air displacement from its initial position, the air parcel
will return to this position. This is because the lifted air becomes colder than its surrounding
leading to descent and re-establishing an equilibrium state.
- Absolute instability: γ > Γd .
When the dry adiabatic lapse rate is lower than its environmental lapse rate, a lifted air parcel is
warmer and less dense than its surroundings and will rise further due to positive buoyancy.
- Neutral condition: γ = Γd or γ = Γs .
When the environmental lapse rate is equal to the moist or dry adiabatic lapse rate, the height of an
air parcel remains constant. Under such conditions, an air parcel displaced vertically experiences
no buoyant acceleration and remains at the lifted position.
- Conditional instability: Γd > γ > Γs .
If the environmental temperature gradient is between the dry and moist adiabatic gradient, then
the layering is conditionally unstable. An air parcel rises further when becoming saturated during
such conditions.

If an air parcel is too dry, then positive buoyancy does not permit the parcel to reach the level of free
convection (LFC; see next paragraph) despite a conditionally unstable stratification. In contrast, an air
parcel rising with high moisture contents from lower heights permits attaining the level of free convection
(LFC). The air parcel temperature is then higher than its surrounding, and positive buoyancy is present,
a state referred to as latent instability (Normand, 1938).
Potential instability exists if equivalent potential temperature θe decreases with height. Furthermore, if a
moist layer is present under a dry layer and if the column of air is lifted (for example, when a cold front
crosses), then condensation occurs earlier into the lower moist layer than the layer above in which air
is lifted dry adiabatically over a larger distance. This increases the vertical temperature gradient as the
upper layer cools faster than the lower and, thus, promotes instability. Such a configuration is referred to
as potential instability.
According to Groenemeijer (2009), latent instability is the most important prerequisite for DMC development and severe thunderstorms.
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2.1.3. Vertical motions
The lifted parcel theory describes vertical movements and associated changes of state (Holton, 2004)
where an air parcel does not exchange any kind of matter and heat with the environment (adiabatic conditions). Further, the parcel has the same pressure as the environment. The lifting of an air parcel is
initially dry adiabatic until saturation. After this level, the lifting is pseudo-adiabatic. During the ascent,
all condensed water instantaneously falls out. Furthermore, freezing processes are neglected. These assumptions strongly approximate reality and are necessary for stability quantifications. However, a rising
air parcel interacts with the environment leading to entrainment. Heymsfield et al. (1978) show that the
rise of the central part of a cumulus nimbus cloud approximately follows saturated adiabatic conditions,
and applies both to changes in temperature as well as in water vapor content. During dry adiabatic lifting,
phase changes do not occur with the consequence that dry adiabatic processes are reversible. In contrast,
during pseudo-adiabatic lifting, all condensation products are assumed to fall out of the parcel immediately after they have formed. Therefore, this process is strictly irreversible. The prefix “pseudo” is used
because the falling precipitation carries energy away from the parcel, which transgresses the definition
of a strictly adiabatic process.
During its rise through the troposphere, an air parcel follows different stages:
- In the first stage, an air parcel is lifted dry-adiabatically up to a certain height until saturation is
reached. Possible causes for the uplift can be of both dynamic (fronts, orography) or thermal in
nature (warming of layers near the ground). In the first case, the saturation level defines the lifting
condensation level (LCL). In the second case, the level is referred to as the cumulus condensation level (CCL). During the unsaturated ascent, the potential temperature θ and mixing ratio are
constant.
- After saturation occurs, the air parcel rises further pseudo-adiabatically. During this phase, latent
heat of condensation is released leading to reduced cooling compared to a pure dry adiabatic
process. Because the heat released by condensation partially offsets the cooling due to expansion,
the parcel cools at a lesser (moist adiabatic) rate as it rises.
- The height at which the air parcel temperature exceeds that of the environment is the level of free
convection (LFC). Above this level, the air parcel is vertically accelerated from the LFC because
of its higher temperature leading to positive buoyancy.
- After crossing the LFC, the air parcel rises along the moist adiabat until its temperature becomes
lower than the ambient temperature. The level at which the air parcel temperature is equal to the
environment is called the equilibrium level (EL). For deep convection, EL is usually identical to the
cloud top. Due to a strong inertia of the air parcel, the part of updraft with an important momentum
may penetrate the lower stratosphere and form an overshooting top (OT) (Bedka, 2011; Punge
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et al., 2014). An OT is the product of deep convective storm updraft cores of sufficient strength to
rise above the storm’s general equilibrium level near the tropopause region.
The buoyancy B represents a vertical pressure gradient force not balanced with gravity resulting from
density differences between an air parcel and its surrounding. Positive buoyancy is defined as a statically
forced part of the local non-hydrostatic upward pressure gradient (Doswell III and Markowski, 2004;
Markowski and Richardson, 2010). Buoyancy results from the vertical component of the equation of
motion. Neglecting frictions and the earth’s rotation, this is given by:

ρ

dw
∂p
=−
− ρg
dt
∂z

[2.21]

A horizontally homogeneous hydrostatic balance (base state, denoted by an overbar) is defined by:
∂p
− ρg = 0
∂z

[2.22]

Then, pressure and density are decomposed into a hydrostatic basic state and a perturbation from that
base state, denoted by (0 ), is:
p = p(z) + p0
[2.23]

ρ = ρ(z) + ρ 0

Consequently, using the previous notations and equation (2.21) Doswell III and Markowski (2004) gives:



dw
∂ p̄ ∂ p0
ρ
=−
+
− ρ̄ + ρ 0 g
[2.24]
dt
∂z
∂z
Subtracting (2.22) from (2.24) and rearranging yields:
1 ∂ ρ0
1 ∂ p0 ρ 0
dw
− g =−
=−
+B
dt
ρ ∂z
ρ
ρ ∂z
| {z } |{z}
i

[2.25]

ii

where i represents the vertical gradient of pressure perturbation and ii is the buoyancy term (Kessler,
1985).
Replacing ρ with ρ gives:
ρ0
B= g≈
ρ


Tv0 p0
−
g
[2.26]
p
Tv
Integrating the positive buoyancy B from the LFC to EL yields the convective available potential energy


(CAPE).
Z EL

CAPE =
LFC

Bdz ≈ Rd

Z EL
LFC

(Tv0 − Tv )dlnp

[2.27]

CAPE represents the maximum energy available during the ascendancy of an air parcel during convection. When the air parcel reaches the EL, B becomes negative and can no longer be lifted. According
to Doswell III and Rasmussen (1994), ρm needs to be considered in the definition of CAPE. The authors
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also indicate that the virtual temperatures of the air parcel Tv0 and the environment Tv are physically required as well in its definition. As Tv > T , the values of CAPE by considering moist air are always larger
than without.
When an air parcel has positive buoyancy, CAPE values are larger than zero (Moncrieff and Miller,
1976). Higher values of CAPE represent high potential for severe storms.
Table 2.1 shows typical values of CAPE in Southern Germany identified by Kunz (2007a).
Tab. 2.1.: Typical CAPE values in terms of convection severity (Kunz, 2007a).

< 500 J kg −1
500 - 1000 J kg

weak convective activity
−1

moderate convective activity

> 1000 J kg −1

deep convective activity

CAPE also defines the maximum thermodynamic vertical velocity. Thus, the vertical component of
the equation of motion (2.21) without pressure anomalies is:
dw −ρ
=
g=B
dt
ρ

[2.28]

dz
dw
=B
dt
dt

[2.29]

Multiplied by the vertical velocity gives:
w

and integrated over the time needed by an air parcel to rise:
1 2
dw = Bdz
2

[2.30]

Integration of the velocity between LFC (w = 0) and EL (w = max) yields
Z EL

dw2 = w2 max = 2

LFC

Z EL

Bdz = 2 ·CAPE

[2.31]

LFC

or
wmax =

√
2 ·CAPE

[2.32]

According to Weisman and Klemp (1984), the ratio S between the actual and the buoyancy-derived
maximum velocity is defined to be equal to

w
wmax

and varies between 0.3 and 0.6. Reasons for S < 1

include the neglect of entrainment from the environment and vertical mixing.
In the same way as for the CAPE, another convective parameter can be considered denoted as convective inhibition (CIN).
CIN = −

Z LFC
h0

Bdz = −Rd

Z LFC
h0

(Tv0 − Tv )dlnp

[2.33]

This quantity indicates the amount of energy that is required to lift a parcel of air from the surface h0 to
the LFC. This amount of energy is required to overcome the negative buoyant energy the environment
usually exerts on an air parcel.
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Fig. 2.1.: Skew-T log p diagram from a radiosonde in Trappes, France. Horizontal solid black lines, spaced logarithmically, represent isobars. Black solid lines sloping from the lower left to upper right with equal
spacing are isotherms. Black curved solid lines sloping from the upper left to lower right are dry adiabats
or lines for constant potential temperature. These indicate the rate of temperature change in a parcel of
dry air moving adiabatically. Moist adiabats are the slightly curved light green solid lines sloping from
the upper left to lower right. Moist adiabats represent the temperature change from a saturated parcel
of air rising pseudo-adiabatically. Dark green dotted curves represent a constant saturation mixing ratio.
The bright blue curve represents the parcel’s trajectory, and the red curve is the measured temperature.
The red area depicts the CAPE, whereas the light blue area represents the CIN. The red dotted curve
indicates the measured dew point. Modified from Wesolek and Mahieu (2011).

A powerful diagram to visualize thermodynamic processes in the atmosphere is the so-called skew
T-log p diagram, which represents the temperature T on the x-axis and the logarithm of the pressure p
on the y-axis. The advantage of this diagram provides a better visualization of convection. Due to the
logarithms of p, the area between the lifted parcel and the temperature profile of the surrounding are
proportional to the CAPE. Both the CAPE and CIN can be easily visualized and quantified on a skew
T-log p diagram. They are represented by the area between the environmental temperature and air parcel
temperature curves (Figure 2.1).

2.1.4. Triggering of Convection
Stull (1994) defines the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) as the part of the troposphere directly influenced by the Earth’s surface that responds to surface forcing with time scales of about an hour or less.
Solar heating of the surface causes thermals to rise and, thus, triggers convection with the transport of
moisture, heat, and aerosols. The air parcel rises and expands adiabatically until thermodynamic equi-
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librium is reached at the top of the ABL. If the air parcel rises near orography, forced convection can be
initiated. Indeed, orography and rough terrain play a major role in the onset of convection (Stull, 1994;
Smith, 1989) by the deviation of near-surface flows or by thermally-induced wind systems. Houze (1993)
distinguishes between two main processes related to dynamic or thermal effects within the atmosphere.
Dynamic orographic flows
Dynamic flow effects are determined by the shape (height and width), orientation, and the obstacle’s
slopes in combination with airmass characteristics. Internal gravity waves are generated when the flow
passes over or around a mountain range within a stably stratified troposphere. The frequency of these
waves is used to determine air stratification. Gravity waves propagate horizontally but also vertically and
can be thus relevant for mesoscale motions. Static stability of the troposphere can be assessed by the
Brunt-Väisalä frequency N with
s
N=
where

∂ θv
∂z

g ∂ θv
θv ∂ z

[2.34]

is the vertical gradient of the virtual potential temperature. With equation (2.29) and the

linear form of the adiabatic equation, the following can be written:

or

dB
+ N 2w = 0
dt

[2.35]

d2w
+ N 2w = 0
dt 2

[2.36]

where the vertical motion w is dependent of the Brunt-Väisalä frequency. The initial conditions for
small vertical motions with neglect of acceleration at t = 0, are w(t = 0) = w0 and

dw 2
dt t

=0

Three possible solutions are available for equation (2.36) depending on the sign of N:
- for N 2 < 0: w(t) = w0 cos h (|N|t): the atmosphere is unstable and w increases with time.
- for N 2 = 0: w(t) = w0 : neutral stratification; the air parcel continues to move away from the initial
position with constant velocity w = w0 (without acceleration).
- for N 2 > 0: for w(t) = w0 cos(Nt): a harmonic oscillation of the vertical velocity with frequency
N. The air volume oscillates about the reference level when the atmosphere is stable (Stull, 1994).
The Froude number is an important parameter from similarity theory to distinguish different flow
regimes. The ratio of inertial to buoyancy forces or, rather, the ratio of the flow inertia to the external
field is the dimensionless Froude number Fr =

U
NH ,

where U represents the flow speed, and H is the

height of the obstacle.
Fr  1: high wind speed and/or low stability and/or small mountains, and the flow goes directly over
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Fig. 2.2.: Flow over a mountain at high (a) and low values of the Froude number (b). Stagnation points are formed
aloft the mountain (A) and upstream close to the ground on the windward side (B) described by Smith
(1989) and modified by Kunz (2011).

the mountain (Case a in Figure 2.2).
Fr < 1: weak wind speed and/or high static stability and/or high mountains, and the flow may go around
the obstacle.
During the flow-around regime, a stagnation point may form upstream (Figure 2.2, point B). Such
a stagnation point is a local blocking of the flow (Smith, 1989). The flow is then divided and passes
alongside the obstacle. The blocking point on the ground can initiate a dividing streamline at upper
levels. This streamline separates a stable flow approaching an obstacle into two flows: a lower region,
where the flow is horizontal and splits around the obstacle (i.e., the flow is partially blocked), and an
upper region, where the flow is three-dimensional and goes over the hill (Snyder et al., 1985). The
generated waves can have some effects over a local-scale, mesoscale, and partially large-scale:
Through the formation of waves, another blocking point can form on the leeward side of the mountain
(Figure 2.2, point A), which can initiate wave breaking. This wave breaking has a significant influence
on the leeward side flow with, for example, the generation of turbulent flows (Lane and Clark, 2000) that
enhance downslope winds (Peltier and Clark, 1979). The large amplified baroclinic wave behind a large
mountain may develop a trough leading to cyclogenesis at the leeward side (Smith, 1989).
The vertical propagation of the momentum generated by the internal gravity waves can affect the
mesoscale. The associated vertical mixing of water vapor, aerosols, and chemical particles (Dörnbrack
and Dürbeck, 1998) can modify the atmospheric energy budget as well as large-scale circulations. However, the effect of mountain-waves is more important for mesoscale systems than large-scale circulation
because the energy generated by waves is partially absorbed in the troposphere, which reduces the transmission to higher altitudes. For a theoretical description, air flowing in an incompressible atmosphere in
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a two dimensional x, z plane is assumed. The motion and adiabatic equations are linearized, neglecting
the Coriolis force. According to Holton (2004), the disturbance of the vertical speed w0 is given by:


∂ 2 w0 ∂ 2 w0
+
∂ x2
∂ z2

with the vertical wave number m:
m2 =


+

N2 0
w =0
U2

N2
U 2 − k2

[2.37]

[2.38]

where k represents the wave number of the x plane.
Two solutions are possible for m2 6= 0:
(
for m2 > 0 : w0 = ŵ exp [i(kz + mz)]
w0 =
for m2 < 0 : w0 = ŵ exp ikx · exp [−mi z]

[2.39]

with amplitude ŵ and imaginary vertical wave number mi . By m2 > 0, an undampened wave propagation
occurs horizontally as well as vertically (free waves). The solution m2 < 0 is carried out for |Uk| < N
and yields dampened vertical waves (Holton, 2004).
Etling (2008) defines the induced topographic stationary wave by:
L=

2π ·U
N

[2.40]

These leeward waves are visible, for example, in the form of clouds of the genus Altocumulus lenticularis
(Aclen) when vapor condenses by adiabatic cooling in the ascending branch of the wave movement.
Using a 2D model, Chu and Lin (2000) identified different regimes with a potentially unstable flow
over the mountain. For very small Froude numbers, convective cells are triggered on the windward side

Fig. 2.3.: Triggering of convection depending on the flow regimes. From Houze (1993), modified by Kunz (2003).
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of the mountain because of deceleration and the resulting uplift (Figure 2.3). In such a regime, the initiation of convection is situated further upstream because of gravity waves forming aloft. Convective cells
can also form downstream with the development of flow convergence on the leeward side (Durran and
Klemp, 1987, Pierrehumbert and Wyman, 1985). In subsequent work, Chen and Liu (2005) used a 3D
model configuration to study flow effects evolving over an isolated mountain. Qualitatively, the results
agree with the 2D simulations where the flow around regime appears because of flow convergence developed on the leeward side. The associated frequent development of convective cells on the leeward side
was also shown by Kunz and Puskeiler (2010) and Puskeiler (2013) where a maximum of hailstorms
occurred during southwesterly flow downstream of the Black Forest mountains in Germany.
Thermal orographic flows
Convergence resulting from thermal flows may influence the triggering of deep convection at a regional or
local scale, such as near mountain crests (e.g., Cotton et al., 1983; Banta, 1990; Banta and Barker Schaaf,
1987). Moreover, Banta (1990) speculated that convergence can be initiated at a larger scale (for example, an entire mountain range). Thermally-driven flows occur at multiple scales, such as an entire
mountain, in single valleys or on single slopes (Wagner, 1932). At meso-alpha scale, 200 - 2000 km
(Orlanski et al., 1985), large-scale circulation occurs between adjacent plains and elevated terrain (Tang
and Reiter, 1984). At the scale 20 - 200 km (meso-beta), thermally plain mountain flows originating
from differential heating and leading to pressure gradients (Egger, 1990), were observed, for example,
in the Alps (Weisman et al., 1988; Lugauer and Winkler, 2005, Haiden, T., Kann, A ., Wittmann, C .,
Pistotnik, G., Bica, B ., and Gruber, C., 2011). At smaller scales, for example, in a single valley (2 - 20
km; meso-gamma) differential heating led to local wind systems. During the day, the same amount of
energy is provided to a plain as well as a valley atmosphere. As the volume of air in a valley is confined,
the heating of the air is more important in a valley compared to larger scales over the plain (Steinacker,
1984; Whiteman and Doran, 1993).

The diurnal cycle of temperature and solar heating influences the along-valley wind. Observations
during summertime over the Alps show that the upvalley wind is established in the morning (Langhans
et al., 2013) and can amplify until 1300 UTC before returning to the valley (Langhans et al., 2013). Defant (1951) described the diurnal cycle of wind systems in valleys as the following. The sunrise triggers
the first upslope winds, initiated by the heating of the side wall exposed to the sun. During the morning,
pressure gradients are intensified between the valley and the mountain crest leading to slope wind (Langhans et al., 2013). In the early afternoon, the intensity of the slope wind decreases, and a mean wind flow
develops in the valley. As the mountain crest is warmer during the evening, downwind flow is initiated
and blows from the mountain towards the valley, so that the dense air at higher elevations is carried by
gravitational force. This feature persists over the night (Langhans et al., 2013) until the morning when
sunrise occurs. A capping inversion appears during the night in the valley, and its strength controls the
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wind velocity through the valley during the nighttime (Doran et al., 1989).

2.2. Convective weather systems
Convective weather systems can be classified according to their physical characteristics, organization,
and preferred location of occurrence. There are four main types of thunderstorms: single-cells, multicells
(inline or clusters) and supercells. Mesoscale convective systems (MCS) are, according to the American
Meteorological Society’s Glossary of Meteorology (2000), an ensemble of thunderstorms producing a
contiguous precipitation area of 100 km or more in horizontal scale in at least one direction. Most MCSs
can be regarded as multicellular convection because new cells are repeatedly triggered by a gust front to
maintain a system of cells existing longer than individual cells.
Vertical wind shear is a predominant parameter to classify thunderstorms (Markowski and Dotzek,
2011) as it influences the lifetime and the helicity of a cloud. Most relevant for the organization of
convective systems is the vertical shear of the horizontal wind between the surface and 6 km, which is
quantified as the wind vector difference. Wind shear is referred to as the difference in wind speed and
direction with the height (AMS, 2000). A shear above 20 m s−1 is considered strong and promotes the
development of supercells, whereas values below 10 m s −1 indicate weak wind shear where single cells
usually develop.
2.2.1. Single cell thunderstorms
Single-cells are non-rotating, isolated cells with diameters between 2 and 10 km, and a short lifetime of
about 30 minutes to one hour. A single updraft and one downdraft characterize them. As the wind shear
is mostly below 10 m s−1 (Markowski and Richardson, 2010), the gust front is not able to initiate new
cells.
These thunderstorms evolve into three stages: cumulus, mature, and the dissipation phase. At first,
a cumulus cloud forms in an unstable environment with weak shear, preferably during the daytime and
early evening. During the lifting process, condensation takes place when the dew point within the air
parcel is reached. The cloud shape and size increase during its ascension and an anvil shape can form
at the top of the cloud. As the air parcel passes above the freezing level, precipitation starts to develop
via the Bergeron-Findeisen process that describes ice crystal growth in mixed-phase clouds (containing
a mixture of supercooled water and ice). The mature stage is reached when precipitation falls, triggering
a cool downdraft (e.g., Knupp and Cotton, 1985; Markowski and Dotzek, 2011; Houze, 2004). When the
downdraft becomes stronger than the updraft that does not provide enough heat into the system to continue to rise and develop, the dissipating stage is reached. This phase provokes the highest precipitation
intensities of the entire cloud lifecycle. The cloud begins to dissolve from the base up to the top (Figure
2.4).
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The collapse of the updraft by an evolving downdraft can be estimated according to Markowski and
Richardson (2010) as:
τ≈

H H
+
w0 vt

[2.41]

where τ is the cell lifetime, H is the height of the atmosphere, w0 is the average updraft speed, and vt
represents the mean terminal fall speed of precipitation. For typical values of H = 10 km, w0 ≈ 5–10 m
s−1 , and vt ≈ 5–10 m s−1 , τ is comprises between 30 and 60 minutes.

Fig. 2.4.: Three stages of a single cell: (a) towering cumulus stage, (b) mature stage, and (c) dissipating stage;
adapted from Byers and Braham (1949) and Doswell (1985).

2.2.2. Multicell thunderstorms
Multicellular convection is very common in midlatitudes. In contrast to single-cells, multicells are characterized by the repeated triggering of new cells that permit the dynamic development of the system.
New cells can be regarded as individual cells that persist for only 30 to 60 minutes, while severe multicells may last several hours. The movement of a multicell is usually not parallel to the mean horizontal
wind but is determined of the vector sum of the horizontal wind and the vector of the new cell formation.
At the ground, the interaction between vorticity related to the gust front and the wind shear (which is
usually in the range 10–20 m s−1 according to Markowski and Richardson (2010)) allows the rising of
air mass and, thus, the triggering of new cells at the location where the two vorticities interact, i.e., downshear of the cold pool. The gust front is a strong wind field on the surface that separates the boundary
between the outflow of cool air (cold pool) and the surroundings with different physical properties. Towards the shear vector ~S = ∂~v , the vorticity of the gust front is opposite to that of the environment. The
∂z
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uplift is increased where cold air meets warmer and moist air, which permits warm air to reach the LFC
and, thus, new cells may form.
There are various stages of development of multicells (see Figure 2.5). New cells form at the flank
of the cluster (cell 4 in the first section of Figure 2.5), mature cells (cell 2) are situated in the center of
the storm, and dissipating cells (cell 1) associated with downdrafts are located at the rear of the storm.
Each cell undergoes the lifecycle of individual single cells (e.g., cell 2 in the mature stadium in the top
panel dissociates in the bottom panel). The presence of sufficient vertical wind shear is important for this
development (Marwitz, 1972b), which separates updraft and downdraft.

Fig. 2.5.: Vertical cross-section of a typical temporal evolution of multicellular convection. Colors represent radar
reflectivity: low reflectivity values (green) evolve into high values (yellow) with updraft strength. The top
panel represents a snapshot of multicellular convection. The second and third panels show the evolution
after 10 and 20 minutes time-lapses. Individual cells are numbered from 1 to 5. See text for more details.
Markowski and Richardson, 2010, adapted from Doswell, 1985.
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2.2.3. Supercells
The most impressive kind of organized thunderstorms are supercells with the first conceptual model
given by Browning and Ludlam (1962). The intense activity can cover several hours up to an entire day
and produces, in almost all cases, large hail, torrential rainfalls, extreme winds, and sometimes a tornado.
Approximately 20% of all supercells observed by radar in the USA led to tornado formation (Burgess,
1997). Supercells are characterized by an intense single updraft flanked by two downdrafts (Lemon and
Doswell III, 1979). The first downdraft is situated at the rear of the storm, called rear-flank downdraft
(RFD). The RFD forms when dry mid-level winds encounter the updraft leading to particles mixing
at the backside of the updraft that evaporates producing negative buoyancy and inducing a downdraft.
Another region with downdraft, generally the principal core of precipitation in a supercell is situated on
the forward-flank of the updraft, called forward-flank downdraft (FFD). Evaporative cooling, melting,
and sublimation of ice lead to the development of negative buoyancy triggering the FFD. A supercell
has a motion that deviates significantly from the mean wind due to cyclonal (or anti-cyclonal) rotation.
A typical feature of supercells is the cell splitting where a central pressure deviation forms to separate
the cyclonal and anti-cyclonal cores of the updraft. After splitting, the cells propagating to the left and
right sides of the mean wind are the so-called left- or right-movers, respectively. Usually, right-movers
are more severe and have a longer lifetime (Wesolek and Mahieu, 2011). An essential characteristic of a
supercell is the rotation of the updraft and the entire cell due to wind shear in excesses of 20 m s−1 . The
strong rotation leads to a pressure minimum at the center (mesocyclone within the updraft) with a typical
width between 3 and 8 km (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). Environmental directional shear leads to
a rotating updraft as the horizontal vorticity is tilted and stretched (expanded) in the updraft as shown in
Figure 2.6. By the tilting, horizontal vorticity is transferred into vertical vorticity.
(Lemon and Doswell III, 1979).
The origin of the mesocyclone can be calculated by starting with the relative vorticity equation:
∂ζ
~ · ∇w
= −~v · ∇ζ + ω
∂t

[2.42]

∂ζ
∂ζ
∂ζ
∂ζ
∂w
∂w
∂w
= −u
−v
−w
+ξ
+ν
+ζ
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

[2.43]

where ω = (ξ , ν, ζ ) is the three-dimensional relative vorticity vector. The Coriolis force is neglected.
The linearized vertical vorticity equation is sufficient to describe the mesocyclogenesis. With u =
ū(z) + u0 ; v = v̄(z) + v0 , w = w0 , and ζ = ζ 0 in equation (2.43) it follows that:
∂ζ0
∂ζ0
∂ ζ 0 ∂ ū ∂ w0 ∂ v̄ ∂ w0
= − ū
− v̄
+
−
∂t
∂x
∂y ∂z ∂y
∂z ∂x
|
{z
} |
{z
}
j

[2.44]

jj

where j is the advection term, and jj represents the tilting term. The advection term represents the
advection of ζ 0 by the storm-relative wind. This term determines the horizontal shift of the ζ 0 field in the
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Fig. 2.6.: Three-dimensional representation of a supercell in its mature stage. Colored arrows represent the mean
wind flow at 4 km (orange) and 9 km (green), and black arrows represent streamlines of inflows and of
the two downdrafts. From Markowski and Richardson (2010), based on Lemon and Doswell (1979).

updraft. Note that only the tilting term can lead to an increase of ζ 0 . The vorticity tilted into the vertical
is amplified by stretching because of conservation of angular momentum.

Davies-Jones (1984) pointed out the importance of ambient streamwise vorticity for the development
of the rotating updraft. The streamwise vorticity is tilted with the conversion of horizontal to vertical
vorticity. The rate at which streamwise vorticity enters the updraft of a storm can be quantified by the
storm relative helicity (SRH), which is integrated over the entire layer that constitutes the inflow to the
storm, often from the earth’s surface to a few kilometers above ground level:

SRH = −

Z z
z0


∂~vh
~
(~vh −~c) · k × (
) dz
∂z

[2.45]

with ~c as the storm velocity. High values of SRH, 0-3 km (> 250 m2 s−2 ), integrated from the lowest to 3
km layers above ground level suggest an increased potential for supercell development, since a supercell
converts the SRH into its rotating updraft. Once the updraft becomes helical, the stretching of the tilted
streamwise vorticity amplifies the vertical vorticity of the storm.
In a radar image, a supercell is often visible by the presence of a hook echo (reflectivity minimum)
usually on the southeastern flank of the storm (Figure 2.7) due to the presence of a strong updraft. This
minimum reflectivity region is called the bounded weak echo region (BWER) because the velocities are
too high for precipitation formation, which leads to low reflectivity in that region.
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Fig. 2.7.: Horizontal cross-section of low-level radar structure and cloud features of a supercell. The red and blue
colored areas represent the precipitation regions as viewed by radar with weak (red, blue), moderate
(light purple), and high (dark purple) reflectivity values. The outflow boundary is indicated by the barbed
contour. A few storm-relative streamlines are drawn. (Horstmeyer, 2013).

There are three types of supercells: classic (CL) supercell, high precipitation (HP) supercell, and low
precipitation (LP) supercell. CL supercells have most of their precipitation on the forward flank, whereas
LP supercells have rainfalls displaced at some distance away from the updraft on the forward part of the
storm. HP supercells have large amounts of rain around the hook echo and on the backside of the storm
(Wesolek and Mahieu, 2011). A typical radar signature of a CL is shown in Figure 2.7. The three types
of supercells can be separated according to the upper-level storm-relative winds. LPs occur with strong
upper-level storm-relative winds (> 28 m s −1 ) with hydrometeors falling far from the updraft where they
partially evaporate. When upper-level winds are weaker (< 18 m s −1 ), HP can form with hydrometeors
falling near the updraft and leading to large amounts of rain (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). With
upper-level wind between 18 and 28 m s −1 , a CL preferably occurs (Wesolek and Mahieu, 2011).
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2.2.4. Mesoscale Convective Systems
Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) persist during several hours (> 12 hours) and over large areas (see
Table 2.2). Houze (1993) defines an MCS as a large precipitation system with embedded convection and
with stratiform rainfall areas over at least 100 km. An MCS is triggered by strong and large uplift along a
front or a low-pressure system (Markowski and Richardson, 2010), and controlled by large-scale lifting.
They often form upstream of a trough.
Vertical velocity w is related to specific dynamic and thermodynamic conditions in the troposphere.
When the quasi-geostrophic vorticity equation is related to the first law of thermodynamics, in a system
where the pressure p is the vertical coordinate, the ω equation can be written as:


2
R
R 2
∂
2
2 ∂
σ ∇ + f 0 2 ω = − f0
(−~vg · ∇ p (ζg + f )) − ∇2 (−~vg · ∇ p T ) −
∇ H
∂p
∂p
p
cp p

[2.46]

σ is a stability parameter so that the left term is proportional to ω, which is the vertical velocity in the
p-system. f0 is the (constant) Coriolis parameter, ~vg is the geostrophic wind, ζg is the relative vorticity
of the geostrophic wind, and H is the diabatic heat transitions. With positive vorticity advection (PVA),
which increases with height, the maximum warm advection and maximum diabatic heat transfers due to
condensation causing large-scale uplift (Houze, 1993).
MCS development can be compared to the development of single cells, where convection of the system
decreases with time, while the stratiform precipitation area further increases. Initially, there is a system
of isolated cells that then merge and interact together. During the first stage, MCSs preferably evolve
during the night from the outflows of single isolated convective cells, which are usually formed in the late
afternoon (Stensrud, 1996). MCSs usually propagate along the mean wind with high velocity permitting
it to move across large areas.
MCSs include two types of systems: Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC) and Squall-lines. Like
MCS, MCCs are accompanied with strong winds, heavy rain, and sometimes hail. An MCC is defined by
specific characteristics observed by infrared satellite imagery according to the Maddox criteria (Maddox,
1980):

- Presence of a convective area of at least 100,000 km2 with temperature lower than -32°C.

- Presence of a convective area of at least 50,000 km2 for the inner (central) cloud region with a
temperature lower than -52°C.

- Eccentricity (ratio of the dimensions of the major and minor axes) greater than 0.7.
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- Lifetime of at least 6 h, where the criteria mentioned above prevail.

The vertical structure of an MCC can be separated into three sub-regions. Near the surface, cold air
generates the outgoing thunderstorm gust front and creates a mesoscale anticyclone on the outer edge of
the complex. In the mid-levels of the troposphere, a low-pressure cyclonic circulation develops where
the air is warmer than outside the complex. At the tropopause, the air is cooler than the environment.
Squall-lines consist of convective cells forming a nearly linear arrangement over several hundred kilometers, often occurring in conjunction with a cold front. Squall-lines develop preferably ahead of and
parallel to a cold front or dry line boundary. The width is relatively small, and less than 10 km according
to Bluestein et al. (1987). Thunderstorms in squall-lines have common lifting mechanisms that include,
for example, cross-circulations at fronts, large outflow boundaries, or gravity waves. Squall-lines evolve
in a low-level shear environment. The low-level inflow approaching the squall line from the front is lifted
to its LFC by the gust front and retains much of its front-to-rear momentum as it ascends through the
leading convective updraft. After the leading updraft, the front-to-rear air sometimes descends within a
transition region before ascending once again. During the mature stage, a rear-inflow jet develops at the
edge of the storm in response to the upshear-tilting as horizontal buoyancy gradients are present along
the rear of the storm. The rear-inflow jet supplies relatively cold and dry air from mid-levels into the
system aiding in the production of a strong downdraft that may lead to a strong cold pool, which allows
the system to move rapidly and affect large areas.
A bow echo is an arched outline of a squall-line (Figure 2.8) or another type of cluster storms. They are
accompanied by strong damaging downburst winds that are the cause of line echo bowing (Fujita, 1973).
Bow echoes evolve in three stages: Tall echoes, bow echoes, and comma echoes (Fujita et al., 1979;
Przybylinski, 1995). During the first stage, intense downbursts on the rear flank result in a distortion of
the line segment. During the second stage, the center forms a spearhead with anticyclonic and cyclonic
rotation at the edge of the bow. With strong winds, the last stage evolves into a comma-echo with a
rotation head at the upper end of the bow.
According to Johns and Hirt (1987), severe wind damage or convective gusts exceeding 26 m s−1 are criteria for the formation of a derecho, which is a large complex of thunderstorms moving with straight-line
winds.
To summarize, Table 2.2 lists the types of thunderstorm organization with the respective characteristics. Adapted from Maddox (1980) and Weisman and Klemp (1982).
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Fig. 2.8.: Cross-section of a bow echo. Red arrows represent updrafts and the blue braded contour marks the
location of the gust front. The colored surface on the ground is the radar signature of a bow echo with
reflectivity values. Yellow depicts low reflectivity values towards red representing high values (NWS,
2000).

Tab. 2.2.: Physical characteristics of thunderstorm systems.

Organization

Horizontal spatial extension

Lifetime

Hazard potential

Single-cell

1-10 km

30 min

low

Multicell

up to 50 km

few hours

modest-high

Supercell

∼ 50 km

several hours

highest

MCS (MCC)

> 100 km

∼ 24h

very high

Squall-line (MCS)

> 100 km

∼ 24h

very high

2.3. Lightning
2.3.1. Lightning definition
Lightning is a sudden electrical discharge that occurs during a thunderstorm between differently charged
regions within a cloud (called intra-cloud lightning or IC), between two clouds (CC lightning), or between a cloud and the ground (CG lightning). IC lightning is the most frequently occurring type (Soula
et al., 1998) between the upper anvil portion and lower regions of a thunderstorm (Houze, 1993). Since
the base of a thunderstorm is usually negatively charged, this is where most CG lightning originates
(Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), and this region is typically at an elevation where freezing occurs within
the cloud. Freezing, combined with collisions between ice and water, appears to be a critical part of the
initial charge development and separation process (Soula et al., 1998). During wind-driven collisions,
small ice crystals tend to develop a positive charge, while larger particles, such as graupel, develop a
negative charge (microphysical charge separation) (Houze, 1993). Updrafts within a cloud separate the
lighter ice crystals from the heavier graupel (macrophysical charge separation) causing the top region
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Fig. 2.9.: Polarity structure of thunderclouds during mature (left) and dissipating (right) stages (Houze, 1993).

of the cloud to accumulate positive charges, while the lower level accumulates a negative area charge
(Beard and Ochs, 1984). The charge transfer is dependent on the temperature range in the cloud (Houze,
1993). In addition, charge separations can occur during phase transitions (Tobin, 1974). Because of these
previous processes, a tripole structure often forms within a thunderstorm (Figure 2.9).

2.3.2. Lightning formation
Few stages are necessary to produce a CG lightning, described for the first time by Kasemir (1960).
At first, the concentrated charge within the cloud must exceed the insulating properties of air. Then, a
channel of ionized air, called a "leader," is initiated from a charged region in the thundercloud. Leaders
are electrically conductive channels of partially ionized gas that travel away from a region of dense
charge. Negative leaders propagate away from densely charged regions of negative charges, and positive
leaders propagate from positively charged regions. When a stepped leader approaches the ground, the
presence of opposite charges on the ground enhances the strength of an electric field. The electric field
is stronger on grounded objects, such as trees and tall buildings (Soula et al., 1998). Once a conductive
channel bridges the air gap between negative charge excess in the cloud and the positive surface charge
excess below, a massive electric discharge follows. This is the return stroke, which is the most luminous
and noticeable part of the lightning discharge. The electrical activity of a channel can lead to multiple
strokes. Several strokes represent lightning or flash.
2.4. Hail formation and microphysics
2.4.1. Definition of hail and characteristics
Hail is a type of precipitation formed by a solid ice core and small air envelopes with a total diameter
exceeding 5 mm (the standard by WMO). Below this diameter, the pellet is called graupel composed of
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snow crystals and rimed droplets with a soft consistency. Different hail sizes can be compared to circular
objects together with typical terminal velocities, such as those listed in Table 2.3.

Tab. 2.3.: Hailstones of different sizes and analogous objects, adapted from the French association Anelfa (Association nationale d’études et de lutte contre les fléaux atmosphériques).

Size of hailstones

Diameter

Analogous object

Average velocity (km h−1 )

Small

0.5 - 1 cm

Pea

42

Small - medium

1 - 2 cm

Grape seed

60

Medium

2 - 3.5 cm

Nut

86

Large

3.5 - 5 cm

Golf ball

99

Severe

5 - 7 cm

Egg / Tennis ball

121

Extreme

7 - 10 cm

Bocce ball

131

Giant

> 10 cm

Grapefruit

> 135

Giant hailstones with diameters larger than 10 cm are rare but can occur during intense hailstorms.
For example, M. Kaschuba collected a hailstone of 14.1 cm diameter with a weight of 360 g from a
severe supercell near Undingen in Southern Germany on 28 July 2013 (ESWD, 2013) representing the
largest documented hailstone in Germany. The largest hailstone worldwide, with a diameter of 20 cm,
was collected during a supercell in Vivian, South Dakota, USA on 23 July 2010 weighing 880 g. The
heaviest hailstone at approximately 1 kg was found in Gopalganj District, Bangladesh on 14 April 1986
(Monfredo, 2011).
Hail is produced by various processes and mechanisms on different spatial and temporal scales in
organized thunderstorms cells, such as multicells, supercells or MCSs. The long persistence of hailstones
within clouds is responsible for the accumulation of layers of ice or water around the main core. The
hailstones density varies from ρ ≈ 0.7 - 0.9 g cm−3 according to Pruppacher and Klett (1997). The
weight of a hailstone and its composition (ice, water) determine the terminal fall velocity Vt , (Gunn and
Kinzer, 1949). The terminal velocity results from the equilibrium between drag, buoyancy, and gravity
forces (Gunn and Kinzer, 1949). The drag force is a type of fluid friction exerted opposite of gravity.
The drag force (Stokes friction) is proportional to the squared velocity for a turbulent flow (Castellano
et al., 1994):

1
FD = ρVt 2CD A
2

[2.47]

In equation (2.47), FD is the drag force, ρ is the density of the air, A is the cross-sectional area, and CD
is the drag coefficient.
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The drag coefficient depends on the shape of the object and on the Reynolds number Re defined by the
ratio of inertial to viscous forces:
Re =

vD
ν

[2.48]

D represents the diameter of the hailstone and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Re is a dimensionless number depending on the type of the flow regime. Re is low (Re < 2,000) for laminar flows,
between 2,000 and 4,000 for transitional flows, and high (> 4,000) for turbulent flows (Reynolds, 1883).
With increasing Re or diameter D, Cd decreases by almost an order of magnitude yielding an increase of
Vt by about a factor of 3 rather than remaining constant (Heymsfield and Kajikawa, 1987).
If the gravitational force is equal to the Stokes equation friction (according to equation (2.47)), then
the terminal fall velocity can be written as:

Vt =

2mg
ρCd A

0.5
[2.49]

As CD is difficult to calculate, several authors proposed a simplified equation relating Vt to the hailstone
diameter. For example, for D < 8 cm at 800 hPa and for 0°C, Auer (1972) proposed:


D
Vt = 9
cm

0.8

m s−1

[2.50]

From hail observations in Canada, Lozowski and Beattie (1979) concluded:


D
Vt = 12.43
cm

0.5

m s−1

[2.51]

For dry and smaller hailstones (D < 2 cm), Knight and Heymsfield (1983) proposed:


D
Vt = 8.445
cm

0.553

m s−1

[2.52]

2.4.2. Hailstones growth
Hail is created from the interaction between diverse processes and mechanisms on different scales. Ice
particles, such as graupel and hail, form in cumulus clouds where a sufficient concentration of ice crystals and supercooled droplets prevail (AMS, 2000). Various particles can be present in a cold convective
cloud (temperature below 0°C), including ice crystals, snow, supercooled droplets, frozen drops, graupel,
and hail. Two primary mechanisms of ice nucleation exist through which ice nuclei can form larger ice
particles (Heymsfield and Kajikawa, 1987).
Nucleation
The beginning of hail development is the formation of small droplets or ice crystals, named nucleation.
Two types of nucleation must be differentiated: Homogeneous nucleation, where the formation of hydrometeors from a pure water vapor phase, and heterogeneous nucleation, where an aerosol with specific
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conditions is involved (Matsumoto et al., 2002).
The surface tension of small cloud droplets is high due to an unfavorable ratio of surface to volume. Thus,
supersaturation between 100 and 300% are needed for homogeneous water nucleation (Vali, 1971). In
the case of ice nucleation, the random coincidence of water molecules is transferred into a solid configuration of the ice crystal. The release of heat due to freezing leads to an unstable configuration of the
ice particle due to thermal molecular motion (Heymsfield, 1978). The lower the temperature, the lower
the molecular motion and the more stable the configuration: homogeneous freezing may occur only at
temperatures below -38°C. For higher temperatures, homogeneously nucleated hydrometeors remain in
the liquid state, referred to as supercooled droplets (Vali, 1971).
Heterogeneous liquid water nucleation (condensation) requires either a wetting aerosol with a given
initial radius or a water-soluble aerosol in solution (Heymsfield and Kajikawa, 1987), which substantially
reduces the supersaturation. Aerosols involved therein are referred to as Cloud Condensation Nuclei
(CCN) (Twomey, 1959).
For heterogeneous ice nucleation (deposition), a special aerosol (ice nucleus or ice forming nuclei, IN) is
required with a similar grid structure compared to the ice (Dymarska et al., 2006). The lattice structure
of ice is elastically deformed when the two grids of the ice and IN are slightly different. Thereby, the
surface tension increases at the interface. With different lattices, the interface can be moved with some
molecules remaining unbounded (Burton and Oliver, 1935). This increases the enthalpy of the interface,
depending on the are temperature: the higher the temperature, the higher the surface tension and, thus,
the lower the ice nucleation efficiency (Fletcher, 1958).
Heterogeneous ice nucleation can be realized through four fundamentals modes according to Cooper
(1986): (1) deposition nucleation, describing ice formation on IN directly from the water vapor phase
due to supersaturation compared to the ice phase, (2) condensation nucleation on IN in droplets that
initiate ice formation, (3) contact nucleation where freezing of a supercooled droplet occurs after contact
with an IN, and (4) immersion freezing with aerosols functioning as an IN for one or, in the best-case
scenario, all heterogeneous ice nucleation modes.

Aerosols can be effective as IN under a few conditions according to Pruppacher and Klett (1997). They
need to be highly water-insoluble, and they must have a minimum size, comparable to those of the ice
embryos or nuclei (D > 0.1 µm). Therefore, the critical size is dependent on the chemical properties and
the nucleation mode. Because of these different requirements, only a few aerosols are appropriate as IN
(Heymsfield and Kajikawa, 1987). The low number of IN available in the atmosphere results in a high
concentration of supercooled droplets in deep convective clouds. Increasing the concentration would
lead to instant freezing of the supercooled droplets. This is the proposed principle of cloud seeding with,
for example, silver iodide released from aircraft or ground generators (Dessens, 1986), which, however,
is highly controversial (Schmid et al., 1997; Gertzman and Atlas, 1977).
The droplets originating from nucleation grow through water vapor diffusion or coagulate into larger
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droplets. Frozen drops can develop at low temperatures or by the previously discussed freezing process.
On the other hand, the diffusion of water vapor (deposition) leads to the growth of ice crystals (Dymarska
et al., 2006). Depending on temperature and humidity, ice plates, prisms, dendrites (hexagonal form) or
needles may form. Ice crystals can form larger arrangements by aggregation (snow).
Hail growth in cold clouds
The formation of hail can be differentiated in two stages: the formation of a hail embryo and the further
growth into a hailstone. Almost all hailstones initiate as a hail embryo in the form of a graupel particle or large frozen drop as the central growth unit (Knight and Knight, 1970). Graupel forms from ice
crystals or frozen drops through the further deposition of water vapor and, most important, by impinging
of supercooled droplets and the resulting spontaneous freezing (Heymsfield and Kajikawa, 1987). This
process is denoted as riming, whereas the process itself is called accretion. For this process, ice particles
must grow to sufficient size before they can grow further via riming (Heymsfield and Kajikawa, 1987).
Columns and double plates are especially good rimmers for sizes above 50 µm. The process is most
efficient for temperatures between 0 and -5°C because of the high concentration of liquid water present
at these temperatures. Graupel has a density of 0.05 and 0.89 g cm −3 depending on the temperature and
the motion of supercooled droplets occurring on ice particles (Rasmussen and Heymsfield, 1985).
The further growth from graupel to hail takes place by additional accretion and diffusion at temperatures
ideally between -10 and -20°C. As the number of ice particles in this temperature range is low, their mass
change rate can be estimated with the supercooled droplets assuming continuous growth. Pruppacher and
Klett (1997), for example, related the mass change rate of accretion and diffusion and found that the latter
can be neglected. This allows for the easy identification of the conditions for rapid growth of large hail:
(1) a long-lived storm, (2) high updraft velocity that increases the difference between the fall velocity of
hailstones and cloud drops (Ludlam, 1958;Cheng and English, 1983; Browning and Foote, 1976; Musil
et al., 1991), and (3) high liquid water content. As this content is also dependent on the temperature, hail
grows most efficiently between -10 and -20°C.
Growth modes: dry and wet growth
Hailstones are usually composed of alternating transparent and opaque layers due to a different type of
growth regime depending on the surface temperature of the hailstone. Dry growth occurs at a temperature
below 0°C. Due to nearly instantaneous freezing, several air bubbles are enclosed. The amount of these
air inclusions is proportional to the freezing rate (Vali, 1971). The higher the freezing rate, the higher the
proportion of air inclusions and the more opaque the layer. Thus, the opaque layer density is lower than
the transparent layer. In contrast, wet freezing takes place at a surface temperature of 0°C. Consequently,
liquid water can penetrate into hail pores and form translucent layers having a density between 0.8 and
0.9 g cm−3 .
To determine whether dry or wet growth occurs, a heat-budget balance is determined for a hailstone
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(Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). This includes heating by conduction, vapor deposition, accretion, and
aggregated cloud water (Straka, 2009):
dqcond dqdi f f dqrime dqice
+
+
+
=0
dt
dt
dt
dt

[2.53]

The heating conduction is the first term of equation (2.53) and can be written as:
dqcond
= 2πDK(Tice − T ) fh
dt

[2.54]

where Tice is the surface temperature of hail, T is the temperature of the environment, K is the thermal
conductivity, and fh is the heat ventilation coefficient.
Deposition and sublimation represented by the second term are given by (Straka, 2009):
dqdi f f
= 2πDLs υρ(qv − qs0 ) fv
dt

[2.55]

with qv representing the vapor mixing ratio of air, qs0 is the saturation mixing ratio at 0°C, Ls is the
enthalpy of sublimation, fv is the vapor ventilation coefficient, and υ is the water vapor diffusivity.
The riming term can be determined by:
dqrime dMliquid
=
(Ff L f + cL [T − Tice ])
dt
dt

[2.56]

where cL is the specific heat of the liquid, L f is the enthalpy of freezing, Mliquid defines the liquid water
content, and Ff is the fraction of frozen liquid. This term must be modified if liquid is retained inside the
hailstone or if some of the liquid accreted by the hailstone is shed. In the latter case, an additional term,
Eshed cL (TL -T0 ), with Eshed as the fraction shed, must be added to the previous equation.
The last term of the heat-budget equation considers when the heat changes due to collisions with ice
of different temperatures and sticking (Straka, 2009):
dqice dMice
=
(ci [T − Tice ])
dt
dt

[2.57]

where ci is a constant and Mice is the ice content. The surface temperature of hail, Tice , assuming no
heat storage, can be derived and simplified from the above equations using Nelson’s procedure (Nelson,
1983):
Tice =

(c1 + c2 T )υice + c3 T
c4 + c5 υice

[2.58]

where c1 to c5 are constants and υice is the growth rate changing with accretion. To simplify, Tice depends
on the temperature of the environment and on the growth rate of accretion, which in turn depends on the
density of supercooled droplets.
Macroscopic hail formation in thunderstorms
When the surface temperature of a hailstone reaches 0°C, a water film or an ice-water mixture is produced around the surface. Thus, a hailstone is not always compact and solid but can be spongy (spongy
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ice). Decisive factors for the growth of large hail include a long residence time in the cloud, a high
vertical velocity, and a high amount of liquid water content. Thus, large hail is present only in organized
thunderstorms, such as in multicells or supercells (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). In multicells consisting of various single-cells as described in Section 2.2, hydrometeors can be transported among the
different single-cells during their different stages. The process begins with condensation on the downshear flank of the system. Subsequently, liquid water is transported vertically, forming an ice crystal or a
bigger ice particle by aggregation. If it reaches cell 2 or cell 3 in Figure 2.5 (top panel), entailing a high
amount of supercooled water droplets, then the particle continues to grow in that region until it falls to
the ground from cell n-1 due to its weight (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). In total, the residence
time of hydrometeors in the cloud complex is long enough to form hail.
The growth of hail is different in a supercell (Browning and Foote, 1976). A high amount of hail embryos prevails on the backside and in the upper part of the updraft. In contrast, a high concentration
of supercooled water droplets is present in the middle part of the updraft. Thus, hail embryos and supercooled drops are mixed towards a strong updraft, and large hailstones can form rapidly by accretion
(Heymsfield et al., 1978). Finally, hailstones are transported to the forefront of the updraft because of
wind shear, where they fall on the ground when the updraft is no longer able to maintain the hailstone in
the cloud.
If the hail embryos grow in the rotating updraft of the supercell, then they are slowly transported on spiral
paths to the top of the cloud (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). On the long path, a high number of
supercooled droplets can accumulate so that large hailstones may occur, which fall directly on the front
part of the upwind region.

2.5. Hail observation systems
The local area affected by hail, termed hail streaks, makes it difficult to catch single hail events properly.
As the diameter of hailstones is not recorded by remote-sensing data (weather radar, satellite data), the
severity of hail events is difficult to estimate. Hail observations from eyewitness recorded in the ESWD
increased in the last years, but some limitations exist.

Hail sensors measure different physical parameters of hail, such as hailstone diameters (Long, 1987),
momentum, and kinetic energy, and different regions operate a hail pad network (for example, Admirat,
1973; Morgan Jr and Towery, 1975; Mezeix et al., 1976; Changnon, 1977; Berthet et al., 2011; Sánchez
et al., 2008). Over the past decades, various kinds of instruments were introduced to record the physical characteristics of hailstones. Morgan Jr and Towery (1976), for example, listed the hailcube, the
hail-wind detector (providing wind direction), and a recorded hailgauge to determine the duration of the
storm.
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To cover a larger geographic area, simple hail pads have been installed and are in operation in several
regions. The hail pad is a simple and cheap device developed by Canadian researchers (Schleusener,
1960) to record the trace of hailstones reaching the ground. It consists of a metal pole at a height of 1.50
m holding a horizontal plate (Berthet et al., 2011; Palencia et al., 2009 of extruded polystyrene with a
size of 30 cm x 40 cm2 . After the storm, the plate retains deformations caused by hailstone impacts. In
laboratories, these impacts are made visible by black ink covering the plate with a printing roll (Berthet
et al., 2011). A scanner performs the post-storm counting to determine the diameter of each hailstone
causing an impact (Berthet et al., 2011). From this, distinctive parameters can be determined, such as
the total number of hailstones, the intensity, the corresponding mass, and its kinetic energy (Dessens and
Fraile, 1994). The long-term measurements and a large number of sensors of the hail pad network in
France allow for climatological studies and trend analysis (Dessens et al., 2015). More recently, a pilot
project with the installation of a hail sensors network was conducted in Southwest Germany to account
for the lack of measurements in a region highly affected by hailstorms (Puskeiler, 2013). The automatic
hail sensors detect the momentum and kinetic energy of the hailstones and provide a size spectrum. Two
sensitive microphones record momentum and energy signals of the hailstones, which are converted to
diameter.

2.6. Radar basics
This section describes the background and operating modes of weather radars. A definition and description of the radar hardware are provided first. Then, equations for distributed targets are established, and
possibilities to identify hail are discussed along with limitations and radar artifacts.
2.6.1. Weather radar and hardware
Radar is the acronym for "Radio Detection And Ranging," which emits radio waves to detect targets,
such as aircraft, ships, motor vehicles or hydrometeors. The development and use of radar began before
and during World War II (Marshall et al., 1955; Batt, 1991).
A radar includes four main components (Figure 2.10) of a transmitter, antenna, receiver, and display
(Skolnik, 1962; Rinehart, 1991). First, the transmitter generates an electromagnetic wave (pulse of energy), which is emitted by the antenna in predefined directions until reaching a target that reflects or
scatters the signal in many directions (Levanon and Mozeson, 2004). The signal is especially well reflected by targets possessing a high electrical conductivity, such as metal (in the case of aircraft) or wet
targets. The backscattered signal reaches the antenna and is amplified by the receiver because the signal
is substantially weaker than the emitted (Hughes, 1983). Because of multiple scans, the antenna usually
rotates about a vertical axis, scanning the horizon in all directions. Radar waves scatter in different ways
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Fig. 2.10.: Block diagram of a weather radar (Modified from (Doviak and Zrnic, 2014)).

depending on the wavelength (Calderbank et al., 2009) and the target shape. Radar frequency bands are
subdivided into several ranges. According to AMS (2000), principal radio bands used for precipitation
detection and clouds include the following: The frequency range of L-band radars is between 1 and 2
GHz (corresponding to a wavelength range of 15 to 30 cm), whereas S-band radars emit frequencies
from 2 to 4 GHz (7.5-15 cm). For C-band radars, the frequency range is situated between 4 and 8 GHz
(3.75-7.5 cm), and for X-band radars, it is between 8 and 12 GHz (or 2.5-3.75 cm). Radars operating
in these four frequency bands (L, S, C , and X) are used in this study. Further, higher bands exist, such
as K-, Ka-, Ku-, V- or W- bands, but they can suffer from high attenuation by atmospheric gases, cloud
particles or precipitation. Therefore, they are often employed for special observations only.
Dual-polarized radar
A more recent method of detecting the type of precipitation and, thus, separating raindrops from hail
(Bringi et al., 1982), is the dual polarization. A weather radar alternately transmits two beams with orthogonal polarization. Some modern polarimetric radar, such as METEOR 1500 Germatronik, can emit
both beams simultaneously (Meischner, 2005). Reflectivity in horizontal (ZH ) and vertical polarizations
(ZV ) are similar for spherical hailstones (Waldvogel et al., 1979). The differential reflectivity (ZDR ) aims
to detect the presence of hail. Low differential reflectivity values represent a hail signature.
2.6.2. Radar equations for distributed targets
Radar reflectivity
The radar reflectivity is a parameter that is related to the total backscattering signal of a radar target. It
is proportional to the energy of all particles that scatter energy back to the antenna (Wexler and Atlas,
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1963). The received energy depends on many factors, including the distance to the radar, the wavelength,
the antenna shape, and the emitted energy. For meteorological purposes, the radar reflectivity is determined as a function of the properties of the scattering targets (Barton, 1988). The relation between radar
reflectivity and various specific radar parameters is provided by the radar equation, which describes the
connection between the radiated power Pt and the received power Pr (Sauvageot, 1992):
Pt G2 λ 2 L2 cτ η
Pr =
64π 3 2 r2

Z max

f 4 (θ , Φ) dΩ

[2.59]

Ω

G is the antenna gain (Klein and Degnan, 1974), which is the ratio of the radiation intensity by combining the antenna relative to isotropic radiation, λ is the wavelength, L is a term to account for all losses
applying to the signal, r is the distance of the signal to the radar, c is the speed of light, τ is the pulse
duration, η is the radar reflectivity, which will be further detailed in equation (2.63), and f(θ , Φ) is the
antenna-specific intensity distribution under the azimuth angle θ and the elevation angle Φ (Rinehart,
1991). For a parabolic antenna, these two quantities are equal (Soumekh, 1999). The integration is carried out over the solid angle of the pulse volume Ω, where a homogeneous distribution of the scattering
particles is assumed. Since the backscattering particles are small compared to the wavelength (which is
mostly the case for meteorological radars), the Rayleigh approximation can be used (Jones, 1979). For
hail, this Rayleigh relation has inaccuracies because of the large diameter of the backscattering body. A
more accurate method for large scattering bodies, such as hail, is the use of the Mie relation (Chỳlek,
1976), a solution of Maxwell’s equations. Due to the relatively large diameter of the scattered body compared to the wavelength, the angle between the incident and backscattered radiation and the shape of the
scattering body must be considered. Since this information is not available for meteorological targets,
the Rayleigh approximation is still usually applied (Jones, 1979).
The backscattering cross-section σ for the Rayleigh approximation is given by:

σ=

π 5 |Ki |2 D6i
λ4

[2.60]

where the subscript i refers to the mixture of the targets and |Ki | is the magnitude of the parameter related
to the complex index of refraction m given by:

K=

m−1
m+2

[2.61]

The complex refraction index is m = n ± ik where n is the absolute refractive index of a sphere,
√
i = −1, and k is the absorption coefficient of the sphere. The value of |K|2 depends on the material, temperature, and wavelength of the radar. Battan (1973) gives appropriate values of |K|2 for ice and
water at various temperatures and wavelengths, but usually |K|2 = 0.93 for water and |K|2 = 0.197 for
ice is used (Sauvageot, 1992).
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Considering an ensemble of many hydrometeors with a spectral density distribution n(D)dD, the total
number is equal to the moment of zeroth number:
Z ∞

NT =

[2.62]

n(D) dD
0

The radar reflectivity η results from the sum of the backscattered signal of individual hydrometeors
per unit volume as:
Z ∞

η=

σ (D)n(D) dD

[2.63]

0

Assuming the Rayleigh approximation for small particles, it follows:
η=

π5 2
|K|
λ4

Z ∞

D6 n(D) dD =

0

π 5 |K|2
Z
λ4

[2.64]

In the previous equation, z represents the radar reflectivity factor, which is proportional to the number
of drops per unit volume and the sixth power of the drops diameter (in mm 6 per m −3 ).
Z ∞

Z=

n(D)D6 dD

[2.65]

0

The unit of Z is in mm 6 m −3 , which is not convenient. Thus, Z is often given in a logarithmic unit, with
Z in decibels (dBZ).
Z(dBZ) = 10 log[z(mm6 m−3 )]

[2.66]

For example, Z = 1 mm6 m−3 = 0 dBZ. For moderate rain, Z = 1000 mm6 m−3 = 30 dBZ, for extreme
heavy rain or hail, Z = 106 mm6 m−3 = 60 dBZ (Sauvageot, 1992).
Reflectivity: rainfall rate relationships
The precipitation rate R is often used for meteorological purposes to estimate rainfall amounts:
π
R=
6

Z ∞
0

D3V f (D)n(D) dD

[2.67]

where V f is the terminal velocity of a precipitation particle.
A Marshall and Palmer (1948) distribution is often used, to relate the size distribution of raindrops to
the rainfall rate.
n(D) = N0 exp−ΛD

[2.68]

where the parameter Λ = aRb depends on the rainfall rate R. N0 as well as a and b given from Marshall
and Palmer (1948) are N0 = 8000 mm−1 m−3 and Λ = 4.1mm−1 (R/mmh−1 )−0.21 .
The insertion of a and b values given by Marshall and Palmer (1948) yields the so-called Z −R relation:
Z(mm6 m−3 ) = 296 R1.47 [mm h−1 ]

[2.69]
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Adapted to stratiform precipitation yields (Battan, 1973):
Z(mm6 m−3 ) = 200 R1.6 [mm h−1 ]

[2.70]

whereas for convective systems, Sekhon and Srivastava (1970) gives a relation of
Z(mm6 m−3 ) = 300 R1.35 [mm h−1 ]

[2.71]

Today, the National Weather Service uses Z = 300R1.4 as the primary default Z − R relation of the
WSR-88D radar network in the USA.
2.6.3. Hail identification by radar
Numerous approaches exist to identify hail from 2D or 3D radar data (Puskeiler, 2013). For example,
Kunz and Kugel (2015) tested several hail criteria based on radar data and determined their respective
skill, in comparison to insurance damage data.
Hail identification by radar
Two-dimensional (2D) radar data are used for the Mason criterion (Mason, 1971). For this purpose, the
MaxCappi (Maximum Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator) is used representing the maximum of
radar reflectivity and what is projected on a surface. According to the Mason criterion
Z ≥ 55 dBZ

[2.72]

hail is highly probable. This criterion is a hail proxy and not a direct proof of hail presence on the ground.
The reflectivity can also be achieved even with very large raindrops, such as in typical thunderstorms,
due to the proportionality of the sixth power of the hydrometeor diameter (Mason, 1971).
In a case study from Eastern Australia, Schuster et al. (2005) found the 55 dBZ to be a good approximation of a hail swath causing significant damage to buildings. Puskeiler et al. (2016) also found
this threshold is a good approximation for hail presence in 2D radar data. Using conventional singlepolarization radars between 2005 and 2011, the authors evaluated radar-derived hail days with loss data
from an insurance company and confirmed the reliability of the reflectivity values and insurance data expressed by a Heidke Skill Score HSS of 0.61 for 56 dBZ, even though they found the Waldvogel criterion
band on 3D reflectivities to be a better hail proxy.
Hail identification by 3D radar
Hail can also be identified from three-dimensional (3D) radar reflectivity by using, for example, the
widely-used criterion of the probability of hail (POH) (Waldvogel et al. 1979), which predicts the probability of hail of any size. The criterion relies on the vertical distance between the freezing level and
a certain upper-level reflectivity (echotop), originally the 45 dBZ reflectivity, as a proxy for hail. It is
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assumed that this column represents the hail growth zone in a thunderstorm cloud. The larger the vertical
extent, the higher the probability for hail to occur. This approach was successfully applied in many studies on hail identification (e.g., Waldvogel et al., 1979; Auer, 1972; Witt and Nelson, 1991 and Holleman,
2001). According to Waldvogel et al. (1979), hail may be expected for a distance of 1.4 km between the
echotop H45dBZ and the height of the freezing level H0C :
H45dBZ − H0C ≥ 1.4 km

[2.73]

The Waldvogel criterion was also used by Holleman (2001), who employed 1.76 km between the echotop
of 45 dBZ and the height of the freezing level. This slight difference compared to the 1.4 km found by
Waldvogel et al. (1979) can simply be due to different devices used to calculate the height of the freezing
level. A quantity denoted to as probability of hail (POH) and expressed in % was given by Holleman
(2001):
POH = 0.133 (H45dBZ − H0C ) + 0.39

[2.74]

The higher the POH, the higher estimated probability of hail.
In the works of Makitov (1999), Schuster et al. (2005) and Saltikoff et al. (2010) hail occurrence
related to POH was also studied in Australia, Argentina, and Finland. In these studies, the hail criterion
by Waldvogel et al. (1979) was also slightly transformed.
Auer and August (1994) combined radar reflectivity at low altitudes and cloud top temperatures (TB )
provided by the infrared radiance of satellites (for example Météosat) in New Zealand. If
2.6 Z2km + TB ≥ 85

[2.75]

where Z2km is the reflectivity at a 2 km height, then hail occurs with a high probability.
Hail detection algorithm (HDA)
The National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) developed an algorithm for the detection of severe hail
(D ≥ 19 mm), including the prediction of maximum expected hail size (Witt and Nelson, 1991). This hail
detection algorithm (HDA) is based on a previous radar algorithm (SCIT), which could only determine
the absence or presence of hail in a storm. HDA additionally estimates the probability of hail, the
probability of severe hail (Diameter ≥ 19 mm), and the maximum expected size of each storm cell. To
estimate the probability of severe hail, a severe hail index (SHI) was developed. SHI is derived from
the vertical reflectivity and temperature profiles from the melting level to the top of a storm, neglecting
reflectivity values below 40 dBZ and thereby expecting only ice content. Reflectivity values are first
converted to a hail kinetic energy flux expressed in J m2 s−1 given by Waldvogel et al. (1979):
Ė = 5 · 10−6 · Z 0.84 W (Z) [J m2 s−1 ]

[2.76]
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This equation has three solutions for the weighted function to find a transition between rain and hail
W (Z) : W (Z) = 0 for Z ≤ ZL , W (Z) =

Z−ZL
ZU −ZL

for ZL < Z < ZU and W (Z) = 1for Z≥ ZU where ZL = 40

dBZ and ZU = 60 dBZ.
After computing SHI, a probability function of hail is estimated by Witt et al. (1998) from which the
probability of severe hail (POSH), expressed in %, can be determined. SHI is related to POSH by:

POSH = 29 × ln


SHI(J m−1 s−1 )
+ 50 [%]
W T (J m−1 s−1 )

[2.77]

The maximum expected hail size (MEHS) is also derived from the SHI using a simple empirical
relationship:
MEHS = 2.54(SHI)0.5 [mm]

[2.78]

The maximum size in MEHS represents the maximum diameter of a hailstone in mm. The relation
between SHI and MEHS was determined by comparing SHI with observed hail sizes for 147 hail reports
on 9 days with hail (Witt et al., 1998). The resulting curve between SHI and the observed hail sizes is
the MEHS prediction in the HDA algorithm.
Vertically integrated liquid water
Another indicator of hail is the vertically integrated liquid water (VIL) introduced by Greene and Clark
(1972). The VIL assess the amount of liquid water in the troposphere. The Z-R relation permits to convert radar reflectivity into liquid water content, derived from rainfall rates. VIL does have limitations.
For example, VIL is underestimated for tilted updrafts where hail cores are difficult to sample (Amburn
and Wolf, 1997). Non-precipitation echoes can alter VIL, and the relation between VIL values and hail
size depends on numerous factors, such as synoptic environment, season, storm speed, and structure or
elevation. To improve VIL quantification, Amburn and Wolf (1997), decided to normalize the parameter
by dividing it by the height of the cloud top, determined by 3D radar data. Nevertheless, no agreement
exists yet for the best threshold of hail detection using the normalized VIL.
2.6.4. Limitations and radar artifacts
Numerous artifacts exist in radar data, and the following summarizes the most important types.
Ground clutter
Ground clutter is an echo occurring when the radar beam reaches a fixed obstacle, such as mountains
or buildings. Ground clutter occurs at low elevations and causes higher reflectivity values in the radar
display (especially close to the antenna where the beam is near the ground), and can thus lead to a misinterpretation of data, for example, by confusion of ground clutter echoes with rainfalls or convective
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cells (Billingsley, 1993). A useful method to avoid ground clutter is the use of a Doppler filter, which
separates storms in motion from fixed objects by determining the radial velocity of the targets. Thus,
ground clutter can be identified and filtered on or near a velocity equal to 0 (Sauvageot, 1992).
Moving targets
Birds or insects can appear as rings or dots of high reflectivity values on a radar display near the ground
as well as on layers above the ground. These echoes can be attributed to birds or insects by analyzing the
motion and directions of the targets. Signals returned from moving targets are usually single points with
no repeating patterns so that these echoes can be quickly identified and suppressed.
Anaprop
Another type of ground clutter is anomalous propagation echoes (anaprop) that appear when the beam in
a stable atmosphere is bent toward the surface. In the standard atmosphere, the radar beam spreads from
the Earth’s surface with a radius of curvature equal to 4/3 of the Earth’s radius. The beam propagation
is determined by the vertical profile of air temperature and water vapor pressure. For particular weather
conditions (e.g., temperature inversion during a sea breeze or in the early night or morning), the beam
refraction is increased and bent toward the surface where the clutter occurs. Anaprop may enable ground
clutters to appear at greater elevations, which is problematic in mountainous terrains. These echoes can
vary considerably according to prevailing tropospheric conditions and can be confused with precipitation. Amorati et al. (2000) assess these methods and indicates that an eventual correction of anaprop is
only possible when anaprop or precipitation exist, but not when they appear together.
Bright band
Hooper and Kippax (1950) defined the bright band as a layer of high radar reflectivity within clouds. On
a vertical profile of reflectivity, the bright band is characterized by high reflectivity values in the cloud at
the height of the melting level. When snow and ice particles pass through the melting level, they begin to
melt. The surface of an ice particle, in this case, is enclosed by a water film. Because liquid water has a
much higher dielectric factor compared to ice (Kwater = 0.93 and Kice = 0.197) and since ice particles are
larger than raindrops, reflectivity substantially increases due to the proportionality of the 6th power in
diameter. Bright bands occur, however, mostly in stratiform clouds, whereas vertical mixing in convective clouds reduces this effect. Several studies considered the detection and the correction of this effect
(for example, Huggel et al., 1996; Sánchez-Diezma et al., 2000).
Echo from lightning
When a radar beam hits lightning during a storm, extended echoes of several kilometers with high reflectivity can appear on a radar display (Ligda, 1956; Caylor and Chandrasekar, 1996). The ionized
lightning combined with high temperatures lead to a specific reflection of the transmitted radar beam to
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the antenna. In Linear Depolarization Mode (LDR), which is the ratio of power between an orthogonal
received signal and a horizontal signal, lightning can be recognized by a low LDR.
Attenuation
The radar signal can be attenuated by precipitation and several gases in the troposphere, such as nitrogen, oxygen, and water vapor. Bean and Dutton (1966) estimated the attenuation from oxygen and water
vapor as a function of frequency and showed that this attenuation remains below 10 GHz. Increasing reflectivity may correct atmospheric attenuation as a function of range and elevation angle. Attenuation by
clouds is variable due to the high diversity of clouds including different amounts of water or ice droplets
(Collin, 1985). For ice clouds, attenuation can be neglected. Attenuation by rain is more important than
clouds, especially for shorter wavelengths, such as X-band radar, where significant attenuation occurs in
almost all rain situations. Low reflectivities appear, especially, behind a convective storm. Using recursive correction formulas, correction can be made. As Blahak (2005) showed, an extinction correction is
operationally not possible due to the high temporal and spatial variability of rainfall areas, particularly
in convective cells.
A water film on the radome also attenuates the radar signal. The higher the rainfall intensity at the radar
site, the greater the attenuation.
Beam blocking and shielding
In the vicinity of mountains, beam blocking and shielding can occur, leading to low or a gap of reflectivity values. Quantifying and correcting this effect is important particularly for precipitation estimations
in mountainous areas (Young and León, 2009). Mountains can entirely block the radar beam so that
the area behind mountains remains unseen on a radar composite (for example, Schmid Schmidt et al.,
2008). In case of shielding, a weaker transmitted signal reaches the precipitation area leading to a
weaker backscattered signal. Several authors attempted to correct for this effect, and one solution is
to extrapolate reflectivity from higher to lower altitudes. Another example Fulton et al. (1998) used
a beam correction scheme on NEXRAD precipitation processing system, which consists of modifying
equivalent reflectivity factor measurements by adding 1 to 4 dBZ depending on the degree of occultation.
Beam height effects
When a cloud moves at a far distance from a radar station, the radar beam propagates toward the higher
parts of the cloud. Thus, only the upper part of the cloud can be captured, and signals from the entire
cloud or at lower layers, which contain most of the hydrometeors, are missing. As a result, the backscattered signal appears weaker than a nearer cloud. In the opposite case, the backscattered signal can appear
strengthened for clouds situated near the radar station (Rinehart, 1991). An accurate determination of
cloud height or the melting layer is therefore difficult. To properly calculate a target height, Raghavan (2013) proposed considering the beam curvature by combining several factors, such as the distance
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target-radar station, the beam elevation angle, the refraction of electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere
(pressure, humidity, temperature changes with height, and transmitted wavelength), and the refraction
depending on the atmosphere.
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The spatial resolution of conventional observation data, such as measurements at weather stations, is not
sufficient to capture local-scale hail events in their entire extent and intensity. Moreover, neither Germany, Belgium nor Luxembourg possesses a measurement system that detects the presence and diameter
of hailstones. For this reason, various suitable methods are developed in this work combining meteorological records and remote-sensing data to deduce hail signals. Overall, radar data play a crucial role as
they provide a high spatial-temporal accuracy about the location, duration, and intensity of convective
systems. Section 3.1 describes the radar networks of the countries considered. The following section 3.2
explains the applied methods and corrections to reconstruct past and historical hail swaths.
3.1. Remote-sensing, hail reports, and reanalyses data
Radar data from Germany, France, Belgium, and Luxembourg are considered in this study. The radar
products used are composites of MaxCAPPI, where a composite is an assembly of all local radar stations
in a unique image at every time step. In this study, composites are available every five minutes. Twodimensional radar is used in this study, as it is available for a long period. Of course, the vertical
information contained in 3D radar products of single radars would allow for better identification of hail
signals (for example, Delobbe and Holleman, 2006). However, the time-period for 3D data is shorter
than for 2D products and would limit statistical analysis. Furthermore, the data volume (> 100 TB) is
very large, and data transfer and storage could not fit with the available resources. Finally, the 3D data
format of the French radar data is solely readable with specific software.
3.1.1. French radar network
The conception of the French radar network, named Aramis (Application Radar A la Météorologie InfraSynoptique), started in the mid-1980s (Parent du Châtelet et al., 2005) and extended rapidly to 13 stations
in 1995, principally equipped with C-band radars (λ = 5 cm). Their scan level initially only reached 1°
above the horizon because the goal was to create a hydrologic network and to quantify precipitation near
the ground. From 1996 to 2001, the program named Arc Méditerranéen (for Mediterranean bow) permitted the installation of an additional five S-band radars (λ = 10 cm) situated along the southern coastlines
and Corsica in the southeastern part of France. The objective was to cover and identify regions affected by severe rainfall events (e.g., floods in Nîmes in 1988 or Vaison-La-Romaine in the Vaucluse
in 1992, which claimed more than 50 victims). Severe flash-floods occurred almost every year in these
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regions and required an adapted scanning strategy. By 2006, 27 radars were in operation (Gourley et al.,
2006). New technologies, such as dual-polarization, have been implemented (22 radars of 24 were dualpolarized in 2010), which allow improved correction of echoes and attenuation and to identify the type
of precipitation. All installed radars are Doppler radars to estimate radial velocities to obtain wind fields
around the radar stations. Finally, the large area covered by radar devices with high resolution fulfill the
requirements of data assimilation into modern numerical weather prediction models.
Until 2010, the Alpine regions remained as a gap in the radar network. For this reason, additional five
X-band radars were installed, each covering a domain with a 50 km radius. The radar station at Mont
Maurel was the first to operate in 2010 with a second radar added at Mount Colombis in 2012. Another
radar was installed in Vars in 2013, and a new radar in Moucherotte is part of the network since the
summer of 2015. The most recent X-band radar was installed at the airport of Nice in 2015 for a better
investigation of wind fields aloft rainfall events. The radar station La Dôle covers the northern part of the
French Alps, operated by MeteoSwiss since 1995 (Germann et al., 2006).

The French radar network today includes 29 radar stations with 19 C-band radars, 5 S-band (coverage up to 200 km), and 5 X-band radars (Figure 3.1). The C-band radars are situated along the Atlantic coast, in the center, and in the Northeast part of France. These regions belong to the flatlands
of France. Hence almost no shielding effects perturb the emitted signals. The radar coverage provided
by the stations Avesnois (current region Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie) and Réhicourt-la-petite (AlsaceChampagne-Lorraine) permits to integrate Luxembourg completely and an important part of Belgium
into the French composite.
Concerning the scanning strategy, there are 18 rounds per cycle of 15 minutes for both S- and C-band
radars (Tabary et al., 2007). The elevations scanned during the cycle depend on the radar location (for
example, going from 0.4° to 9.5° for the radar of Trappes near Paris). The resolution of differential
reflectivity is 0.5°/240 m in polar coordinates and 1 km2 in the Cartesian coordinate system. Differential
reflectivity is the difference (in dB) between horizontal and vertical reflectivity as shown in Tabary et al.
(2007), which, however, is not considered in this study due to the limited period when data are available.
In the future, additional radars will be added to the ARAMIS network with implementations of new radar
devices on the western side of Corsica, in the Morbihan and the Alps (Tabary, 2007).

French national composite
This study uses the composites of the French national mosaic representing instantaneous rainfall with
a resolution of 1 × 1 km2 every 5 minutes, computed in the national meteorological service center of
Toulouse. Rainfall intensity is denoted as ’levels’ in the raw data.
The national composites were stored for the period from 1999 to 2014 in GeoTIFF format, i.e., georeferenced TIFF images. The resolution is 2 × 2 km2 from 1999 until mid-June 2009, and a finer resolution of
1 km2 is available from the end of July 2009 to 2014. The first dataset is a stereographic polar projection
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Fig. 3.1.: French radar network in 2015. Grey shaded circles represent radar ranges in foreign countries. Circles of
S-band radars and C-band radars have a radius of 100 km, X-band radars have 60 km. A total diameter
of 256 km is considered for S-band and C-band radars to cover the entirety of France and Belgium.
Luxembourg is included in the Wideumont radar range (Météo-France, Pers. Comm).

with spherical earth of a radius of 6,370.997 km. The second dataset, extending from July 2009 to 2014,
which also has a stereographic polar projection, but is based on an elliptical reference ellipsoid computed
from WGS84. Additional information in the GeoTIFF format includes details about the projection, the
four corner coordinates of the mosaic in the given projection, and the spatial resolution.
A first step was to compute the coordinates of longitude and latitude at each grid point in the respective
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projection. Then, for data homogenization, each of the 2 × 2 km2 composite was interpolated from
1999 to July 2009 to the finer grid of 1 × 1 km2 . This was performed by a linear interpolation of the
coordinates between the two grids. The final size of each composite image is 1536 × 1536 grid points.
The last step was to convert the ’levels’ to radar reflectivity (dBZ). This was simply done by considering
the relation between levels, reflectivities, and rainfall rate from Météo-France (Figure 3.2).

Fig. 3.2.: Correspondence between levels, radar reflectivity, and rainfall rate (Pers. Comm. Météo-France).
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3.1.2. German radar network
The German radar composites for the period 2005 to 2014 used in this study were provided by the German Weather Service (DWD), which operates a network of 17 C-band radar systems in Germany as of
2016 (see Figure 3.3). As the radar detection radius for each station reaches 250 km and a maximum
distance of 200 km separates the radar stations, the extensive overlap of the detection areas permits almost a complete coverage of the German territory. Only some edges of Germany remain as a gap in
the composite, for example, in the far north near the Danish border (Figure 3.3). In Southern Germany,
weather radars are preferably located on hills and mountain summits to minimize shading effects induced
by the orography.

The installation of the German radar network started in 1994 with the objective to detect precipitation,
especially heavy precipitation events. Since 2010, the network has been renewed and improved progressively. Dual-polarized radars have replaced all radars. During the exchange phases, individual devices
were temporarily disconnected. In most cases, second radars were temporarily in operation, but some
data gaps resulted. For example, no data is available for the radar of Neuhaus throughout 2011. During
the same year, the radar of Essen was also renewed, but no gaps remained in the data (Puskeiler, 2013).
Therefore, the data used in this work have some failures, but the overlap of detection areas permits filling
missing data to obtain satisfactory results. In 2012, the station of Memmingen was added to the network.
Three more radars were added to the German network in 2014, located in Boostedt, Isen, and Prötzel to
replace the urban stations of Hamburg, Munich, and Berlin. The renewal of radars also marks a change
in the scanning strategy with the implementation of dual-polarization on 16 stations (DWD, 2011).
The elevation angles depend on the orography and the altitude of each radar site and are between 0.5°
and 1.8° (Bartels, 2005). Errors in the precipitation scans are eliminated by using a Doppler filter. The
spatiotemporal resolution of the composite is the same as the French national composite, namely 1 × 1
km2 for the spatial resolution and a 5 minutes time interval. Moreover, the same period (2005 to 2014)
is chosen as for France, Belgium, and Luxembourg allowing for homogenization, and, thus, the merging
and intercomparison of both datasets.
The encryption of each scan of the DWD network entails raw precipitation values in so-called RVP6
units. The conversion from RVP6 to dBZ is performed by:

dBZ =

RV P6
− 32.5
2

[3.1]

The accuracy of RVP-6 units is 0.5 dBZ in the range from 0 to 255. This corresponds to a reflectivity
from -32.5 to 95 dBZ. By using these units, negative dBZ values occur, which can be neglected for
precipitations (Bartels et al., 2004). The significant advantage of these data is certainly the high resolution
enabling proper identification of hail streaks.
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Fig. 3.3.: German radar network. Black dots are radar stations and circles represent a radar range of 200 km
diameter (DWD, 2011).

The German radar composite includes an equidistant field size of 900 × 900 km2 covering the whole
of Germany as well as the northeastern part of France. The coordinate system of the national composite
prevails in a polar stereographic projection so that each grid box in the projection is equidistant at 1.0
km. The projection plane intersects the globe at φ0 = 60.0°N and is parallel to the λ0 = 10.0°E meridian.
The central point of the composite is referred as λm = 9.0°N and φm = 51.0°N (Figure 3.4). An earth
radius of 6,370.04 km is used in this reference system.
Using the following equations, the geographic reference points (λ and φ ) are converted into individual
grids in the corresponding Cartesian coordinates of the stereographic projection:
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x = R · M(φ ) · cos(φ ) · sin(λ − λ0 )

[3.2]

y = −R · M(φ ) · cos(φ ) · cos(λ − λ0 )

[3.3]
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Fig. 3.4.: Coordinate system of the radar products provided by the DWD (DWD, 2011).

where (x, y) are distances to the North Pole in the Cartesian coordinate system and M(φ ) is a stereographic scaling factor defined as:
M(φ ) =

1 + sin(φ0 )
1 + sin(φ )

[3.4]

Using these equations, the corners of the RADOLAN domain are obtained and given in Table 3.1.
Tab. 3.1.: Corners of the composite in both reference systems (DWD, 2011).

Corners coordinates

λ

φ

x

y

bottom left

3.5889°E

46.9526°N

-523.4622

-4658.645

bottom right

14.6209°E

47.0705°N

376.5378

-4658.645

up right

15.7208°E

54.7405°N

376.5378

-3758.645

up left

2.0715°E

54.5877°N

-523.4622

-3758.645

The DWD registers reflectivity values as binary data for storage facilities. A specific program provided
by DWD is used to calculate reflectivity values and also to obtain a graphical representation for the 900
× 900 km2 composite.
The combination of the radar networks of France and Germany covers a large area in Europe (Figure
3.5) extending around 940,000 km2 .
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Fig. 3.5.: Location of radar stations used in this study. S-band and C-band radars have a radius of 150 km, whereas
X-band radar radius equals 60 km.
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Uniform European Grid
To project all radar data on a same spatial grid for analyzing hail frequency, a uniform European grid
was created by the reinsurance company Tokio Millennium for the project Hail Model by Tokio Millennium for Europe (HAMLET). The grid resolution follows those of the national radar network of 1 × 1
km2 . The grid covers entire metropolitan France, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Switzerland, and
Germany (Figure 3.6) with the standard coordinate system and the standard spheroidal reference surface
defined by the World Geodetic System elaborated in 1984 (WGS84). The grid is rectilinear in latitude
and longitude with an equidistant spacing dLon in the zonal direction (dLon = constant). In the center of
Europe at about 47 °N, the meridional grid spacing dLat is equal to dLon to minimize the grid distortion
over Europe.
After the interpolation of the hail signals of France, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Germany on the HAMLET grid, all subsequent analysis and statistics were performed on this HAMLET grid. The radar data
described above serve as input data for a tracking algorithm (see Section 3.2.3) that calculates potential
hail tracks and reconstructs past hail streaks.

Fig. 3.6.: Domain of the HAMLET grid (blue area) with a resolution of 1 × 1km2 .
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3.1.3. Lightning data
For the detection of hailstorms, we also used lightning data to filter the raw radar datasets for France,
Germany, Luxembourg, and Belgium. Several authors showed an indirect relationship between the location of lightning flashes and the presence of hail on the ground. For example, Changnon (1993) found
that the center of investigated lightning typically developed 9 minutes before hail occurred in an area of 5
km2 in the Midwest of the USA, suggesting that the first lightning occurs during the growth of hailstones
in clouds. He also found that the hailstorm’s severity is associated with the flash rate and that the center
of hail streaks are more affected by flashes than surrounding areas. Rust et al. (1981) showed an increase
in the number of flashes for supercells in the Great Plains. Conversely, Soula et al. (2004) found low
CG-rates for hailstorms compared to heavy rainstorms in the southern part of Europe.
Météorage (French Lightning Information) archives lightning data for France, Luxembourg, and Belgium
since 1987 (Pédeboy, 2015). BLIDS (Blitz Informationdienst von Siemens) has produced a lightning detection system for Germany since 1990. The European Cooperation, EUCLID (European Cooperation
for LIghtning Detection), archives all national lightning networks of the involved countries. The main
mission of EUCLID is to provide high-quality homogeneous lightning data for 27 European countries
based on 149 sensors (Schulz, 2016). Since 1994, the time of lightning occurrences has been provided
from the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite data and thus permits a high accuracy of the synchronization (Schulz, 1989). All sensors are operating in the same frequency range with an individually
calibrated sensor to account for local conditions.
GPS-synchronized sensors record electrical activity in an area of 10 km2 where the first stroke is
recorded. Then, the strokes are grouped in flashes with an algorithm based on the distance of strokes
and the distance to the strokes (Cummins et al., 1998). The total flash duration interval is limited to 1
s in the algorithm. The spatial accuracy of a flash location is 300 m. Once a sensor records a flash,
an electromagnetic signal is automatically sent in real-time to the EUCLID service operations center in
Austria at ALDIS (Austrian Lightning Detection and Information System), leading to a complete picture
of lightning activity in real time. Since 1998, an upgrade of the sensors has permitted to separate each
stroke into a flash so that each stroke location can be recorded (Pédeboy, 2015). The EUCLID coverage
ranges from Sicily in the south to Norway in the north and from Spain in the west to Poland in the east.

Lightning data used in this study include information about the location of an impact point (latitude
and longitude) and the event time to filter out unreliable radar signals. An examination of the past
total number of days with thunderstorms from 2005 to 2013 (Mohr et al., 2016) demonstrates a high
spatial variability of thunderstorm days in Europe (Figure 3.7). In this figure, an extended maximum
appears in the eastern part of Austria as well as for the canton of Tessin in Switzerland (> 15 days with
thunderstorms). Some smaller maxima appear near high or low mountain ranges, such as the Alps, along
the Pyrénées, near the Swabian Jura in Germany or near the south part of the Alps and the Jura in France.
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An overall coast-to-continental gradient can be recognized and partly explains the increase of days with
thunderstorms with longitude. A north-to-south gradient can be noticed in Germany where the number
of thunderstorm days substantially increases towards the south. Van Delden (2001) pointed out that these
high activities can be explained by the warm and moist air from the Mediterranean that is advected over
the Gulf of Genoa and the Po Valley in Italy meeting colder air from the Alps. These unstable conditions
can lead to widespread thunderstorms. Other regions frequently affected by thunderstorms (> 13 days
with thunderstorms) are situated in the Pyrenees, in the region of Haute Provence in Southeastern France,
and in South Bavaria in Germany. Despite the high convective activity surrounding the Alps, the northern
part of Western Europe, including Brittany, Normandy, and the German coastlines is low in thunderstorm
activity with a frequency less than 0.6 per year.

Fig. 3.7.: Annual number of days with thunderstorms within a 10 × 10 km2 area during 2005-2013. A day with
a thunderstorm is a day where lightning occurs during the summertime from April to September (Mohr
et al., 2016).

In the present work, CG-lightning is considered (see Section 2.3) as the IC-lightning is not adequately
detected with the existing devices. However, in mid-2012, the measurement method changed so that
such flashes are also accurately identified (Thern, 2012 Pers. Comm). Even though data are available
since 1992, a consistent coverage was only ensured since 2001, when a conversion of the detectors was
performed.
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3.1.4. Hail observations from the ESWD
The European Severe Weather Database (ESWD) operated by the European Severe Storm Laboratory
(ESSL) aims to collect eyewitness reports of severe weather events endangering people in Europe, such
as tornadoes, large hail, floods or severe wind gusts (Dotzek et al., 2009). These observations contain
valuable information about the event, such as the location of severe weather, the time, and the related
intensity. Hail reports contain hailstone diameters that are the only available measure of hailstorm intensity. The hail observations also confirm the presence of hail along a hail swath.
The ESSL was founded in 2002 (Dotzek, 2003) and formally established in 2006 to fill the lack of data
on convective events. The database covers all European countries as well as Turkey and the Middle Eastern countries situated along the Mediterranean Sea and North African countries. The database extends
backward in time until the 19th century (Dotzek, 2003). Although many European countries are involved
in the ESSL, Germany counts the highest number of reports (23% of the overall database at 60,000 individual reports in 2014 according to Groenemeijer, 2014) and, thus, severe weather is better covered in
this country compared to other countries (Figure 3.8).
Anyone can submit a report to the ESWD. However, primarily storm chasers or weather engineer
associations, such as Keraunos in France, contribute observations to the online database. Since 2008,
some quality control criteria (QC) have been in place regarding the reported events. QC levels permit
to estimate the reliability of a report and the location of a submitted severe weather report and help to

Fig. 3.8.: Spatial distribution of large hail reports from 1979 to 2014 per 1 × 1° box (Groenemeijer and Kühne,
2014).
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Fig. 3.9.: Monthly distribution of large hail from 1950 to 2012 according to the ESWD (Groenemeijer and Kühne,
2014).

manage the merging of multiple reports. At present, four QC levels exist (Dotzek et al., 2009):

- QCO: lowest level of confidence, where reports appear as received.
- QCO+: plausible check by ESSL or partners.
- QC1: reports confirmed by reliable sources, such as conclusive photos, newspapers, articles or
certified by storm-chasers.
- QC2: fully verified reports, where all information about an event are verified and are consistent
with reliable sources.
In this study, we only considered QC0+, QC1, and QC2 reports to minimize errors. Note that even for
QC0+ and higher levels, several uncertainties remain, such as an incorrect timing event, a wrong location
or a wrong intensity of the storm reported by the observer (not everyone perceives a storm in the same
way).
Overall, as shown in Figure 3.9, large hailstones (> 2 cm) between 1950 and 2012 occurred with a
characteristic monthly distribution.
A maximum appears during summertime in June for all hail sizes. The frequency of smaller hail (<
3.5 cm) is much higher than that of hail larger than 5 cm. Such statistics will be compared to the hail
potential based on remote-sensing data, and individual report locations will give an idea about hailstone
sizes and, thus, the intensity of single events. These locations also confirm the presence of hail along hail
swaths detected by the tracking algorithm.
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3.1.5. ERA-Interim reanalysis
ERA-Interim datasets consist of archived reanalysis computed by ECMWF (European Center for MediumRange Weather Forecasts). A meteorological reanalysis is data assimilation of historical observations
(e.g., radiosonde, satellites, and radar data) spanning an extended period. It provides a multivariate, spatially complete, and coherent record of the global atmospheric circulation. ERA-Interim reanalysis is
available from 1979 to present (Dee et al., 2011) four times a day (at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC) with a
resolution of 0.75° latitude by 1° longitude (representing approximately 79 km on a Gaussian grid), and
integrates 60 vertical model-levels. The dataset comprises of more than 130 meteorological parameters.
In this study, the following parameters are selected because of their relevance to convection development:
CAPE, wind shear, potential temperature at 850 hPa, vorticity, and temperature advection at 500 hPa and
850 hPa (see Chapter 1). Since the height of the freezing-level (htf) is not available in the database, it
was approximated by the zero crossings in the temperature between 950 hPa and 500 hPa. Harris et al.
(2000) already used the same method in the NCEP reanalysis to identify the altitude of the 0°C isotherm:
ht f = h(k, f 1) + [h(k, f 2) − h(k, f 1)] ×

[t(k, f 1) − tre f ]
[m]
t(k, f 1) − t(k, f 2)

[3.5]

where f2 is the index of the minimum detected in the temperature profile, f1 = f2-1, k is a loop iterating
over the contents of f2, and tref = 273.15°K.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Data processing
Radar data contains noise and systematic errors that had to be eliminated by various approaches. Errors
concern mostly individual grid points with significant reflectivity (e.g., more than 70 dBZ) compared
to the surroundings. These errors frequently appear near the Atlantic coastlines or near the Baltic sea
(Puskeiler, 2013) due to ship traffic. Since this study only considers reflectivity over the continent,
clutter caused by ships can be neglected. Some high reflectivity values are also present in the older
mosaic products, especially before 2001 around radar stations in France. To avoid this problem, the only
reflectivity in the range of 35 to 70 dBZ are considered. A verification and correction filter was applied
to individual values superior to 45 dBZ: when an individual grid point has a significantly higher value
(difference greater than 5 dBZ) compared to all its surrounding within a range of 2 km, its value Z(x,y)
is set to the average of the surrounding grid points (Puskeiler et al., 2016) as follows:
!
1
1
1
Z(x, y) =
∑ ∑ Z(x + i, y + j) − Z(x, y)
8 i=−1
j=−1
[3.6]
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This equation was applied on consecutive radar scans. When high reflectivity only occurred during a single time step and not in the product before or afterward, they were considered as artifacts and removed.
As French mosaics before 2001 contained recurrent and extended ground clutter errors and spikes, the
use of this filter remains, however insufficient, and large areas on the final composite possess high reflectivity, especially in the northeastern part of France. Furthermore, the low number of available datasets
before 2001 led us not to use reflectivity mosaics during this period.
Concerning the homogenization between the French and German national composites, several corrections have already been performed from both meteorological services. For example, some French
composites were calibrated by rain gauge datasets (Tabary, 2007). Reflectivity values near neighboring countries have been evaluated and calibrated with radar stations close to the border. The DWD and
Météo-France calibrated their data on a regular basis and exchanged, for example, radar products within
the frame of the European radar network OPERA project.

3.2.2. Lightning filter
Since hail occurs only in connection with thunderstorms, it can be assumed that lightning can be detected
near a hail signal. Thus, the plausibility of radar products can be checked and corrected using lightning
data. If high reflectivity occurs during a day without lightning, values are set to zero (Figure 3.10). A
maximum distance of 10 km was chosen between a lightning discharge location and the grid point with
high reflectivity. Distances of 5, 15, and 20 km were also tested, but a lightning filter of 5 km leads to a
break of hail trajectories due to gaps in reflectivity values.

3.2.3. Convective cell tracking algorithm META
Several tracking algorithms were developed in recent years using different datasets. For example, Zinner
et al. (2008) computed a severe convection algorithm, named Cb-TRAM, based on Meteosat-8 SEVIRI
(Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager) data, which is useful for nowcasting of single events.
Kober and Tafferner (2009) applied Cb-TRAM on radar data to produce a radar tracker, rad-TRAM, for
convective cell detection. More recently, Meyer et al. (2013) created an automated thunderstorm tracking algorithm for 3D lightning and radar data.
The Middle European Tracking Algorithm (META) is a convective cell tracking algorithm that reconstructs trajectories of convective cells based on radar data. This algorithm was first developed and optimized on 3D radar reflectivity from a single radar denoted as TRACE 3D (Handwerker, 2002) before to
be adjusted on several radar stations. The original program was based on spherical coordinates around
an individual radar station. Therefore, the algorithm was first adjusted on a Cartesian coordinate system
computed by the DWD (Puskeiler, 2013). After that, the algorithm TRACE 3D was adapted to 2D radar
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Fig. 3.10.: Radar reflectivity values on 27 July at 15:30 UTC before (A) and after (B) applying a lightning filter
(fictive orange boxes) around a lightning discharge (red cross).

products by considering a unique elevation level and by enlarging the spatial domain of the algorithm.
Some tests with long-living convective cells compared with ESWD hail reports along the reconstructed
storm trajectories were performed to obtain a satisfactory tracking.

Two main steps are part of META: reflectivity cores identification on 2D radar composites (RC2s) and
spatiotemporal tracking.
Input data
Data used for the algorithm are radar composites every 5 minutes including reflectivity filtered with lightning data (see Section 3.1.3). The algorithm was first tested and adapted for Germany with a surface of
900 × 900 km2 . Track outputs from TRACE 3D, using volumetric data, were available for Germany only
from 2005 to 2011 (Puskeiler, 2013), and were compared with the tracks outputs from META. Tracks
detection varies slightly between META and TRACE 3D. On average, shorter tracks were detected by 3D
radar data compared to 2D radar data, possibly due to the presence of higher reflectivity in upper levels
leading to an overestimation of convective cells at the ground. This slight overestimation was also observed by overlapping ESWD reports with TRACE 3D tracks for single events. Some short tracks were
identified, but reports could not be assigned to the detected tracks, whereas tracks detected by META fit
better with hail observations, even if a perfect match is not possible.

In a second step, META was adapted to the mosaic comprising France, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
The area of 900 × 900 km2 covered beforehand by the algorithm was extended about the dimensions of
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Fig. 3.11.: Tracks (black lines) detected by META overlay on radar reflectivity (colors) during hailstorms occurring
on 11 September 2011 over Germany.

the national French composite to 1536 × 1536 km2 . As ESWD reports remain solely in these countries,
only severe events were considered to test the accuracy of META. An example of track outputs detected
on 11 September 2011 and combined with hail observations is shown in Figure 3.11.
Identification of RC2s
META only uses reflectivity values more than 55 dBZ to identify convective cells. Few reflectivity
thresholds are used to identify individual cells. Otherwise individual cells with strong convection are
undetectable. Fixed thresholds are already used to detect the core of a convective cell (Witt et al., 1998;
Johnson et al., 1998).
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Tab. 3.2.: Parameters for RC2 identification by META.

Description

Value

Units

Minimum reflectivity of a RC2

55

dBZ

Difference between the maximum reflectivity

10

dB

Maximum distance between two RCs centers that could merge

10

km

Maximum distance between two merged RC

1000

m

Minimum number of elements inside a RC

3

-

Minimum RC2 area

5

km2

Fraction of RC2 area, which must have two minima at least

0.3

-

At first, the regions with reflectivity over 55 dBZ, named ROIP (region of intense precipitation), are
detected in the radar composites. This threshold was chosen because convective cells may contain areas
of precipitation associated with low reflectivity. Afterwards, the maximum of reflectivity values of each
ROIP is computed. ROIP outlines follow the isopleth 6 dBZ beneath the respective ROIP maximum.
Other thresholds between 5 and 10 dB were tested, but 6 dB was the most accurate to identify convective
cells in this study. Figure 3.12 shows a process example of reflectivity core identification used in TRACE
3D with a minimum reflectivity of 35 dBZ and a difference beneath the maximum in an RC of 10 dB
(Handwerker, 2002). The total range of reflectivity values located between the ROIP maximum and the
threshold Max-6 dBZ within a maximal spatial extent of 10 km forms an RC.
Thresholds used for the identification of RC2s in this study are listed in Table 3.2.
All the above-listed criteria are stored along with:
- Near left corner position and RC2 size.
- RC2 center position, weighted with a logarithmic reflectivity that will be tracked.
- Radar data resolution in radial and azimuthal directions.
- Number of ROIP within an RC2.
- Date and time.
Tracking
After META detects RC2s in a space within a search radius that depends on cell velocities, the temporal
aspect is considered. META assigns the RC2s of the former radar composite to the recent composite
according to the expected velocity and position of the RC2.
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Fig. 3.12.: Processes leading to RC2 detection in regards of reflectivity values. a) At first, each element above the
threshold 35 dBZ is part of an RC2. b) The upper 10 dB is taken as the RC2 limit, leading to cores,
including the lower regions of more prominent RC2s. c) Contiguous regions with a threshold of 35 dBZ
are identified. Within each region, the second threshold of 10 dB below the maximum is used to define
RC2s. (Handwerker, 2002).

In this study, the time step between each radar scan is 5 minutes. If the time between two successive
composites are in excess of 30 minutes, for example, and if no radar data are available, then the tracking
is stopped during this time and restarted automatically when a complete radar composite appears. Thus,
data at times t − 2δt and t − ( is the time interval between two radar composites) are recorded as well as
the storm position~rt − 2δt and~rt − δt, where the velocity ~v is given by:
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~v(t − δt) =

~r(t − δt) −~r(t − 2δt)
δt

[3.7]

If an RC2 is tracked in more than one time step, then the estimated velocity results in the weighted
sum of all former velocities. If no velocity is recorded, then the nearest RC2 of the next time step is
assigned to be the successor of the first one. However, similarities between RC2s, for example, in intensity and size, from one time step to the next must exist in a search radius for accurate RC2 assignment
and tracking. The search radius is given by the estimated distance of an initial RC2 displaced during a
time step multiplied by a velocity factor of 0.6. Shorter time steps give a better allocation and, therefore, more precise trajectory reconstruction. An example of successful recognition by considering RC2
characteristics in the previous time step is shown in Figure 3.13.

Fig. 3.13.: Cell-tracking with TRACE3D (modified from Handwerker (2002)). The green dotted circle represents
the search radius between two time steps.

Special attention is given to cell splitting and merging. To detect a splitting, the complete initial RC2
is first displaced to the position of the successor, and the respective areas are compared. If the area of
the successor differs significantly from the initial RC2, then a splitting occurs. In the case of merging,
the opposite calculation to cell splitting is performed. Initial and successor areas are then compared, and
the successor is placed at the weighted center of all initial detected cores. A merging occurs when the
successor area is larger than the initial RC2.
To avoid reflectivity core crossings or overcrowding, each RC2 is enumerated separately and recorded.
Table 3.3 summarizes typical characteristics recorded by META while tracking.
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Tab. 3.3.: Tracking parameters for META.

Description

Value

Units

Next neighbor factor for search radius

0.5

-

Maximum time delay between two scans

1800

s

Minimum distance between two cells to remain separate

20

km

Maximal amount of grid points per RC taken for distance computing

200

-

Minimal distance for a split thunderstorm

3

km

Velocity factor for search radius

0.6

-

3.2.4. Advection correction on radar products.
For this study, daily maximum reflectivity is computed (1 km × 1 km) from accumulated national composites from 00 UTC to 23:55 UTC. The composite of maximum reflectivity on a day does not give a
smoothed result, but more of a scattered product. This effect occurs when a cell travels further than its
horizontal extent during a measuring interval. The faster the storm, the more the result is scattered. This
can result in minimum reflectivity values between two scans, although a storm crossed the area with high
intensity.
Therefore, this effect must be corrected to have the best storm intensity estimation possible. This is
primarily important for the reconstruction of entire hail tracks and required parameters such as the total
length of a track, the width, or spatial extension. These characteristics are also relevant for the input of a
stochastic event set required for hail risk modeling.
To consider this effect, an advection correction is performed (Shapiro et al., 2010; Puskeiler et al., 2016).
Advection in this sense is computed as a translation of reflectivity from one time step to the next considering the horizontal wind field estimated by META along a track. Horizontal wind components, as well
as the track direction of a thunderstorm computed, are projected on the 900 × 900 km2 German grid
and the 1536 × 1536 km2 French grid. Each point along a track includes a velocity shift-vector in the
north-to-south (dv) or west-to-east (du) directions. The so-called shift-vector is denoted as:


du(x, y)
~
U(x, y) =
dv(x, y)

[3.8]

As META only determines the center of a track, an n-time parallel duplication of the track is required
with a vector field from all locations of the thunderstorm. The parallel shift on position (b, c) is done
with normalized vectors~t1 and~t2 on the cell motion direction with a spacing of 20 km maximum on each
~ is calculated as follows:
side of the track. The position (b, c) obtained from the shift vector U


δ~t 1,2
δ~t 1,2
(b, c) = x + |
| · n, y + |
|·n
δx
δy

[3.9]

This gives a displacement field of the entire cell complex as shown in Figure 3.14.
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Fig. 3.14.: Tracks (red lines on the left panel) and related horizontal vector fields calculated by META (ensemble
of red lines on the right panel) on 27 July 2005 in Germany (Puskeiler et al., 2016).

When a maximum reflectivity is detected along a generated track, the search for the next maximum
in the same direction along the generated track is performed within a search radius r of approximately
4 km. Maximum reflectivities (dBZmax ) are averaged between two steps at the beginning and end of the
shift vector and through the entire radius. During each step, the maxima are denoted as dBZmax1 for the
first and dBZmax2 for the second. The correction of the reflectivity values along the track results in:
dBZmax (x + du ± r, y + dv ± r) = max[dBZmax (x + du ± r, y + dv ± r), dBZmax1 ]

[3.10]

dBZmax (x + 2du ± r, y + 2dv ± r) = max[dBZmax (x + 2du ± r, y + 2dv ± r), dBZmax2 ]

[3.11]

With these calculations, the scatter effect disappears and dBZmax values are continually represented
along the main track as can be seen in Figure 3.16 for several tracks on 15 July 2005.
3.2.5. Validation of radar products
A first approach to validate the presence of hail along detected hail swaths is to compare ESWD hail
report locations on reflectivity. More than 100 single hail events were analyzed with this method. Figure
3.15 shows, for example, an overlay between reflectivity and ESWD on 17 June 2013. Reports are
situated on high reflectivity along hail swaths, which attest to a conformity between hail observations
and proxies.
Tokio Millennium Re is currently performing a stochastic hail event set for assessing hail risk for
motor insurance, considering the diurnal cycle of traffic. Their model is created by randomizing relevant swath parameters obtained from the tracking approach of the historical event catalog (length, width,
orientation, and duration). This stochastic event set will be used to quantify hail risk and to estimate
probable maximum loss (e.g., PML200) for a given motor or property (building) portfolio. The reinsurance possesses some claims for Germany, France, Belgium, and Luxembourg for the period 2009-2015.
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Primary work is to compare claim locations in Germany and France for past hailstorms on daily maximum reflectivity for single events. The first results show that claims are located where reflectivity is
highest.

Maximum hailstone diameters estimated from ESWD (see Section 3.1.4) are interpolated along and
close to individuals hail tracks giving an estimation of mean diameters for detected hail swaths. However, this method is limited and implies that only hail swaths corresponding to ESWD data contain hail.
Furthermore, only a low number of ESWD reports are available (especially in France) and, thus, many
hail swaths would be eliminated, suggesting an underestimation of the hail hazard.

3.2.6. Radar Convective Severity Index
To understand what makes a hailstorm extraordinary, we compare the intensities and spatial extent of
elapsed hail swaths. Mahieu and Wesolek (2011) developed a severity index for thunderstorms in France
based on four meteorological phenomena: hailstone diameter, downdraft velocity, tornado intensity (if
existing), and precipitation rate. In the same concept, a new Radar Convective Severity Index (RCSI) is
developed in this study and computed for each hail swath in the investigation area based on maximum
radar reflectivity. The index was calculated for 10,183 hail swaths for the period 2005 to 2014.

Fig. 3.15.: Convective cell tracks on 15 July 2005. Potential hailtracks calculated by META (black lines) overlapped on maximum reflectivity before (A) and after (B) the advection correction.
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Maximum reflectivity within a hail swath are inputs for the index. A hail swath in this study represents
an area of continuous reflectivity resulting from the advection correction (see Section 3.2.4) along with
a hail track detected by META. In this way, the full spatial extent of a hail swath is considered. To avoid
track crossings and overlapping, each track was recorded separately so that the total extent of a hail swath
is considered. The maximum reflectivity, as well as a positive integer, were interpolated along each track
with the horizontal wind fields. The indexing enumerates each hail swath per day and combines them
with the respective reflectivity. Figure 3.17 shows an example of the hail swaths index (Id) locations over
France, Belgium, and Luxembourg on 16 July 2013.
Each hail swath including reflectivity and index are interpolated on the uniform HAMLET grid of 1
by 1 km2 . The index was set to 1 and the rest of the grid to 0 so that a combination of the index and
reflectivity result in a delimited swath with continuous data.
Finally, a severity index was computed for each swath, based on the flux energy Ė and the reflectivity
factor Z. Waldvogel et al. (1978) computed the quantities Ė and Z from 175 hailstones (with a mean

Fig. 3.16.: Radar composite showing daily maximum reflectivity on 17 June 2013. Reconstructed hail swaths
depict high reflectivity values (red). ESWD hail reports (green triangles) from this day are overlayed on
hail swaths.
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Fig. 3.17.: Numeration of hail swaths on 26 July 2013 in France and Belgium.

diameter Di , a density ρ, and a fall velocity v) with size distributions measured with hailpads for four
hailstorms in the USA at six sample sites. The equations for Ė and Z are computed as:
p
πρv
Ė =
∑ ni D4i [J m−2 s−1 ]
Ft 12 · 106 i=1

Z=

1 p
[mm6 m−3 ]
∑ ni D5.5
i
Ft v i=1

[3.12]

[3.13]

According to Waldvogel et al. (1978), the parameter ni is the number of hailstones in the interval
Di ± 21 ∆D. 175 values of Ė and Z were computed for each hail spectra. Among them, 86 spectra with Ė
> 0.1 were selected in the study of Waldvogel (1978a) for the relationship Z-Ė. The diagram of the Z- Ė
relationship with 86 data points is given in Figure 3.18.
The linear regression between Z and Ė from Figure 3.18 is generalized with the following equation:
Ė = 5 · 10−6 · Z 0.84 [J m−2 s−1 ]

[3.14]

For more convenience, reflectivity values of equation (3.14) are computed in decibels. RCSI represents, therefore, the sum of reflectivity included within an entire hail swath on a grid mesh of 1 × 1 km2 ,
and can be summarized by:
n

RCSI = 5 · 10−6 · ∑ (Zk )0.84

[3.15]

k=1
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Fig. 3.18.: Scatter diagram of Z-Ė relationship on a logarithmic axis. 86 values of Z and Ė > 0.1 J m−2 s−1 of hail
spectra are represented from six samples sites during four hailstorms (Waldvogel et al., 1978).

where n is the number of grid boxes exceeding 55 dBZ for hail detection according to the Mason (1971)
criterion.
A list of the most severe hail swaths as well as their physical characteristics can be found in Section
4.4. A hail swath occurring on 9 June 2014 crossing France towards Germany (and named Ela) was the
most severe event ever recorded during the period 2005 to 2014.
All data processing steps, from the raw radar composite to the final product, are summarized in Figure
3.19.
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Fig. 3.19.: Data processing steps applied in this study.
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In this chapter, 10 years of radar-based hail probability over France, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg
are investigated. Regions highly affected by hail are highlighted, and temporal and spatial distributions
of hail are examined with respect to orographic influences and prevailing climate conditions. The second
part of this chapter describes physical characteristics of hail swaths and underscores dimensions of large
hail events, which are most relevant for total damage.
4.1. Hail statistics between 2005 and 2014: overall results
4.1.1. Spatial distribution
Figure 4.2 presents the first hail probability map in terms of the number of hail days during the period
2005 to 2014 with a resolution of 1 × 1 km

2

based on 2D radar data. A day with hail is considered

when the threshold of 55 dBZ is exceeded in the daily maximum reflectivity composite after correction,
filtering with lightning data, and tracking with the META algorithm as described in Section 3.2.3. In the
case of fulfilling the Mason (1971) criterion (Z ≥ 55 dBZ) in the composite, the respective grid points
are set to one while those below this threshold are counted as zero. The sum over the entire period yields
the radar-based climatology. Sea areas were masked because only land areas are of interest, especially
for the application to insurance property losses.
The variability of hail days is very large, but some patterns can be identified with hot spots. The area
of most hail days is situated in central France on the northern flank of the Massif Central (Figure 4.1)
accumulating up to 46 hail days during the period 2005 to 2014. Hail probability around the Massif
Central will be further investigated in the next section.
Southwest France, including both regions Aquitaine and Midi-Pyrenees, is also particularly affected by
hail. Some hot spots with up to 23 hail days can be recognized in the southeast of the region of Aquitaine
as well as in the north of Aquitaine, whereas lowest hail potential is located along the coast. Furthermore, the highest hotspots with up to 25 hail days are in the east of Midi-Pyrenees at the southwestern
edge of the Massif Central. Another pattern with up to 26 hail days is in the north of Midi-Pyrenees,
which is the western border of Massif Central. The hail potential is very weak (around 2 hail days)
on the summit of the Pyrenean mountain range. Aquitaine and Midi-Pyrenees are the two regions well
known in the literature for a very high hail probability. Hail frequently occurs in the situation where a
low-pressure system is situated over the western part of Spain leading to an intense southwest flow over
France and advecting warm and moist air over this region (Berthet et al., 2011). This feature prevails
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preferably during summertime, and hailstorms occurring in spring or at the beginning of fall occur under
different atmospheric conditions. In spring, hailstorms can be associated with the passage of fronts due
to baroclinic disturbances.
Another hail hot spot is located downstream on the central part of the Pyrenean mountain range, which
influences the general atmospheric circulations as well as the local-scale circulation that may have consequences on the spatial distribution of hail. The central part of Pyrenean mountain ranges possesses
northwards valleys (orthogonal to the mean wind) that affect local wind regimes, which in turn are
strengthened in sharp valleys and permit orographic lifting.
Rhone-Alpes is also a region frequently affected by hail. This region containing the large Rhone valley
is boarded to the west by the Massif Central and by the Alps to the east. The southwest part, as well
as the southeastern edge of the region, has a local hail maximum up to 31 hail days. The vicinity can
explain these two hot spots to the Mediterranean Sea where during southerly flows warm and moist air is
advected from the south towards the north through the Rhone valley. This warm and moist air can then
be lifted, for example, near a front system crossing the country from northwest to southeast, and can lead
to forced convection.

Fig. 4.1.: Regions mentioned in this study with mountain ranges. 1: Ore mountains, 2: Black Forest, 3: Swabian
Jura, 4: Vosges, 5: Jura, 6: Alps, 7: Massif Central, 8: Pyrenees.
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Fig. 4.2.: Number of radar-derived hail days for 1 × 1 km2 grid points in France, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg (daily maximum reflectivities ≥ 55 dBZ) between 2005 and 2014.

The northeast part of France, specifically the regions Champagne-Ardennes and Lorraine, are affected
with a maximum of 31 hail days in the southwest and 28 hail days in the south. The lowland ChampagneArdennes region possesses mostly only hilly terrains in the southeast of the region. On average, 27 hail
days can be counted during the period 2005 to 2014 in the central part of Lorraine. Continentality and
flat land prevail also in this region where daily temperature lapse rate is increased. The Vosges mountain
ranges are flanked to the southeast of the region and represent the solely high orography in this area.
Strong southwest to northeast flows bringing warm, and moist air from Spain can affect the northeast
part of France and interact with the local dry conditions. A local and weaker maximum of 24 hail days
can be recognized at the southeast edge of Lorraine on the windward side of the south part of the Vosges
mountains. The height of these low mountain ranges is slightly higher in the southern part of Lorraine
compared to the north. The north-south orientation of the Vosges in addition to heights of low mountain
ranges represent a natural obstacle opposed to the main southwesterly flow.
The main hail hotspot in Germany is located in the southwest part of the country in the state of BadenWrttemberg, more precisely near the Swabian Jura, south of the city Stuttgart with 31 hail days from
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2005 to 2014. The low mountain ranges of Black Forest allows the flow to go around mountains at low
levels causing a zone of horizontal flow convergence downstream, which is an area favorable for deep
convection development (Kunz and Puskeiler, 2010; Koebele, 2014).
Weaker maxima with a mean of 11 hail days are situated north of the Alps in the Bavarian state. The
north to south pre-Alpine-orientated valleys in this region may lead to flow deviations and low level
convergence, similarly to the Swabian Jura area.
In the northeast part of Germany, a local maximum of up to 32 hail days is positioned over the Saxon
Ore mountains south of the city of Dresden. This maximum is due to the pronounced thunderstorm
activity in 2007. Also, Damian (2011) found a maximum by analyzing the lightning density from 2000
to 2009. The year of 2007 was characterized by frequent upper air troughs over Western Europe and
ridges over Central Europe leading to high-pressure gradients on the eastern part of Germany and a
southeast to northeast flux regime from the Czech Republic.
The northwest part of Germany, including the states of Hesse and Rhineland-Palatinate, and the southern part of North Rhine-Westphalia are regions affected by approximately 14 days with hail. Southwesterly warm and moist flows can reach these regions during hail days. Furthermore, the location of hail
patterns is partly supported by the local orography that influences hailstorm development.
In contrast to hail hot spots located exclusively in the continental domain and along mountain foothills,
most of the minima are found along coastlines where hail is also a year-round phenomenon ((Dessens,
1986)). Hail is rare along the Atlantic as well as Mediterranean coastlines, where the latter counts up to 2
hail days in its southern region. The large heat capacity of water may reduce the diurnal cycle of temperature leading to a decrease in lapse rate magnitude. As a result, the sea contributes to inhibition of severe
convective storm development, even if the increased moisture content of the atmosphere near the coasts
provides a source of energy for the storms. Furthermore, the seasonal temperature cycle over the seas is
reduced compared to inland and leads to an increase in static stability. By contrast, cooling influences
near the North Sea reduces the hail frequency over North Germany, which counts around 1 hail day,
while the Atlantic Ocean reduces hail frequency over northwest France, where the surface temperature is
lower than along the Mediterranean. Especially Brittany as well as the northern part of Normandy, areas
close to the ocean have widespread minima with one or two days experiencing hail. A large minimum,
located in the northern part of the central region, the region southwest of Parisian, and between Brittany
and Paris may be due to a sparse radar coverage in these regions in combination with the attenuation of
the radar signal from surroundings radar stations.
The Northern part of Belgium is also characterized by a low hail potential with approximately an average
of one day with hail. A similar hail potential occurs in Luxembourg with 2 hail days. This low number of
hail days can be explained by low pressures frequently crossing Belgium and Luxembourg with related
front systems that favor convective cells.
Further hail minima are preferably found on mountain peaks, e.g., the Black Forest or the Pyrenees, with
around 5 to 6 days with hail. This low potential can be due to unfavorable conditions for hailstorm for-
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mation, such as a lower amount of moisture nearby the peaks and lower temperature at elevated heights.
Very strong updrafts would be needed to raise an air parcel up to the mountain summit rather than along
its slope. Rain, graupel or very small hail frequently prevails at the top of a mountain. Several authors
previously found these hail minima over high mountains, including Kunz and Puskeiler (2010) over the
Black Forest, Nisi et al. (2016) over the Alps, and Berthet et al. (2011) over the Pyrenean chain.
Thuringia and the north of Bavaria in Germany register significantly less radar-derived hail days. This
area is covered by the radar station Neuhaus, which was out of operation for nearly the entire year of
2011. Another minimum that can be recognized in the hail-based statistics is situated over the Rhine valley with approximately 1 hail day. A special meteorological configuration in this valley situated between
the Vosges mountains on its west side and the Black Forest on the east side permits the channeling of
wind along the large valley and deviates the flow in a south-southwest to north-northeast direction. According to model simulations by Koebele (2014), low-level flow divergence predominates in convective
situations leading to a decrease of convective activity.
4.1.2. Limitations
Several limitations must be considered in the hail-radar frequency maps. First, due to the local-scale
nature of hailstorms and the lack of accurate observations, statistics are difficult to assess and validate.
Indeed, no homogeneous observing system for hail exists over the entire region of Europe, but only
local networks, for example, the hail pad network over the southwest, central, and southern France operated by ANELFA. As a result, validation between direct observations and hail proxies, such as hail
days estimated from the Mason criterion, remains difficult. The use of radar and lightning data only
allows obtaining hail proxies. Especially 2D radar data does not consider the vertical property of the
troposphere in terms of the vertical extent of reflectivity cores or echotop height as provided by 3D radar
data. Furthermore, using 2D radar reflectivity from the CAPPI, the maxima projected on the surface may
be spatially and temporally shifted depending on the height, where the signal is derived, and, thus, the
distance to the radar. Furthermore, effects such as bright band or beam shielding may lead to an over- or
underestimation of radar reflectivity and, thus, the number of hail days obtained.
The radar coverage over Western Europe is reliable, but several regions are still not covered, such as the
Alpine chain. This effect leads to a gap of data in the final composite. A limited radar coverage also
exists in the southeast part of Germany and near Lake Constance leading to an underestimation of the
hail potential in these regions. A low hail potential in the northern part of Belgium may prevail because
only the radar stations of Zaventem and Wideumont cover this country. The far distance of North Belgium to the radar location can lead to an attenuation of radar signals and may yield an underestimation
of the hail potential in this area. Northwest of France is less covered by radar stations resulting in, if
data of a single station are missed in this region, no radar signal to be present from this area. Thus, the
tracking of convective cells is more difficult, or even impossible, leading to a cut of an existing track or
an impossibility to track the signals over space and time.
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Both S-band and C-band radar data require accurate calibration when considered in the final radar composite. C-band radar are more sensitive than S-band radar, which has a longer frequency. Simultaneous
use of S- and C-band radars can affect the hail proxy. Furthermore, the number of hail days can also
be overestimated because of the advection correction. This leads to an increased spatial extent of the
hail swath derived from META and, thus, the areas affected by hail. Moreover, the applied methodology
computes maximum reflectivity only for 24 hours. When high reflectivity hits an area more than once a
day, the day is only considered as one hail day and not as a multiple hail day. In reality, however, a single
area of 1 km

2

is rather unlikely to be hit several times a day. Finally, the composite is a combination

of radar data and lightning data meaning that the composite is dependent on the availability on lightning
data.

This thesis presents for the first time a radar-based frequency assessment of hail for a large European
area, including countries of France, Belgium, and Luxembourg based on the same methodology and
investigation period. In the literature, only a few authors have estimated hail probability for the entire
area of France, for example, based on insurance records or weather station reports (Ginouves, 1978).
These studies rely on poor data quality and are, moreover, outdated. The hail hot spots downstream of
the Massif Central in France, as well as the southwest part of France, were also recognized to be the
sole synthetic hail hazard map available for France computed by Vinet (2002) based on insurance claims
data and hail observations for 30 years (1962-1992) recorded with the hail pad network installed and
maintained by ANELFA. A more detailed study by Punge et al. (2014) estimated the hail potential over
Europe from satellite data during an 8-year period in Europe and found as well an important hail potential on the foothills of the Massif Central and the Pyrenean mountains. Hermida et al. (2015) recently
used data from the ANELFA hail pad network and found that the Gers department, located on the west
side of the Midi Pyrenees region, is the area most affected by hail in southwestern France.
Several hail maxima were also recognized in Germany, mostly near low mountain ranges, such as the
southern parts of Bavaria in the pre-alpine domain or along the Swabian Jura where topography reaches
up to 900 m. By analyzing the hail potential over Germany using 3D radar data, Puskeiler (2013) also
found that an area located south of Stuttgart is the region most affected by hail with more than 30 radarderived hail days from 2005 until 2011. The hail potential over Germany also suggests a substantial
north-to-south gradient in the number of hail days. This trend was also found in several studies based on
insurance or remote-sensing data (Schwind, 1957; Lindloff, 2003; Zimmerli, 2005; Puskeiler, 2013).
Northern Belgium was found by Lukach and Delobbe (2013) as a hail minimum. The top of the Black
Forest was identified by Puskeiler (2013) also as a hail minimum.

Hailstorm tracks from 2005 to 2014 computed by the algorithm META are represented in Figures 4.3
and 4.4. A track is defined as the trajectory of a convective cell detected by the tracking algorithm and
projected to the surface. It must be distinguished from a hail swath representing the entire extent of a
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hailstorm. Results attest considerable spatial variability in terms of both track density and direction. The
spatial distribution of tracks coincides well with the number of hail days with the highest number of
tracks located over the Auvergne region in France and the states of Baden-Wrttemberg and Bavaria in
Germany. In detail, the most significant concentration of tracks in Germany is situated along the southwestern range of the Swabian Jura with most of the tracks evolving in parallel to the ridge or crossing
the mountain range mostly from the southwest to northeast. Similarly, the Alpine foreland in the southern part of Germany prevails a high number of tracks. Another region often affected by hail tracks that
crossed in all directions is located to the north of the Ore mountains. The northern part of Germany is
less affected by hail streaks and differs from the southern regions by showing a higher variability of track
directions. Interestingly, longer tracks in north Germany often have a northwest to southeast direction
presumably associated with the passage of cold fronts usually coming from the North Sea.

In France, a pronounced maximum in the track density is found again near the Massif Central (Figure
4.4). Most of the tracks come from the southwest accumulating on the Limagne plain. Another hot
spot is located along the ridge of the Jura mountains with frequent south to southwesterly tracks. The
Pyrenees are also often affected by hail trajectories mostly following a southwesterly flow or progressing
laterally along the eastward orientation of the valleys as also described by Berthet et al. (2011). Brittany
and Normandy are only affected by a few shorter tracks predominantly in a northwest to the southeast
direction in coherence with cold fronts passing over these areas. In general, the northwestern part of
France is less frequently crossed by tracks primarily due to the vicinity of the Atlantic that reduces
convective activity.
Belgium and Luxembourg are also less frequently affected by tracks. Most of them have a southwestern
direction in continuation with northern France. They occur more frequently in the southern part of
Belgium than along the coastlines for the same reasons described above. The more continental location
of Luxembourg leads to a higher track density compared to Belgium.

4.2. Seasonal cycle
Annual mean frequency anomalies were computed for the entire investigation area (Figure 4.5) as the
subtraction of the average number of days with hail per year compared to the average number of hail
days between 2005 and 2014. Positive or negative values represent higher or lower numbers, respectively, of hail days compared to the 10-year average. The annual variability is high with an absolute
maximum reached in 2006 (+1.27 days with hail compared to the average). During that year, a large
part of Europe, including Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, and northwest France experienced higher
temperatures, especially during the end of June and July when two heat waves occurred (Fouillet et al.,
2008). As a result, sea surface temperature (SST) showed a positive anomaly leading to intense evaporation rates, and, consequently, may generate several low pressures. A high amount of moisture combined
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Fig. 4.3.: Tracks of hailstorms over Germany between 2005 and 2014 as detected by META over 55 dBZ.

with intense lifting by low-pressure systems may have fostered the formation of hail. For example, a very
intense hailstorm severely damaged the city of Villingen-Schwenningen located in southwest Germany,
south of Stuttgart, on 28 of June 2006. Note that intense lightning activity was also recorded during all of
2006 in Europe. 2007 was another year with a positive anomaly (+1.17) due to an increased convective
activity over southern France and northeast of Germany. As discussed in the previous Section 4.1, the
area near the Ore mountains was particularly affected by hailstorms during this year.
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Fig. 4.4.: Similar to Figure 4.3 but for France, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

Fig. 4.5.: Anomalies of annual mean hail days with respect to the overall mean of hail days (from 2005 to 2014).

In 2012, the positive anomaly (+1.17) was due to an intense thunderstorm activity over Europe during
this year. An important negative anomaly was observed in 2010 (-1.25 hail days). Although the summer
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of 2010 was very warm worldwide over lands and oceans (NOAA, 2010), a persisting ridge over Europe
suppressed the formation of hailstorms. A slight negative anomaly also occurred in 2005, but this remains
unclear since some radar data were missed in Germany for April.
A negative anomaly reaches -1.1 during 2008 when Europe experienced a rather mild and cold summer, especially in July and August, leading to weak hail activity. No long-lasting anticyclonic period
prevailed during this summer. A flow coming from the southwest sector was the most frequent situation often accompanied by rainy weather or local thunderstorms. The summer of 2011 was particularly
rainy accompanied by unusual and fresh temperatures in July that may explain the less number of hail
days compared to the average. Only on 11 September, at the end of an unusually warm period, several
supercells producing large hail reached central and northern Germany.
The year 2013 shows a negative anomaly as well. June 2013 was colder than the average with the consequence that no hailstorms were formed, at least not in Germany. However, severe hailstorms occurred
in Germany during July and August, especially on 27 and 28 July and on 6 August, with insured losses
estimated above 3.3 Bn Euro for these events. A final negative anomaly is seen in 2014 (-1.03) when a
single severe hailstorm crossed western France into Germany, such as the hailstorm named Ela, which
hit the city of Paris.
As discussed above, 2006 and 2010 show the largest discrepancies in the number of radar-derived hail
days with the largest positive and negative anomaly, respectively. Therefore, the following examines
the spatial distribution of the number of hail days in 2006 and 2010. The overall hail patterns in 2006
strongly resemble the climatology with maxima near hilly terrains and minima near coastlines and over
the northwest part of France. For both 2006 and 2010, the main hail day maximum is, as seen in the
map shown in Figure 4.2, situated along hilly terrain, for example, in the Auvergne region. In 2006, this

Fig. 4.6.: Same as Figure 4.2 but for the single years of 2006 and 2010.
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region was affected by more than 11 hail days over and east of the Massif Central, whereas in 2010 only
6 days with hails occurred in the same region. In 2006, the northeast part of France was also affected by
more hail days compared to 2010 over the entire Lorraine regions with an average of 3 days. In 2010,
the south part of Lorraine, as well as the region east of the Jura mountains, was particularly affected by
5 hail days. Furthermore, a broad maximum appears along the Swabian Jura in 2006 (approximately 7
hail days) with a local maximum reaching 8 days at the southern part of the state Baden-Wrttemberg,
whereas no such pattern was found in the same area in 2010. The west part of Germany, including
the states of Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, North Rhine-Westphalia and Saarland was frequently affected
by hail with some maxima reaching more than 6 hail days. A local maximum of 6 days is recognized
at the eastern edge of the state Saxony-Anhalt in Germany during 2006. This structure is not present
during 2010 when the area is only affected by 1 day with hail. The upper part of Lower Saxony in
Germany is also affected by hail on approximately 6 days during 2006, whereas this region remains
mostly without hail in 2010. For both years of 2006 and 2010, the regions, where the hail is less present
compared to the mean, are located over the entirety of Belgium, Luxembourg, the northwest of France
with especially Normandy and Brittany, which were not attained by hail, and along the coastlines. The
Mediterranean coastline in 2010 was slightly more affected by hail than in 2006 possibly because small
hail resulted from convective clouds surrounding the Mediterranean. The weather pattern configurations
during summer 2006 with several upper-level troughs, and steep lapse rates at mid-level resulted in a
strong unstable environment supportive for the development of organized thunderstorms over the entire
domain.
The high convective season usually extends from April to September over most of Western Europe
(Dessens, 1986; Mohr and Kunz, 2013). This agrees with the monthly distribution of radar-derived hail
days (not shown). The overall distribution resembles a Gaussian with a maximum in July of 34 hail days
and a minimum in April with 14 days. Hail is rare in April, due to a lower magnitude of the lapse rate
compared to the summer. The number of days with hail increases moderately in May to 25 days and
reaches 33 days in June. The number of hail days is again reduced in August with 26 days due to more
stable environmental conditions on average. September has on average 24 days with hail. Hailstorms
occur mostly in the southeastern part of France in late summer under Mediterranean influences when the
SST and, thus, evaporation reach their maximum.

4.3. Influence of orography on hail events
As hail hotspots are frequently situated near mountains (see Section 4.1.1), orography seems to influence
the frequency and distribution of hailstorms. The relation between elevation and the spatial distribution
of hail hot spots is highlighted here to have a better comprehension of their variability near high, middlerange, and low mountains.
Figure 4.7 shows the number of hail days in 200 m height classes in Germany during 2005-2014 and for
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France-Belgium-Luxembourg during 2002-2014. To enable direct comparison of the results, data were
normalized by the maximum of the distribution yielding values between 0 and 1. The average distribution of the terrain is also shown for comparison. In France, Belgium, and Luxembourg the maximum is
reached between 801 and 1000 m whereas the peak in Germany appears lower in the range of 601 to 800
m simply because of its lower orographic height. Above 2600 m, no hail days are recorded in Germany
and only a few hail days are found in France due to the presence of higher mountains (the Pyrenees, Alps).

A spatial representation of hail hotspots, shows that they are mainly located on the eastern side of the
mountains in the downstream direction considering the dominant flow from the southwest during hail
events (Figure 4.8). In the following, the link between flow effects and the Massif Central is discussed.
The region most affected by hail is located on foothills and downstream of the Massif Central. Several
hail-prone regions are as well located downstream of low mountain ranges, such as near the Swabian Jura
or the Ore mountains. The physical dimensions of a mountain in terms of height, width, solar exposition,
and orientation substantially modifies the flow characteristics (Section 2.1.4).
A north to south gradient is located in the area of Massif Central (Figure 4.8). 36 days with hail were
detected on the raster surface on the leeward side of this mountain. A larger area of 32 hail days extends
around the local maximum described above, boarding the eastern flank of the Chaine des Puys (Figure
4.9), the eastern part of the Forez mountains, and the north flank of the Aubrac mountains. The surface
covered by this last maximum is enlarged until approximately 100 km to the north, in the flatlands of
the Limagne plain. Additional areas affected by 26 hail days can be found from the upper elevations of
the Aubrac mountains in the south to the north part of the Auvergne region. Further scattered areas with
the same potential of 26 hail days are located at low altitudes in northeastern France, including Lorraine,
Burgundy, and the east of Champagne-Ardennes proving an influence of the southwesterly wind in these

Fig. 4.7.: Histogram of height (brown bars) with radar-derived hail days. Yellow bars represent Germany, green
bars France-Belgium-Luxembourg. The heights are normalized with their maximum.
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continental regions. The high number of hailstorms downstream of the Massif Central suggests that the
orography plays a role in the triggering of hailstorms in this region.
Three conditions are required for the initiation and development of deep moist convection: instability
resulting from steep lapse rate Kottmeier et al. (2008), sufficient moisture content at low-level, and a
triggering mechanism in terms of vertical lifting so that an air parcel can reach the LFC (cf. Section
2.1). It is necessary to mention the multiple scale interactions that favor the triggering of deep moist
convection with processes from the synoptic scale to the local-scale (Barthlott et al., 2006). Planetary
waves, such as Rossby waves that develop on the synoptic-scale (> 2000 km in length) favor low-level
moisture flows and lifting mechanisms in response to geostrophic circulations balancing the wind fields
by the production of vertical motion quasi-geostrophic balance (Eliassen, 1962). On the mesoscale (22000 km), flow convergence may trigger the development of convection via lifting (see Section 2.1).
A close-up investigation of hail hot spots shows the maximum is situated on the southwestern flank
of the Livradois (Figure 4.9) situated between the Aubrac Mounts and the Livradois that extends from
a northwest to southeast direction, which is perpendicular to the southerly wind flow. The hail potential
is also high windward of Forez mounts with hot spots spreading out over the Limagne lowland situated
behind the volcanoes of the Chaine des Puys. Most of the windward valleys located southwest of the

Fig. 4.8.: Contours of hail days overlaid with the orography.
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Massif Central range are oriented from southwest to northeast permitting a continuous wind circulation
and channeling from the southwest, and transporting warm and moist air from the Atlantic Ocean.
The maximum hail hot spot located on the flank of Livradois with 36 hail days is located geographically between middle-range mounts but extends over a few kilometers showing an interaction between
several factors that result in the triggering of hailstorms in that specific region. At first, the V-shaped
valleys on the western flank of the Massif Central encloses less air volume (Hennemuth, 1986) and store
an important amount of sensible heat flux, enhancing upward motions.
Wind circulations in the valleys are driven by conversion of potential buoyant energy (from an unstable
environment) to kinetic energy with updraft accelerations, for example, along upslopes of the Aubrac
mountains. The release of potential buoyant energy necessitates dynamically forced triggering (Weisman, 1992). The heating of valley slopes can be combined with dynamic forces to enhance air to rise.
Before the sunrise, surface airflow over the slopes is down-valley with stagnant conditions appearing in
enclosed basins (Banta, 1990). Downslope flows typically become weaker during the night and cold air
accumulates in valleys that disfavors the development of deep moist convection (Kaimal and Finnigan,
1994). After the sunrise, a dominant upslope wind develops in the isolated valley with a return circulation towards the valley center and is characterized by the advection of cold air (Langhans et al., 2013).
This cold air advection counteracts heating over the slopes (Banta, 1990). The dry negative feedback
mechanism limits the intensity of slope wind and represents a possible reason for non-stationary upslope
flow on the Aubrac mounts, Chaine des Puys, and the southeastern slopes of the Massif Central (Figure
4.9). During the afternoon, flows may go over several mounts, especially along the Aubrac mountains
and along slopes of volcanoes located on the western flanks of the mountain range. The Massif Central
generates gravity waves inducing a gravity current on the leeward side of the mountain with associated

Fig. 4.9.: Visualization of the Massif Central subranges cited in the text overlaid with filled contours of hail frequency (yellow, red and purple).
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sharped fronts (Chappell, 1986). The combination of high wind shear due to flow deviations from obstacles and low-level flow convergence as well as moisture mixing may lead to favorable conditions for
convection triggering at low-levels on the leeward side of the mountain. After the sunset, surface cooling
leads to the formation of downslope winds, for example, along with the Forez mounts, Livradois, and
Aubrac mounts while upvalley winds still prevail aloft. Later, upvalley winds come to an end and are
replaced by the downslope winds (Langhans et al., 2013).

The air above the ridge is influenced by strong synoptic flows, but also by daytime heating (Barthlott
et al., 2006). As the slopes of the Massif Central are exposed to the sun and insolated, the mountain
atmosphere can be destabilized, especially in the afternoon and early evening when convective activity
is the highest. However, the effect of this large-scale lifting on convection triggering is less important
than the dynamically-forced triggering at the local-scale, as discussed above. Channeling or gravitydriven winds can interrupt the diurnal cycle of winds in the valleys causing changes in wind speed and
direction, and, thus, increasing wind shear during the daytime when the atmosphere is most unstable
(Gross and Wippermann, 1987). At large-scale, the lifting mechanism may influence the development of
deep convection (Sorbjan, 1996).
Hailstorms in Western Europe are associated mostly with southwesterly winds, but local-scale, thermallyor dynamically-driven wind circulations coming from different directions can interact with the dominant
southwestern flow (Merino et al., 2013). For example, air flow coming from the Mediterranean Sea can
transport warm and moist air along the Rhone valley until the Livradois by channeling and accelerating along valleys situated southeastern to the Massif-Central. These valleys are placed in a northwest
to the southeast axis and permit a Mediterranean flow to circulate along the entire valley (Bastin et al.,
2005). Furthermore, the Massif Central can be affected by a cold low-level wind (mistral) coming from
northwest to south and transporting dry and cold continental air over the Limagne plain, thus blocking
the foothills of the Livradois and Aubrac mountains where hailstorms occur frequently. Mistral takes
place each time an anticyclone is centered over the Bay of Biscay, and low-pressure is located around
the Gulf of Genoa (Millot and Wald, 1980). When this happens, a flow of air between the high and lowpressure areas appears, and a current of cold air blows from the north through the Mediterranean Sea.
Note that the mistral blows especially during the spring and the change of season. (Millot and Wald,
1980). Thus, wind with different properties (the Mediterranean, from the southwest or mistral) can mix
up at the foothills of the Livradois and create a very unstable environment. Warm and moist air masses
may trigger convection leading to intense hailstorms in this enclosed area (Clements et al., 2003).
The literature concerning hail frequency over this area is rare, and nonexistent at this degree of detail. Punge and Kunz (2016) established a European hail-catalog based on overshooting-top detections
and filtered with specific reanalysis data as well as hail reports, which affirms this region is frequently
affected by hailstorms. The study of Dessens (1986) also confirms this. The geographical location of the
Massif Central and its shape (in the continent, perpendicular to the southwestern flow) can explain the
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high hail potential behind the Chaine des Puys. Moreover, the Massif Central is the first natural barrier
from the Mediterranean Sea where orographic lifting can take place: warm and moist low-level air is
forced to rise on mountain slopes. The deviation (in speed and direction) of the mean wind flow by the
mountain can lead to a go-over regime casing gravity currents downstream.
Several large hail hot spots with high gradients are also found along the northern slopes of the Swabian
Jura. A distinct, but very local, hotspot is located at the southwestern edge of the Swabian Jura partly
extending on the upper flanks of the mountain. Two local maxima of 34 radar-derived hail days are situated on the north of the Swabian Jura as well as the upper eastern edge of the mountain range. The south
part of these hotspots is located on the upper part of the mountain, whereas the northern parts are extending on the plain downstream. The Swabian mountain range extends from southwest to northeastern
direction over several ten kilometers. Most of the days with hail occurred within a southwesterly flow,
which is roughly parallel to the mountain range. This special configuration between the mountain range
direction and wind flow may force hailstorms also to evolve parallel to the mountain range (Durran and
Klemp, 1987). The southwest to the northeast direction of most of the tracks identified in this region
confirms this hypothesis. Puskeiler (2013) also found a hail hotspot with more than 30 days with hail
from 2005-2011 on the foothills of the Swabian Jura, which extends up to the top of the ridge. Kunz
and Puskeiler (2010) found a Froude number below 1 in this region causing a flow around regime at low
levels. Moreover, the authors hypothesize that the southwestern wind flows interact with the Swabian
Jura at a very sharp angle that reduces the Froude number considerably and forces wind to flow parallel
to the mountain chain.
A local maximum of radar-estimated hail days is also located in the north part of the state Hesse with
31 hail days, which is comparable to the hail potential of southwest Germany, as described above. The
pronounced maximum in North Hesse lies directly to the east, and, thus, partly in the leeward of the
Westerwald and the Sauerland. The orography nearby this maximum is slightly hilly. The tracks density
beneath this region is also high but located further to the west suggesting that thunderstorm cells developed more in the west, and lead to hail only after a certain time and distance.
Another area with many radar-derived hail days can be found in a small area in the mid-west of the state
Hesse with 30 hail days, downstream the Taunus mountains extending from southwest to the northeast,
such as the Swabian Jura. As the spatial extent of the Taunus mountain remains small, orographic effects
remain local behind the mountain.

4.4. Regional analysis of hail statistics
4.4.1. Seasonal cycle
Western Europe encompasses a large spatial variability of hail potential related to the distance to the sea,
climatic characteristics, orographic effects, and weather patterns. As described in the previous section,
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Fig. 4.10.: Definition of the 13 subdomains considered in the detailed analysis of hail days.

the hail potential is increased over hilly terrain far from the sea. Orographic characteristics (mountain
ranges oriented near main wind flows, terrain gradients, and insolation of slopes), as well as circulations
at low, mid, and upper levels, are determinant factors for the triggering of convection. Thermal latitudinal
gradients and maritime influences contribute to enhancing the spatial variability. To better understand
the characteristics of the events and mechanisms that favor the development of hailstorms, the total area
under investigation was divided into 13 subdomains of approximately similar size (around 75,000 km 2 ).
Subdomains 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 11 are located mostly in the interior, whereas 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 12, and 13 are
influenced more by maritime air masses (Figure 4.10). Flatlands are found within domains 1, 2, 3, 6, 7,
and 10 whereas higher mountains are located in regions 8, 11, and 12. Hilly terrain is situated in regions
4, 5, 9, and 13.
Figure 4.11 represents a 10-day moving average of the sum of hail days for each subdomain from
April to September 2005 to 2014. The number of hail days results in the sum of grid points exceeding
55 dBZ inside each subdomain. Despite the variability in these graphs, some trends can be recognized.
There is a delay in the seasonal cycle related to continentality (for example, regions 5, 8, and 11). The
overall maximum is found in the mountainous region 11 comprising the Massif Central at the end of
June with 531 hail days. Until the end of April, the number of hail days does not exceed 200. Specific
weather patterns associated with a low diurnal cycle of the temperatures during spring may play a role
in the reduced hail potential. During the spring season, reinforcement of low pressure systems forming
over the North Atlantic may occur and wind flows may transport moisture and cold air into the inner
continent. During May and the beginning of June, the number of hail days increases substantially from
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281 for the 10-day average centered around 10 May up to 453 days on 9 June. The more important
diurnal temperature cycle on continents, associated with a higher lapse rate, and lifting mechanisms
engendered by mountains may explain this increase. During summertime, the peak is at the end of June,
but the number of hail days remains high until mid-July with approximately 400 hail days during the
10-day moving average centered around 19 July. The passage of frontal systems over the domain during
the summer, the higher lapse rate associated with southwesterly flows, advection of moist and warm air,
and orographic effects may explain the peak. Between the end of summer and the end of fall, the number
of hail days decreases again. Unfavorable environments, such as low near-surface temperatures, location
of weather patterns that unfavored a transport from southwest to northeast, and absence of large-scale
lifting are the main keys that inhibit convection.
Regions 7 and 8 also exhibit a high hail potential during the summertime with up to 282 days with hail
for subdomain 8 at the beginning of July. The low moisture content in this area as well as different
orographical characteristics, such as the Swabian Jura (oriented southwest to the east) compared to the
arc-shaped Massif Central with high terrain gradients may explain the contrast between the hail-peak
located in the Massif Central with approximately twice as many days with hail compared to the peak
nearby the Swabian Jura. Within both domains, the number of hail days increases slightly until the peak
with a local maximum in the middle of May (around 200 hail days). Air mass properties affecting the
area may be different in May compared to July. Spring hailstorms may be associated with subtropical air
masses coming from Spain, while some summer storms can form ahead of cold fronts. The number of
hail days decrease sharply from the hail-peak season to the end of September. The temporal hail potential
of subdomain 8 agrees with previous studies in Germany where the peak of large hail appears in June
and July (Puskeiler et al., 2016). Gudd (2004) found a peak in the first decade of July in the study area
of region 4 in West Germany that coincides with the results in this study.
Region 12 located in the very southwest has a hail peak in the middle of June with 214 hail days during
the 10-day moving average centered around 19 June. Afterwards, the number of hail days first slightly
decreases and then increases. This maximum found in June differs from the analysis by Dessens et al.
(2015) who found that May is the most active month of the year followed by July over the southwestern
part of France and the Mediterranean area (situated along the Rhone valley). Reasons for this discrepancy
can be due to a longer period analyzed by Dessens et al. (2015) than in this study and by the use of hail
pads in southwest France. Furthermore, the scattered network of hail pads used in the study of Dessens
et al. (2015) is denser near the regions influenced by maritime effects instead of the inner continent.
The maximum number of days with hail in region 10 located in western France occurs during the beginning of June, reaching 168 hail days during the 10-day moving average centered around 9 June. The
combination of coastlines and continental flatlands may influence the temporal occurrence. Furthermore,
the absence of hilly terrains does not permit orographically-triggered convection. The Mediterranean Sea
influences region 13 situated in southern France. Hailstorms appear principally in June when the heat
capacity of the Sea increases from spring to summer. Higher lapse rates and weather pattern features
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Fig. 4.11.: Time-series of radar-derived hail days (10 days moving average denoted as counts) for the subdomains
shown in Fig. 4.11.

over the Mediterranean during June, such as the location of a low on the western side of the Sea, may
explain this peak in June.
Region 3 covers the Picardy region in France as well as the upper western part of Belgium. The
highest number of days with hail occurs during the end of June. Northern France and Belgium have a
temperate maritime climate influenced by the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, with cool summers and
sea-breeze conditions that may explain the peak of hail at the beginning of the summer. The sea-breeze is
a circulation that develops due to differential heating of air over land and sea during the day. As the sun
heats the surface, a resulting pressure gradient develops causing low-level flow from the sea to the land
with a return flow aloft (return current). Sea-breeze generally occurs in spring or summer in Belgium
when the temperature difference is the most important between land and sea compared to the fall. The
same effects can occur in the region 6 which cover the region Brittany in France. The maximum is
reached during the summer in mid-July. Exposed to the Atlantic summers are often marked with cold
winds that transport moist and cold air masses over the flat region. A radar-based climatology from 2003
to 2012 conducted over Belgium by Lukach and Lukach and Delobbe (2013) proved that June is the most
favorable season for hail.
Region 9 located in southeast Germany is where the highest number of hail days occurs at the end of July
when the convective activity, due to local (local winds, uplifts) and larger-scale (for example, temperature
advection) is the highest (increase of wind shear, low-level convergence). Note that the eastern edge of
Germany is not accurately covered by radar stations, so that the number of hail days, as well as the
temporal occurrence, may differ in reality.
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Fig. 4.12.: Month with the highest hail frequency occuring on average.

Regions 4 and 5 cover the western and eastern parts of Germany, respectively. Both regions have a
mostly flat terrain with local hills. The maximum of hail days in regions 4 and 5 is approximately similar
during the summer. This peak occurs during the beginning of July for region 4, whereas the peak appears
at the end of July for region 5. This time delay may be due to the larger distance to the sea for region
5 than for region 4. Region 4 is more affected by maritime inflows than the inland. As the difference
of temperature between sea and land is the highest during end June and July, the sea breeze is the most
important process during the beginning of the summer, mainly affecting region 4.
Regions 1 and 2 have a similar hail cycle with maxima in August. The low number of hail days during
the entire season may be due to the proximity of the Baltic Sea and the lower associated lapse rate unfavorable for deep moist convection. Furthermore, both regions are flat, so that orographic effects play
only a marginal role over this area .

To summarize, a temporal shift of the maximum can be observed among all 13 subdomains. The spatial
distribution for the month with the highest hail frequency for each region is resumed in Figure 4.12. The
latitude differs over the entire investigated area causing a temporal shift of lapse-rates. Seasonal moving
of weather patterns affects the number of days with hail.
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4.4.2. Diurnal cycle
The diurnal cycle of convection is mainly determined by the near-surface temperature cycle and the resulting increase in the lapse rate due to solar insolation (Nesbitt and Zipser, 2003). Important trigger
mechanisms, such as low-level flow convergence due to thermally-induced circulations over complex
terrain, inhomogeneities in land use or sea-breeze circulations additionally influence both the daily temperature and convection cycle (Nesbitt and Zipser, 2003).
The hourly distribution of the number of hailstorms considering the onset of each cell-track per subdomain is shown in Figure 4.13. The onset is referred to where the cell tracking algorithm detects a potential
hail core. Since the local time (LT) varies through Europe with approximately one hour from Brittany
in France until Saxony in Germany, all given times are converted to LT representing four minutes per
degree of longitude. Four minutes were then subtracted for each meridian situated westerly from the
Greenwich meridian, whereas four minutes were added on the eastern side of the Greenwich meridian.
All graphs show high variability. In general, hail is more frequent during the afternoon (13 to 18 LT)
than during the night (midnight to 10 LT).
Hailstorms in subdomains 1, 2, 3, 6, and 13 located along the North Atlantic and Mediterranean
coastlines as well as the North and Baltic Sea coastlines start principally at the beginning of the afternoon
(13-15 LT). The earliest peak is reached at 13 LT in subdomain 6 over Brittany. Then, hail is more
frequent at 14 LT in subdomain 1 located near the North Sea. Subdomain 2 situated along the Baltic Sea
and subdomain 3 over Belgium have a peek at 15 LT. Over each subdomain located along coastlines,
the number of hailstorms decreases sharply during the late afternoon. The absorption of solar radiation
may explain this decrease by upper convective clouds leading to stability and weakened vertical motions.

Fig. 4.13.: Hourly distribution of hailtracks for each subdomain.
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The early start of hailstorms in these subdomains, as well as their lower diurnal cycle compared to other
subdomains in the investigated area, can be plausibly explained by the lower temperature cycle due to the
large heat capacity of the ocean. Subdomain 5 (East Germany) peaks at 15 LT, subdomain 9 (southeast
Germany) reaches its maximum at 15 LT, subdomain 8 peaks at 16 LT, subdomain 11 over the Massif
Central has the most important potential at 16 LT, and subdomain 7 has its maximum at 16 LT. The peak
during the late afternoon for more continental subdomains is due to the surface heating resulting from
daytime solar radiation as well as local effects, such as the orography (Nesbitt and Zipser, 2003).
The maxima in subdomains 10 and 13 located on the Atlantic facade appears later compared to other
subdomains. Subdomain 10 has a peak at 17 LT and the subdomain 12, located between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Pyrenees mountains, is at 19 LT.
Some literature exists about the diurnal cycle of hail in Western Europe. Kunz and Puskeiler (2010)
also found a maximum of the hail events during the afternoon (13-18 LT) for the southwestern part of
Germany based on a combination of radar data and insurance loss data. The study of Nisi et al. (2016)
reveals a maximum of 13 to 18 LT depending on the investigated region with a peak 2 hours earlier
on the pre-alpine domain compared to over the Alps range. An explanation for this time shift could be
the initiation of the first convective cells by cold pools over the pre-Alps. Dessens (1986) also found a
maximum during the late afternoon over southwestern France, which is under maritime influences.

4.4.3. Onset of hailtracks

To compare the spatial distribution of hailstorms during the night and day and to distinguish between
convection triggered within the boundary layer and by large-scale lifting processes from upper tropospheric levels, the spatial distribution of track onsets is shown in Figure 4.14 at 02 and 18 LT (Figure
4.15). High spatial variability is observed for both hours. The occurrence probability during the night
is much lower than during the day (227 onsets at 02 LT compared to more than 750 at 18 LT). During
nighttime, onsets spread randomly along coastlines and the continent without any recognizable structure.
Local effects such as the land to sea breeze during the night may affect the trigger of convective cells
near the coastlines. The land sea-breeze effect may be reinforced over the Mediterranean as well as the
Atlantic coastlines (Simpson, 1994).
In contrast, onsets at 18 LT form several systematic patterns near mountains, such as the Massif Central
or the pre-Alpine domain in southern Germany or near the French Pyrenees. Local effects, such as lowlevel convergence and orographic effects, combined with large-scale features (fronts, large-scale lifting)
may contribute to the reinforcement and development of convective cells near the mountain ranges.
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Fig. 4.14.: Location at 02 LT of the starting point of individual tracks detected by META.

4.4.4. Characteristics of hail swaths
In the following section, the main characteristics of all hail swaths occurring in France, Germany, Luxembourg, and Belgium are investigated. The computation and reconstruction of an entire swath are
explained in Section 3.2. Length, width, orientation, and duration of all 20,163 individual hail swaths
detected by the algorithm META are considered in this analysis.

A hail streak’s length is defined as the distance in kilometers between the start and the end of a track
determined by the tracking algorithm META, i.e., the period where the threshold of 55 dBZ is reached or
exceeded. Figure 4.16 shows the occurrence probability of all detected hail swaths as a function of the
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Fig. 4.15.: Same as Fig 4.16 but at 18 LT.

length in classes of 10 km. The tracks having a total length less than 1 km are neglected because these
are considered not convective, and where heavy rainfalls are expected rather than hail. This distribution
follows an approximately exponential function with a significant maximum for the first class. In total,
43% of all recorded storms over Western Europe possess a length between 1 and 10 km. Trajectories
having a length between 10.1 and 20 km decrease sharply to 19% of the overall sample of trajectories.
After that, the occurrence of storms possessing longer lengths decreases slightly. Approximately 30% of
all streaks occur with lengths between 20.1 and 150 km. Less than 8% of storms have a length greater
than 150 km. The longest swaths can be expected for highly-organized convective systems, such as MSC,
including squall lines and supercells where large-scale features substantially dominate over local-scale
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Fig. 4.16.: Histogram of the length of all hail streaks between 2005 and 2014.

effects, such a flow convergence downstream of mountains.

Hailswath widths separated in kilometer classes are shown in Figure 4.17. The width is expressed
as the maximum diameter of the largest reflectivity core (≥ 55 dBZ) during a hailstorm or the longest
distance between two cores evolving laterally, in the cases of cell-merging or splitting. As only the largest
width of each swath is recorded, the results may be overestimated. A Gaussian distribution overlaps the
result with a peak at 9 km (21% of occurrence) and minimums at both 4 km (0.8% of occurrence) and 15
km (0.6% of occurrence).
Figure 4.18 shows the mean angles of hail swaths with 20° classes. The mean angle represents the
mean orientation of a storm trajectory, and is the angle recorded by META at the center of a swath, as
most of storm trajectories are linear. The orientation is defined as the angle between the line intersecting

Fig. 4.17.: Same as Fig. 4.16 but for the width.
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Fig. 4.18.: Same as in Fig. 4.16 but for the mean orientation.

core centers, before and after the central point of a swath, to the azimuth. With this method, three time
steps must exist for a swath to be recorded with a duration of 15 minutes. For slight arc-shaped trajectories, central orientation may not be accurately represented. However, only a few tracks are curved so
that this effect can be neglected. The maximum occurrence (19.3%) is found in the propagation direction
between 220° and 240° attesting a southwest direction. Around half (51%) of the hailstorms crossing
Western Europe come from a southwest direction between 200° and 260°. Only 2.8% of all swaths have a
northwesterly direction. The principal southwesterly swath orientation found in the statistics confirmed
previous results, such as the study of Puskeiler (2013) who found an important number of hail days
(around 320 days) in southwest Germany where the swaths are oriented southwesterly. In the Aquitaine
region in France, Berthet et al. (2013) found that severe hailfalls during 1952 and 1980 came from a
southwest direction with a mean of 241°.
One of the outputs of the META algorithm is the number of time steps (a time step is equal to 5
minutes) of an entire hail streak (i.e., the time above the threshold of 55 dBZ). Thus, the total duration
of a hail swath can be simply computed by multiplying 5 minutes by the number of steps minus one.
As already mentioned above, a minimum of 3 time steps (so, a total duration of 10 minutes) is needed
to be recorded by the algorithm. Figure 4.19 shows the occurrence rate of hail swaths in classes of 30
minutes. In accordance with the length, the duration also decreases exponentially with a peak situated at
30 minutes. As for the other physical characteristics, long-lived swaths are rare: only 2.4% of all cells
persist over 5 hours, which correspond to organized cells.
4.4.5. Relationship between hail swath dimensions and storm intensity
To identify the characteristics of severe convective storms, the relation between the spatial extent represented by the severity index RCSI, length, duration, and orientation of the hail swath are assessed using
boxplots representing the 25% and 75% quartiles as well as outliers. Figure 4.20 shows the distribution
of RCSI as a function of a length separated into 50 km classes. As expected, the median of the RCSI
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Fig. 4.19.: Same as for Fig. 4.16 but for the duration.

increases substantially with length from 252 for events shorter than 50 km to 2,263 for storms longer
than 600 km. Also, the spread of the distribution tends to decrease with length. This effect, however, is
due to the low number of long events. Nevertheless, the most intense hailstorms (RCSI > 2200) have a
length superior to 450 km.
Another important parameter to estimate the severity of hailstorms is the total duration related to the
total spatial extent, as shown in Figure 4.21. As for the length, values of RCSI increase with longer
duration: the median is equal to 221 for storms shorter than 1 hour and increases up to 1,040 for storms

Fig. 4.20.: Boxplots of the RCSI as a function of swath length for all events between 2005 and 2014. The boxplots
indicate the interquartile range (blue box), median (red bar), x% of the distribution (dashed vertical
lines), and outliers (red cross).
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Fig. 4.21.: Same as Fig. 4.20 but as a function of duration.

persisting longer than 8 hours. The variability remains high with widespread distributions over time,
possibly due to local high/weak reflectivity values along a swath that can affect the values of RCSI.
Figure 4.22 shows the monthly distribution of the swath lengths. In general, the longest tracks occur in
July followed by June when the hail potential is also the highest for subdomains located in the southern
part of the investigated area. In the same way, the shortest tracks appear in April and September at the
beginning and end of the convective season, respectively, with maximum lengths of 180 km in April
and 315 km in September. In May, only single tracks are greater than 400 km corresponding to severe
hailstorms. In August, the maximum length is equal to 483 km. For each month, the interquartile range
remains weak due to the exponential decrease in the number of storms with length.
The last parameter considered is the mean orientation of hail swaths for intervals of 30°, as shown in
Figure 4.23. As for the monthly distribution, the range of the boxplots for shorter events is limited. The
maximum of the sample is located between 210° and 240° corresponding to southwesterly flow.
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Fig. 4.22.: Same as in Fig. 4.20 but for length as a function of the months.

Fig. 4.23.: Same as for Figure 4.20 but for the length in a function of the orientation.

Minima are found for 330° and 30°, i.e., for flows coming from northwest and north-northeast directions.
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To resume, intense storms can be identified, particularly during July, with a large spatial extent associated with long durations and lengths, respectively, coming from southwesterly directions. Favored
atmospheric conditions that initiated convection at the surface are investigated in the next chapter.
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In this chapter, air mass properties in terms of stability and lifting surrounding hailstorms are investigated. The dataset used for this study is ERA-Interim reanalysis.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted to improve the understandings of relations and
interactions between selected meteorological variables (e.g., values of meteorological parameters at hailstorm onsets) and hailstorms severity. The second part of this chapter focuses on the atmospheric conditions prevailing around the first RCs of hail tracks identified by the tracking algorithm. The purpose of
this section is to analyze the distribution of appropriate meteorological parameters and their magnitude
near the events to gain a better comprehension of the large-scale mechanisms as prerequisites of hailstorm
formation. Finally, synoptical conditions during hailstorms are analyzed for the geopotential height and
wind speed anomalies with the objective to identify specific meteorological patterns prevailing during
hailstorms and to quantify them near the storm for the large sample size of hail events obtained by this
study.

5.1. Air mass properties over Europe at the onset of hailstorms
A PCA was first performed to assess the variable contributions to RCSI that quantifies the severity of
a hail event. The results obtained by the PCA are used for further analysis in the next sections. In
this PCA, hail swath characteristics were investigated along meteorological parameters. Input data for
the PCA include mean values of selected meteorological parameters from ERA-Interim at hail swath
onsets recorded by META. As META records coordinates of each hail swath’s starting point, the nearest
neighbor between the coordinate of the onset and the ERA-Interim coordinate grid was considered by
selecting the smallest Euclidean distance between the two. Values of ERA-Interim assigned to the nearest
neighbors for all hail events were recorded as a list, which provides the PCA input. As parameters
from ERA-Interim are available every 6 hours, 12 UTC was chosen for each meteorological parameter
representing pre-convective conditions of the day (e.g., Mohr and Kunz, 2013; Mohr et al., 2015b).
Six meteorological parameters were chosen in this study: vertical wind shear, CAPE, the difference
between the equivalent potential temperature at 500 and 850 hPa (for stability/instability), the height of
T0 (freezing level), specific humidity, and surface wind speed as all these parameters seem to have a link
to convection according to the literature (Kunz, 2007b; Busch, 2013; Mohr et al., 2015a; Nisi et al., 2016;
Punge and Kunz, 2016). Also, all these parameters show a relatively clear signal in the results, which
was not the case for other tested parameters, such as vorticity advection. Temperature near the ground
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was also neglected as no direct relation between hail, and this parameter could be found in the literature
(Dessens, 1986). This is also the case for heat flux, where the effects are especially local or regional.
- Windshear as the wind speed difference between 6 km and the surface has an important influence
on the organization of convective systems (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). Only in the case
of substantial wind shear, organized storms, such as multicells, supercells or MCSs can form (See
Section 2.2).

- Difference of θe between 500 and 850 hPa resulting in negative values characterize an unstable
troposphere. In the mesoscale, θe is also a useful measure of the static stability of the unsaturated
atmosphere (Bolton, 1980). Under stably stratified conditions, θe increases with height, and vertical motions are suppressed. The pressure level 850 hPa was chosen to compare those values with
the study of Bolton (1980).

- CAPE represents the amount of convective potential energy available to accelerate an air parcel
vertically, allowing the quantification of the upper thermodynamic limit of lifting. This study uses
the median due to the skewed distribution function of CAPE.
- Height of freezing level T0: according to Dessens (1986), hail is favored by both high freezing
levels in the ambient atmosphere and strong updrafts allowing ice particles to grow rapidly by
accretion.
- Specific humidity at 950 hPa (q950): both thunderstorm and hail formation require a substantial
low-level moisture supply (Longley and Thompson, 1965).
- Surface wind speed: strong winds approaching mountains could initiate convection in the vicinity
of mountains by low-level convergence. Nevertheless, the role of surface wind speed on hail
formation is not a direct effect.
PCA was performed in several steps. First, the values of each meteorological parameter among all
hail events were recorded in a table. Then, the values in the table were centered (subtracted the mean
from each attribute) and standardized to remove the influence of location and scale of the variables in
the raw data. With these methods, columns in the table have a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation
equal to 1. Then, a covariance matrix was computed from the centered-standardized values in the table
to understand the evolution between two variables (Jolliffe, 2002). A covariance matrix is always a
symmetric matrix with the variances on its diagonal and the covariances off-diagonal (Wold et al., 1987).
After this, eigenvectors with their corresponding eigenvalues were computed. An eigenvector is a vector
that does not change its direction after a linear transformation (Jolliffe, 2002). Eigenvalues are simply
coefficients attached to eigenvectors, which give axes magnitude. Another step is to sort eigenvectors by
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decreasing eigenvalues, and therefore to choose eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues. The ranking
from highest to lowest values identifies the relevant eigenvectors for the study (Jolliffe, 2002). In this
thesis, the first two components were chosen, which accounted for 62% of the total variance.
Interestingly, each variable is positive along the first component (C1), as shown in Figure 5.1, meaning
that each variable contributes to the hail potential. Along the second component (C2), four variables
(wind shear, T0, CAPE, and instability) are positive and two (surface wind speed and specific humidity)
are negative indicating that these variables play a different role. Variables with negative values contribute
less to pre-convective conditions favoring hailstorms compared to those with positive values. Among the
positive values, wind shear ranks first with +0.62 along C1 and +0.51 along C2. A perfect fit between
variable and components would yield a value of 1. Therefore, even if the wind shear reaches the highest
values in this PCA, it only explains a fraction of the components. The second highest values are obtained
for the instability reaching +0.61 along C2 and +0.415 along C1. So, wind shear and difference of θe
between 500 and 850 hPa appear to be the most determining factors for the pre-convective conditions
during days with hail.
Finally, PCA can be grouped into two clusters: surface variables, including surface wind speed and
humidity, and those quantified from vertical profiles represented by the wind shear, CAPE, freezing level,
and instability. Several studies, in particular those focusing on U.S. storms (Laing and Fritsch, 2000),
found evidence that suggests a relationship between hail occurrence and convective available potential
energy (CAPE) times vertical wind shear (Brooks et al., 2003; Craven and Brooks, 2004). In Europe,
few authors agreed that these two latter parameters are relevant for hail occurrence (Púčik et al., 2015;
Groenemeijer and van Delden, 2007; Kaltenböck et al., 2009;Eccel et al., 2012; Tuovinen et al., 2009).
For example, in the Netherlands, Groenemeijer and van Delden (2007) determined a strong association
of hail to high CAPE values and strong shear prior to events with large hail. Wind shear seems to not be
a less relevant parameter for severe hailstorms in Europe compared to the U.S. (Graf et al., 2011; Mohr
et al., 2015b).
A second PCA considering the 100 most severe hailstorms in terms of RCSI will be discussed in the next
section.

5.2. Synoptic-scale anomalies during hail days
An investigation of upper tropospheric levels in addition to 2D quantities is important as hailstorms require specific atmospheric conditions to develop. Moreover, the upper atmospheric environment governs
the meteorological conditions at all lower levels creating conditions that favor or suppress the development of hailstorms (Houze, 1993). Four parameters are considered for anomalies analysis: geopotential
height, wind speed anomalies at 300 hPa, wind shear anomalies, and CAPE anomalies. Geopotential
height and wind speed anomalies were computed for a large domain over Europe, while wind shear and
CAPE were analyzed in the investigated area. Relative differences were computed for each parameter by
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Fig. 5.1.: Principal Component Analysis of the investigated meteorological parameters along the first (C1) and
second components (C2).

subtracting the values for all hail days from the mean of the parameter for all days from April to September (and thus combining days with and without hail) from 2005 to 2014. These differences were then
divided by the mean of the parameter for all days to obtain relative differences expressed in percentage.

Figure 5.2 represents the relative deviation of geopotential height at 300 hPa during hail days compared
to the overall mean (including days with and without hail). Blue areas correspond to lower geopotential
during days with hail compared to the mean, and red areas to higher geopotential. Black lines represent
the mean .
The mean decreases steadily from the south towards the north of Europe, which is not the case for the
anomalies where some patterns can be recognized. In Figure 5.2, the standard deviation ranges from -26
to 28 gpdm compared to the mean (not shown). Negative values are situated over the Atlantic Ocean
while positive values are positioned over Central Europe. Negative anomalies may correspond to depressions centered west of Brittany with -23% compared to the mean. An upper-level shallow ridge extends
over Central Europe from North Africa to Scandinavia. Enhanced instability explains the formation of
convection forming thunderstorms with an increased risk of hail occurrence (Craven and Brooks, 2004).
Therefore, areas ahead of low-pressure systems are often associated with convection forming conditions
(Van Delden, 1998 and García-Ortega et al., 2012). For example, Schemm et al. (2016) found that 40%
of hail during 2002 and 2013 in Switzerland were initiated by fronts (using an automatic front detection
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Fig. 5.2.: Anomaly of the 300 hPa geopotential height between days with and without radar-derived hailstorms
between 2005 and 2014 (color contours) and mean geopotential height (in gpdm) during hail days (black
contour lines).

algorithm). Specific locations of the low-pressure systems in the mean over Brittany and Central Europe
lead to a continuous flow coming from Spain and reaching France and Germany from the west-southwest
(WSW). This WSW flow is generally found to prevail during severe hail events and covers several European countries, such as France (Vinet, 2001 and Berthet et al., 2011), Spain (García-Ortega et al., 2011),
Switzerland (Willemse, 1995; Muriset, 2003 and Schiesser, 1990), and Germany (Kunz, 2007b and Kapsch et al., 2012).

The location and intensity of the jet stream is also a relevant parameter decisive for large-scale properties of air mass (Dayan and Abramski, 1983). Moreover, windspeed at upper levels, as well as wind
direction, directly determine the shift of storms (Archer and Caldeira, 2008). Figure 5.3 shows the relative wind speed anomalies at 300 hPa compared to the average and mean during the convective season.
The highest values in the mean are found south of Spain. Windspeed decreases smoothly to the southwest and northeast but decreases sharply toward the northwest and east. The jet stream maxima extend
straight from the southwest to northeast direction.
On hail days, negative anomalies are situated over the British Isles with a strong decrease from the south
of England (-5%) to the north of Scotland (-30 %) suggesting that the variability is higher over this
region. A weaker negative pattern is centered over Sicilia and ranges from Tunisia to the south of the
Balkans. During hailstorms, the location of the jet stream is shifted northwards from the mean over the
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Fig. 5.3.: Same as Figure 5.2 but for wind speed at 300 hPa (in m s−1 .)

western part of the Mediterranean Sea. A wide positive anomaly extending from Portugal to northeast
Europe (with around +25%) over northern Spain and southern France) indicates that windspeed is more
intense over these regions during hail days. This reinforcement of the jet stream over southwestern Europe leads to a strong wind shear favoring hailstorms (Dessens, 1960; Longley and Thompson, 1965).
Warm and dry air at mid-tropospheric levels (500 to 700 hPa) coming from the Iberic peninsula spreads
towards northwest Europe, denoted as the Spanish plume (Morris, 1986). Such a configuration increases
hail potential over western Europe by the creation of low thermal stability, capping inversion and sometimes an elevated mixed layer (EML). The capping inversion is the lower part of the EML. Above the
cap, the EML permits the release of instability in the case of lifting in the entire air column (potential
instability), thus favoring the development of deep convection. Dry air situated at mid-level scales can, in
addition, aid to structure airflows within convective cells. EML and capping inversion configuration are
frequent during the initiation of deep convection, for example, an MCS or a derecho, which need strong
dynamic forcing. Numerous severe convective storms occurred during a Spanish plume over Europe in
the past, for example, the Pentecost storm in June 2014 where several MCSs affected France, Belgium,
and Germany and caused around 340 Million euros for insured losses (Verspecht et al., 2014), or the
derecho in Belgium in June 2010 which caused several fatalities (Hamid, 2012).

Besides geopotential and wind speed aloft, both shear and CAPE are two other atmospheric properties
that are decisive for the development of thunderstorms. Moreover, these two parameters were identified
by the PCA in the previous section as important predictors for hailstorms. Because the regional climate
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Fig. 5.4.: Relative anomalies of wind shear 0 - 6 km in France, Belgium, and Luxembourg between days with and
without hail (color contours) and the mean of the wind shear during hail days (black contour lines).

governs both parameters, anomalies are investigated in the following separately for hailstorms identified
over France, Belgium, and Luxembourg from those over Germany.

In Figure 5.4, the mean of the vertical wind shear decreases from southern France (> 20 m s−1 ) to
northwestern France (with 14 m s−1 ) along the English channel. High positive anomalies in wind shear
in France are situated along an SW-NE corridor going from the Pyrenean to the Alps and reaching 19
m s−1 at the south of the region Auvergne. This corridor coincides with the location of the highest hail
potential in France (see hail climatology in Section 4.1). Values greater than 20 m s−1 can be observed in
the region Languedoc-Roussillon in southern France. Values between 14 m s−1 and 16 m s−1 are situated
over the northwest and central parts of France, but also over Belgium and Luxembourg where conditions
for organized convection are favored. Brittany and the English Channel show lower wind shear values
with around 12 m s−1 .

The wind shear magnitude on hail days is lower in Germany (Figure 5.5) compared to France, with
average values between 16 m s−1 in southeast Germany and 14 m s−1 over central and north Germany.
A strong positive anomaly of +26% is situated south of Bavaria and Baden-Wrttemberg. The anomaly
decreases to the north to amounts less than 10% near the coasts.
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The strongest positive anomalies of CAPE are situated over the Western Mediterranean (Figure 5.6)
with values around +33%. The warm and low-level atmospheric moisture available in this region combined with drier mid-level air coming from Spain or North Africa gives rise to higher CAPE values and
creates more instability. Weaker positive anomalies are situated in the rest of France as well as Belgium
and Luxembourg due to the higher stability of the vertical profile. The eastern part of France as well
as the southwest experiences weaker CAPE values. A cool Atlantic air flow may induce less latent heat
than the Mediterranean inflow in the south and, thus, is responsible for weaker potential energy .

Figure 5.7 shows the relative anomalies and mean values of CAPE for Germany. Positive anomalies
are situated over the western part of Germany along with a SW to NE axis. This pattern could explain the
location of a relevant climatological hail hot spot in western Germany. Mean values of CAPE are highest
in southern Germany with up to 1630.9 J kg−1 at the southeastern tip of Germany. Low CAPE values are
prominent in the west and northeast parts of Germany with values less than 1030 J kg−1 centered over
the state of Hessen and less than 730 J kg

−1

near the Baltic Sea. CAPE along the coastlines remains

weaker than the inland.

Preferred environments for hailstorms were analyzed at a synoptic and regional scale. The synoptic
scale investigation reveals that hailstorms occur preferably ahead of a trough approaching from northwest Europe towards the southeast and during a pronounced jet stream extending from southwest to NE
Europe. These upper-level features create favorable conditions for hail development. The strengthening

Fig. 5.5.: Same as for Figure 5.4 but for Germany.
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Fig. 5.6.: Same as for Figire 5.4 but for CAPE.

Fig. 5.7.: Same as for Figure 5.6 but for Germany.

of the jet stream permits the intake of dry air from southern Europe to central Europe that mixes with
Mediterranean air flows and increases instability. Lifting of air masses, from upper-tropospheric levels
(positive vorticity advection, positive divergence at 300 hPa) may be decisive for the triggering of hailstorms.
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5.3. Pre-convective environments
In this section, atmospheric conditions prevailing near the first hail streak detection are investigated.
The results may be useful for hail warnings. The mean sea level pressure is investigated to confirm the
hypothesis of the presence of low-pressure systems in Atlantic. This parameter was also tested in the
previous PCA but was not retained in its final display because of the high variance. In addition, the vorticity advection and divergence are analyzed because these parameters indicate vertical lifting. Vorticity
advection and divergence were not considered in the PCA because these two variables are highly interdependent, and thus collinear, and their role as pre-convective predictors would be difficult to separate.
Two additional parameters already considered in the previous section that play an important role in the
trigger of convection are wind shear and CAPE.
For the analysis of ambient conditions, coordinates of hailstorm onsets were first transformed from
the HAMLET grid to the nearest grid point of the ERA-Interim grid. Then, an area of 13° × 13°, or
approximately 1000 × 1000 km2 , was defined around each starting point of a hail swath. The meteorological fields, computed for all hail events, are shown as mean fields of the respective parameters. They
are added up together such that the central point of the composite represents the total number of onsets.
Mean sea level pressure is presented in Figure 5.8 with standard deviation, where values range from 925
hPa in the northwest to 1024 hPa in the southwest. As expected, the beginning is located south of the
minimum low pressure in an area with a large gradient.
The standard deviation decreases steadily from northwest to southeast of the investigated area. The
highest standard deviations are situated in the northwest (+5.8) and spread out slightly from the mean,
suggesting the variability is higher northwest of the central point compared to the southeast. This indicates stronger or more frequent depressions over the seas.

Fig. 5.8.: Composite of mean sea level pressure at 12 UTC for all identified hail streaks initializations between
2005 and 2014 represented by the central black dot (A) and corresponding standard deviation (B).
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The mean of the vorticity advection between 300 hPa and 500 hPa is presented in Figure 5.9. The
wind at these levels can be considered to be in quasi-geostrophic balance, which is a prerequisite in the
Omega equation quantifying the synoptical-scale vertical velocity (Pamdey et al., 1976) as described in
Section 2.2. According to the Omega equation, positive values of the composite mean of this parameter (i.e., vorticity advection increasing with height) indicates lifting in the troposphere, which may help
air parcels overcome the CIN. Note, however, that differential vorticity is only one term in the Omega
equation (Viúdez et al., 1996), which may be compensated by the minimum of temperature advection
or adiabatic heat transfers. All events in Figure 5.9 are situated on the eastern edge of a large positive
anomaly at differential vorticity advection with 0.35 · 10 −9 s −2 , hence ahead of a trough in a zone with
high gradients. This agrees with the study of Busch (2013) who conducted the same type of study over
Germany, but for substantially smaller sample size and without consideration of the first hail streak detection location. This slight difference of vorticity advection magnitude can be due to the much smaller
sample size of fewer than 200 events in Busch (2013). Note that a location downstream of an upper
tropospheric trough axis is the favorable location for surface low-pressure systems to develop as positive
vorticity advection suggests lifting as well as favoring the triggering of hailstorms (Whiteman and Doran, 1993). This is consistent with patterns present in the mean sea level pressure, northwesterly from
the central point (Figure 5.8). An analysis of the standard deviation of vorticity advection is meaningless
because this parameter does not follow a normal distribution.

Another proxy for large-scale lifting is the divergence at upper levels shown in Figure 5.10. Hailstorms are situated at the eastern flank of the maximum divergence meaning that most of the hail events
are connected or even triggered by lifting processes at upper levels. On the other hand, this result is an
indication that low-level convergence and, thus, convection triggered in the boundary level may be of less
importance for hailstorms. These high values of divergence are related to strong updrafts and long-lived
storms (Markowski and Richardson, 2010).

The mean of vertical wind shear, defined as the mean of the wind speed difference between 500 hPa
and 1000 hPa, is presented in Figure 5.11. Overall, the shear decreases from the southwest (with a
maximum of up to 18.5 m s −1 ) towards the northeast. The shear values at the center of the composite,
situated northeast and downstream of the maximum, reach up to 16 m s−1 . The center situated in a
zone with a strong gradient corresponds to the divergence at 300 hPa. The location downstream of the
maximum can be due to the location ahead of a trough where windspeeds usually increase. According
to Markowski and Richardson (2010), multicells form preferably when the wind shear is between 10
m and 20 m s−1 , whereas supercells require even higher shear starting from approximately 20 m s−1 .
Considering this assessment, one may assume that the preferable type of event is multicells or supercells.
Figure 5.12 presents the composite median of CAPE as well as the standard deviation. The CAPE near
the events reaches around 980 J kg −1 to the northwest of a maximum area that reaches up to high values
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Fig. 5.9.: Difference of the vorticity advection at 12 UTC between 300 and 500 hPa for all identified hail streaks
between 2005 and 2014 (central black dot). Positive values suggest a rising of the air according to the
Omega equation, while negative values indicate descent.

Fig. 5.10.: Same as Fig. 5.9, but for the mean divergence at 300 hPa. Positive values indicate divergence of the air,
whereas negative values represent convergence.
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Fig. 5.11.: Same as Figure 5.9, but for the mean of wind shear between 500 and 1000 hPa.

Fig. 5.12.: Same as Figure 5.8, but for the mean CAPE.

of 1165 J kg −1 . Other studies found lower values in the statistical mean for observed hailstorms (e.g.,
Busch, 2013; Groenemeijer and van Delden, 2007). When analyzing the standard deviation of CAPE
(Figure 5.12), the highest variability is noticed in the southeast areas of the events with maximum CAPE
values. This may be due to a higher instability in these regions. The minimum is reported northwest of
the events where the location of the trough seems to support tropospheric stability.
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5.4. Air mass properties of the 100 most intense storms
In this section, atmospheric environments, as well as hail swath characteristics during the most intense
100 hailstorms (the 100 storms having the highest RCSI), are investigated to identify and quantify the
decisive parameters for the development of hailstorms. Conversely to the previous section, the central
point of hail swaths (computed by META) is considered instead of the hail streak initial location because
the entire spatial extent of the hail swaths is examined, such as the length or the mean swath orientation.
Furthermore, the physical characteristics of hail swaths were not considered in the PCA in Section 5.1
because of the high variability of the parameters. In this sample of only 100 hailstorms, the variability
of the parameters is lower. A PCA was first computed with several meteorological parameters and so,
in contrast with the previous PCA, includes the physical characteristics of the hail swaths, namely the
duration, length, width, and mean orientation. Details about the computation of these latter parameters
are given in Section 5.1. Furthermore, a radar chart (Robbins, 2012) of severe hail swath features was
established to visualize, summarize, quantify, and compare the significant factors during the maturestages of hailstorms.

5.4.1. Predictors for severe hailstorms
Meteorological parameters in terms of vorticity advection, freezing level, wind shear, CAPE, difference
of θe surface wind speed, and specific humidity at 950 hPa as well as hail swaths duration, length, and
width were considered in a PCA. The coordinates of the hail swath centers were interpolated to the
ERA-Interim grid.
Figure 5.13 represents the output of the PCA. The first component separates the higher from lower
event frequencies and the second component represents the storm intensity. As for the PCA in the
previous section, each variable possesses positive values along C1 and plays a role to explain the values
of RCSI. Two variables, specific humidity at 950 hPa and surface wind speed, are negative along C2
while the remaining variables are positive along this axis. Thus, these two parameters seem to have a
less important relevance during very severe hailstorms in Western Europe compared to other variables.
The duration possesses the highest values along C2 (+0.61) but only +0.25 along C1 suggesting that
intense events are not frequent and explained by their long duration. The length is the second variable
with elevated values on C2 (+0.45) and only +0.15 on C1. Thus, this parameter appears to be relevant
for severe hail events. As for the duration, the frequency of long events is low, whereas shorter events
occur more often. Track width is another parameter that plays a less relevant role during intense events
(around +0.3 for both components) than the duration or the length, possibly because the width variability
remains low.
For the meteorological parameters, wind shear, vorticity advection, and freezing level T0 are close to
each other on the PCA. Indeed, these meteorological parameters interact: organized convection persists
due to an influence between sheared environments and intense updrafts, which transport warm low-level
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Fig. 5.13.: PCA output of meteorological variables (from ERA-Interim) as well as the hail swaths characteristics
(from META) for the most 100 severe hail events between 2005 and 2014 (e.g., the highest RCSI).

air upward (Markowski and Richardson, 2010). Warm air can affect the height of the freezing level.
Orientations of hail swaths (denoted Angle in the PCA) have low values along C1 and C2 meaning their
role is not crucial for the severity of hailstorms. These can be due to organized cells that cross large areas
without low-level effects, such as orographically-induced flow deviations. Interestingly, as mentioned in
Section 4.4, the five most severe storms occurred within a deep southwesterly flow coming from Spain
or Africa. CAPE is characterized by low values along both axis which may be due to extremely variable
CAPE values in climate models. Duration, length, humidity, and surface wind speed are separated by
almost 90° meaning that they have independent effects.
In conclusion, duration, length, and instability of the troposphere characterize best the severity of
hailstorms in western Europe and it could be interesting to focus on these parameters for further extreme
events and hail warnings.
5.4.2. Characteristics of severe hailstorms
The typical signature of the 100 most severe hailstorms is represented in a single chart, which is a
graphical method to display multivariate data and easily compare different groups of data. The length of
each spoke is proportional to the magnitude of the variable. Figure 5.14 shows a radar chart with five
axes corresponding to the number of parameters considered: the total length of a hail swath, its duration,
width, orientation, and during which month the event happened. Three different RCSI intervals were
chosen for the 100 most severe storms. The lowest value of the severity index is equal to 1,000 while
the maximum is 2,124.3. Thus, the interval was set to 375, with the first interval, including RCSI values
between 1,000 and 1,375. The values of the second interval are situated between 1,375 and 1,750, and
the last interval is set between 1,750 and 2,125. The corresponding parameter values within each group
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Fig. 5.14.: Radar chart representing the contribution (in %) of five parameters for severe hailstorms development.

were first averaged and then normalized to their maximum. Therefore, maximum values on each radius
of the radar chart are 100%. The values ’orientation’ and ’month’ match among all groups. Indeed, more
severe hail events occur principally in July and have an SW to NE direction (between 222° and 231°).
The values of these parameters of the third group (highest RCSI) are closest to their respective maximum suggesting that high values are specific to very severe storms. In contrary, group 1, with the lowest
RCSI values, has a low spread. The hail swath length is quite low with only 43.2 % compared to 63.6%
for the second group, and 62.8% for the first series. Long duration and high track width characterize the
very extreme events.
A list of the 10 most severe hail events with their respective characteristics is given in Table 5.1. The
event named Ela, occurring on 9 June 2014, is the most severe hailstorm recorded between 2005 and
2014 with an RCSI of 2,124.3. This hailstorm crossed several countries and had a length of more than
380 km. The second most severe event during the same period was the 30 June 2012 with an RCSI of
2,019.8.
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Hail activity during the year 2013 was also particularly important with 5 severe hail events that occurred during this year and RCSI ranging from 1,834 to 1,971.9.
Tab. 5.1.: Characteristics of the 100 most severe hailstorms between 2005 and 2014 (e.g., the highest RCSI values).
The length and width are in km, the orientation is in degrees to the azimuth, and the duration is in minutes.

Year

Month

Day

Hour

Minutes

Length

Width

Orientation

Duration

RCSI

2014

6

9

22

30

381.68

13

221.56

135

2124.3

2012

6

30

13

30

560.53

17

227.43

645

2019.8

2013

7

28

15

30

348.91

19

237.89

180

1971.9

2013

7

27

11

45

367.53

16

249.15

420

1934.6

2011

9

11

13

45

187.62

12

223.19

120

1880.1

2013

8

6

14

0

99.55

16

237.59

135

1879

2013

8

21

14

45

477.14

15

216.41

510

1847

2013

6

17

0

0

528.72

14

216.97

450

1834

2007

5

13

10

30

613.49

13

224.76

405

1746.1
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, the spatial and temporal variability of hailstorms in France, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg were investigated. For this purpose, a hail climatology was computed for 10 years between
2005 and 2014. Hail events were detected by the combination of different datasets, including radar and
lightning data.
A large part of the work was the development of methods for the detection of hail from meteorological
data as well as the use of a tracking algorithm (META) with post-processing to reconstruct a large event
set of past individual hail swaths. Furthermore, orographic conditions leading to the development of
convection as well as pre-convective environments were analyzed.
Conventional meteorological observation systems inadequately detect hailstorms due to their small
spatial extent and their partially short lifetime. Area-covering observation systems, such as radar and
lightning data, fulfill the prerequisites for detecting convective systems because of their high spatial and
temporal resolutions. However, no clear relation to hail can be derived from the individual datasets.
Therefore, different observations were combined in a meaningful way to reproduce hail events statistically.
Two-dimensional radar data from the German and French weather services (DWD and Météo France)
were used as the most important data source for this study. The high spatial resolution of radar composites
(1 km2 ) covering large areas in western Europe allowed for detailed estimates of severe convective events.
To reduce computer costs, radar data were first separated into two composites: one radar composite
included only Germany and the second included France, Belgium, and Luxembourg. The same methods
were applied to both composites to perform a homogeneous climatology. First, an extensive correction
of errors and clutter was performed. Individual grid points of radar composite with very high radar
reflectivity and echoes were eliminated. A correction of radar signals with lightning data was applied next
since lightning always occurs in connection with thunderstorms. In a further step, appropriate methods
were developed to detect hail in radar data that were filtered with lightning data. The hail criterion of
Mason (reflectivities above or equal to 55 dBZ) was applied to 2D radar data. Then, the adapted cell
tracking algorithm META based on the algorithm TRACE3D (Handwerker, 2002) was applied to the
radar data to reconstruct 30,188 individual hail trajectories in western Europe during the investigation
period. An advection correction was applied afterward, since missing data or fast-moving thunderstorms
creates gaps in the dataset due to the 5-minute temporal resolution.
After these corrections, hail days derived from radar data were computed. A day with hail is counted
when the daily maximum reflectivity values on 1 km2 overpasses the Mason (1971) criterion of 55 dBZ.
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A sum of all hail days between 2005 and 2014 constituted the hail potential, which showed a high spatial
and temporal variability within western Europe. While no or only a few radar-derived hail days occurred
in the northern parts of Germany, Brittany or along the European coastlines (0-2 hail days), more than 40
hail days were detected on the leeward side of mountain ranges, such as in the Massif Central in France.
Other regions frequently affected by hail are located far away from the Atlantic or Mediterranean, such
as southwest France, northeast France (regions of Burgundy, Champagne-Ardennes, and Lorraine) or
West Germany (states of Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, and south of North Rhine-Westphalia). Several
hail hotspots are also situated in southern Germany, such as nearby the Swabian Jura with a maximum of
32 hail days or downstream of the Ore mountains (maximum of 23 days with hail) in northeast Germany.
The high spatial variability in the number of radar-derived hail days and the increasing number around
orographic structures suggest an influence of the orography on the triggering and amplification of thunderstorms. The investigation of the connection between hail occurrence and orography often shows a
maximum of hailstorms downstream the mountains. In the case of wind coming from a southwest direction, this corresponds to the leeward side of obstacles. During days with hail, a go-around regime near
the Swabian Jura leads to a low-level moist convergence downstream, which is required for deep moist
convection. The same wind features can appear near the Massif Central in France. In this area, positive
buoyancy combined with high wind speed during days with hail during the afternoon may permit wind
to cross over the mountain, and lead to low convergence downstream.

In addition to the hail potential, the distribution of radar-derived hail days in western Europe was
examined in connection with various pre-convective meteorological conditions. It is found that an interaction between several meteorological factors on different spatial and temporal scales (from the synoptic
to regional scales) favor the triggering and development of hailstorms. Indeed, the investigation reveals
that hailstorms occur preferably south of a trough approaching from northwest Europe and during a
pronounced jet stream extending from southwestern to northeastern Europe. These upper-level features
create favorable conditions at the middle and lower troposphere for DMC. The detected strengthening of
the jet stream permits the intake of dry air from southern Europe into central Europe (for example, during
a Spanish plume) that, combined with moist (Mediterranean) air advection at lower levels, are favorable
environments for deep convection. The lifting of air masses from upper-tropospheric levels, revealed by
positive vorticity advection in combination with high amounts of moisture and CAPE values, seems to
be favorable factors for hailstorms. Furthermore, high wind shear present in the mean particularly over
southern France and southern Germany influences the development of organized cells in these regions.
Dynamic forcing and vertical motions induced by the orography results in the rise of air, especially at
nearby mountains. On the leeward side, low-level convergence associated with gravity waves induced by
obstacles has a core role in the triggering of hailstorms.
According to a Principal Component Analysis (PCA), both wind shear and stability/instability (in
terms of the difference of equivalent potential temperatures between 500 hPa and 850 hPa) of air masses
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appear o be two important factors for the development of organized convective cells. A severity index
was also performed for each past hailstorm. Very severe hailstorms generally occur with a long and wide
trajectory, long duration, and within a very unstable environment favorable for deep moist convection.
Using radar data to derive a hail probability map includes several limitations and shortcomings inherent in the available data sets. First, radar data for the large investigation area are only available as 2D
radar reflectivity from the German and French weather services. The use of both C-band and S-band
radars in the French composite implies a certain amount of inhomogeneity. However, tests for individual days have shown that the detected tracks, including their reflectivity, do not show variations that are
related to the different radar bands. Another problem is the relatively frequent failure of radar systems.
In some cases, radar stations were out of operation all year round, resulting in less accurate or absence
of coverage in the respective area. Shorter gaps in the datasets were known but could not be fully considered in this work due to their multiplicity. Therefore, some minima appearing in the climatology of
the radar-derived hail days maybe because of these gaps. However, the downtime of the radars only
affects approximately 2 to 8% of all possible days, which leads to a maximum estimated uncertainty of
10% suggesting the spatial distribution is reasonably unaffected. False echoes can also occur in radar
data, especially near radar locations (Puskeiler, 2013). Furthermore, the radar coverage plays an important role in the number of hail days detected. Indeed, the radar coverage density is less important in
the northwestern part of France, leading presumably to an underestimation in the number of hail days
in this region. Furthermore, the northern part of Belgium is only partly covered by the radar station of
Avesnes located in northern France. The long distance to the radar location added to radar failure can
explain the low hail-frequency over Belgium. The Alps remain a gap in the French composite because
radar stations do not yet cover this region. A recent installation of new X-band radars in the Alps need
calibration and validation before data can be integrated into the national composite. The radar coverage
is also not accurate in the edge of southeast Germany, which may explain the gap of hail days in this area.

Despite the various errors in the radar data described above, the final results are reasonably robust. For
example, good correlation is shown between the distribution of hail near the Swabian Jura areas in both
this thesis and the study of Puskeiler (2013), although 3D radar data were used in the latter case. The
distribution of hail in western Europe is also similar to large-scale structures of satellite-estimated hail
probability by Punge et al. (2014) data. Therefore, the results are based on the best possible accuracy
achieved with these data.
With the findings gained in this work, the development of a hail damage model was performed at
the reinsurance company Tokio Millennium Re. In the future, an improvement of the results can be
achieved by considering longer periods, especially in the subdomains highly exposed to hail. More
accurate detection of hail could be achieved, especially in mountainous terrains, using the new X-band
radar in the Alps. A detailed and high-resolution investigation of wind flows on the leeward side with
the unique use of radar data is impossible, and therefore other local observations should be used for
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nearby mountains. For example, an investigation of the Froude number, which is a measure of the flow
regime conditions due to nearby obstacles, should be investigated to find further evidence of the flow
around regime to be decisive for the increased frequency of hail days downstream of several mountains.
These additional observations may help to better understand the effects of orography on the triggering of
convection and the generation of gravity waves.
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